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M
any of us are now wondering whether the truth about the events
of Sept. 11 will ultimately be told or whether they, too, will be
subjected to what Jean Jacques Rousseau bluntly described as
“falsification of history.”

It took many years for the machinations and intrigues that led up to such
tragedies as the sinking of the Lusitania, the attack on Pearl Harbor, the JFK
assassination and Watergate—among other landmark events—to be dissect-
ed by honest historians who determined that al though these events altered
the course of history, the “official” version in each case wasn’t even true. 

On the cover of this issue of TBR is a well-known painting of Italian
Renaissance political advisor, writer and thinker Niccoló Machiavelli, the
subject of our lead article.

What is amazing about the work of Machiavelli is the extent to which the
American ruling class has adopted his political methods to extend and con-
solidate their own illegitimate rule. Our cover story on this great Italian is
dedicated to pursuing this idea: that the American “elitists” are pure Machi -
avellians, and, therefore, to understand Machi a velli is, to a great extent, to
penetrate the minds of the plutocratic ruling clans and cults. The connection
between present U.S. domestic policy and Machiavelli’s ideas on political
domination is too close to be coincidental. Read our lead story, starting on
pages 4 and 5, for more. 

This issue also features the second place winner in TBR’s essay contest.
(We brought you the first place winner in our March/April 2001 issue). While
NBC’s talking head, Tom Brokaw, wrote of “the greatest generation” in a book
of that title, our essay by Alex S. Perry Jr., a member of that generation, takes
a closer look at what Brokaw didn’t tell his readers.

The ever-controversial subject of “the Holocaust” is the topic of two pieces
in this issue of TBR. First is an article representing the research of Carlo
Mattogno, the leading Holocaust Revisionist in Italy and certainly one of the
cutting-edge researchers working on the face of the planet today. This is an
English translation of Mattogno’s work as presented by America’s own Rus -
sell Granata at TBR’s Second Inter na tional Conference on Authentic History
and the First Amend ment held last June in Washington, D.C. Mat togno com-
pares what is claimed about the alleged crematories at Auschwitz with the
very real evidence which points in other directions entirely. We also bring you
the paper presented by Fred Leuchter, of the report that outlined his findings
during a scientific study of the reputed gassing facilities at Auschwitz.
Leuchter tells what price honest men pay for telling the truth.

A very real Holocaust is the subject of a new book by author Joachim
Hoffman, Stalin’s War of Extermination, recently translated into Eng lish and
reviewed here by our colleague, Dr. Johnson. It turns out that Hitler’s inva-
sion of the Soviet Union was defensive in nature—not of fen sive. Stalin was
planning to invade not only Germany, but all of West ern Europe. Here’s the
truth at last in a published book.

Speaking of Hitler—who is always a topic of fascination for the major
media—writer R.M. West takes a new look at Hitler from a different per-
spective that’s worth considering.

In addition, Gen. Leon Degrelle’s always fascinating accounts return this
issue with a continuation of his overview of the growing conflict between
Hitler and his longtime close associate-turned-rival, Ernst Röhm.

On page 51 we take a jump back into the ancient past and examine the
mysterious “lost city” in Cambodia known as Angkor. The city was rediscov-
ered as recently as the 19th century, but already myths have come to be
attached to its legend that need to be dispelled. The truth about this forgot-
ten city of temples is fantastic enough, without resorting to embellishments.
Indeed, incredible as it might sound, there is reason to think the site is linked
to Giza, Egypt and the pyramid complex located there.

Our longtime contributing editor, Michael Collins Piper, takes us on a

highly-readable excursion through little-known entries from the otherwise
much-discussed Wartime Journals of Charles Lindbergh, the famed aviator.
Although many are familiar with Lindbergh’s public addresses and quota-
tions therefrom, Piper’s guided tour of the flyer’s diaries provides you some
additional insights into “Lucky Lindy” that you’ve never had unless you’ve
actually tackled the massive Wartime Journals on your own.

We wrap up this issue with a bit of Americana, two stories dealing with
America’s always-larger-than-life state, the former Republic of Texas. Frank
Jackson’s first contribution tells of Texas, long before the Alamo. His second
tells of America’s little-known “second Ellis Island,” the city of Galveston,
which was a jumping-off point for widespread Eastern European Jewish
immigration into the American heartland.

�    �    �
TBR is happy to announce that June 14, 15 and 16 will be dedicated to a

third international conference on Revisionist history and the First
Amendment, to be held in Washington, D.C. This conference will be even
more stimulating, unique and educational than last year’s confab which
attracted over 400. This year, nearly every major area of Revisionism will be
tackled, from U.S. politics to Eastern Europe, with a new cast of speakers pre-
senting papers, each with his own unique “take” on Revisionism, politics and
the professional distortion of history American universities specialize in.
Note the ad on the back cover.
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I
t has been well over a month, at the time of this writing,
since the horrible, kamikaze-like atrocities in New York
City and at the Pen tagon claimed thousands of innocent
lives. And, as everyone knows, these incidents were fol-
lowed up with a rash of anthrax attacks, which also claimed

American lives. It is no surprise to well-informed Revis ionists that
the controlled media is full of so-called experts, corrupt academi-
cians (who support the CIA/Israeli line without fail) and recently
dusted off, vulgar, Cold War-era slogans. None of this prattle, in
any respect, provides any semblance of reasoned discussion on the
realities behind these major criminal actions. 

The present media argument is that these terrible acts were
the work of Osama bin-Laden, a millionaire Saudi businessman
who, around the mid-1990s, came out of nowhere to become the
“mastermind” of international terrorism. Mr. bin-Laden, however,
has denied any involvement in these recent attacks, which cer-
tainly is not the typical operating procedure of terror
groups, where normally many obscure cells claim re -
spon sibility for politicians slipping on ice. At the time
of this writing, no one has claimed responsibility for
the attacks. It is claimed that this man leads a net -
work of terror cells and activists throughout the
Middle East and Central Asia. However, as the
U.S. government rains missiles upon yet another
hapless Third World country and puts more
American soldiers in harm’s way, a few points
should be kept in mind for the intelligent reader
when dealing with these pressing matters: There
can be no question that the operation carried out on
September 11 was massive, requiring the utmost dis-
cipline and coordination of hundreds of people, both in
Asia and in North America. We are dealing with at least
four large jets from two major airlines that hit their targets—
without a hitch—at the two most visible symbols of American
financial and military power. This does not include the likely back-
ups traveling on other flights. This meticulously orchestrated
attack does not have the characteristics of a normal terrorist oper-
ation. 

At present, there is no terrorist organization operating any-
where, that anyone knows of, that has the capability, sophistica-
tion and manpower to pull such an operation off, which was done
evidently without the slightest difficulty and with hardly a hitch.
The blame immediately assigned to Mr. bin-Laden, with little or
no actual evidence, is suspicious to say the least. By definition, ter-
rorist groups are small, organized into decentralized cells of a
dozen people at the most. Recruits are generally not taken from
the upper strata of society, where the sophistication necessary to
engage in such operations as the 9/11 incidents could be found. (In
Afghanistan, there is no upper stratum of the population.) 

Osama bin-Laden has not, in any respect, showed this level
of sophistication in previous actions attributed to him. A few
bombs at American embassies were terrorist boilerplate, not relat-
ed to this massive and highly intricate operation that slaughtered

thousands of Americans. In fact, no one in the Middle East, or in
world terrorism in general, has ever shown such coordination.
Many Revisionists are finding it hard to believe that these terror-
ist groups, who have not succeeded in removing one solitary
Jewish settler from the West Bank or making even the slightest
dent in Israeli military might, now suddenly are capable of oper-
ations that many major intelligence agencies would have difficul-
ty completing with such near-perfect success.

Moreover, the old infrastructure of the terror groups is
largely a memory. Previously, the Soviet Union was funding and
providing intelligence and military advice to Syria and Iraq. Such
states, in turn, were funding anti-Western military operations,
providing passports and other supplies, as well as diplomatic pro-
tection. Today, such a relationship has disappeared. Iran and
Egypt are, today, far from radical states. Syria is run by a young
man with little interest in politics. Further, the Syrian govern-

ment has moved closer to the United States since Syria
cooperated with Desert Storm in 1991. Gone are the

days when Assad or Abu Nidal could shake down the
Saudis to fund their operations in Lebanon and
elsewhere. Iraq is prostrate, incapable of feeding
her population. The Afghan Taliban is broke,
struggling daily to maintain control of a small
portion of Afghanis tan with 1970s-vintage wea -
pons and a complete lack of discernible income,
and Libya has apparently long since retired
from the terror business.

In short, the terrorist network in the Mid -
dle East is but a shell of its former self. But even

when it was functioning at its most efficient level,
not even the most daring of terrorist leaders ever

attempted an operation at such a scale, never mind being
able to pull it off. 

Of course, the above is little more than a few random
thoughts, evidently not interesting enough to be part of America’s
present shrill conversation about the attacks. One thing is crystal
clear, however: The only real beneficiary of the attack is Ariel
Sharon, Israeli prime minister. Now, finally, he does not need to
maintain even the pretense of worrying about the peace process.
He has a free hand with the Intifada, and one shudders to think
of its use. Israel no longer has to worry about pictures of
Palestinian kids with bullets in their backs, or bulldozed Pales -
tinian homes, which have been haunting them in the Western
media. Certainly, Sharon has not the slightest worry of any
diminution of American assistance or any serious anti-Zionist
rhetoric by anyone with any power in the near future. 

Temporarily, at least, it appears that the Palestinian cause
has suffered a major setback, and the moral capital gained by the
murders of children Shin Bet committed over the last 18 months
is a distant memory. Zionism again appears an “embattled” and
“civilized” idea immersed in a sea of violence and irrationality.
There is not the slightest benefit to the Arab cause to be found in
recent terrorist acts. �

� Ed i tor ia l �
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Botticelli painted Pallas and the Centaur to memorialize the Florentine triumph over the pope’s devious
behavior. The centaur, symbolizing the Pazzi conspiracy, cowers before the goddess of wisdom, symboliz-
ing Lorenzo the Magnificent and Florence, who is pulling him away from the crumbling Vatican. 



P olitics is about power, or, more accurately, about the
mode and manner of its use. It is equally about
morality, or the constraints one is required to place
upon the use of power. Morality is the action of rea-
son, or the mind, upon the will, or the appetites, and

therefore, morality in politics concerns the application of reason
to the unlimited and directionless will-to-power. In order to cri-
tique the abuse of power, then, one must have a concept of moral
behavior, a notion of the good and at least a rough idea of the pur-
pose of life. 

Niccoló Machiavelli (1469-1527) was the first thinker in
modern Western history to worry about skillful manipulation of
pow er and to define political rule as such. Many, such as Leo
Strauss (1899-1973), in his thoughts on Machiavelli, believed him
to be the embodiment of the will-to-power, the notion of power
without any external moral standard or constraint. Others be -
lieve Machiavelli to be just the opposite, publishing his works on
the methods of manipulating political power precisely to warn the
opinion leaders of the Italian states of his day of the methods of
political enslavement. Either way, Machiavelli needs to be studied
because his understanding of the uses and abuses of political
power is as relevant today as in the 16th century, and there is no
question that the manipulation of power for the sake of the per-
sonal ends of the ruling classes has not changed. Machi avelli,
then, becomes a powerful tool in understanding the methods and
mentality of America’s present corrupt ruling establishment. 

This essay will explain Machiavelli’s idea of the methods of
political enslavement, or more accurately, the manipulative uses
of political power serving the private ends of its masters. Its pur-
pose is to further illumine the American political, social and moral
landscape, where an elite cabal of party leaders, bankers and
industrialists, federal judges and other bureaucrats, media oli-

garchs and university professors have effected a revolution in
American life over the last 40 years. Their methods of both reach-
ing power as well as maintaining it are nearly exactly as
Machiavelli had explained in many significant respects.

Machiavelli’s two major works are The Prince* (1513) and
Discorsi sopra laprima deca di Tito Livio (“Discourses Upon the
First Ten Books of Titus Livy,” 1513-1515). It will be these that
this essay relies upon, using the recently edited and translated
volume on these two works by David Wootton (Niccoló Machia -
velli, Selected Political Writings, Hackett, Cambridge, Massachu -
setts, 1994), considered the most accurate, lively and faithful of
our modern translations. The Prince will be cited as “P,” with “D”
for Discourses throughout the text.

*   *   *
Machiavelli’s work deals solely with the use of political

power. Its dynamics was his sole concern. More specifically, he
deals with how anyone can acquire power and then keep it. For
Machiavelli, the conception of maintaining power revolves around
the all-important idea of convincing one’s subjects that this use of
power is legitimate. In Western history, Machiavelli was the first
to deal with the questions of propaganda and psychological war-
fare as a part of statecraft. Machiavelli did not believe for one sec-
ond that any of the princes with whom he had a personal rela-
tionship were legitimate rulers, and therefore, if they were to hold
on to power, they needed, above all, to convince the population
that they were legitimate rulers. Whether or not he was acting in
an advisory manner to Italian princes, or their hapless subjects,
is another matter, and much ink has been spilled on this topic. For
Machiavelli, regardless, the notion of political power was largely
psychological.

Importantly, within the pages of The Discourses, there is
much information on political liberty. Such suggests that Machia -

Machiavelli
THE ETHICS OF CONTROL & THE AMERICAN CONDITION

BY M. RAPHAEL JOHNSON, PH.D.

“I conclude then that since fortune changes, and men stubbornly continue to
behave in the same way, men flourish when their behavior suits the times and fail
when they are out of step. I do think, however, that it is better to be headstrong
than cautious, for fortune is a lady. It is necessary, if you want to master her, to
beat and strike her.” —The Prince, Chapter 25, page 76.
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velli had a wider audience in mind than his autocratic and semi-
autocratic clients (e.g., Chapter 7), though these thoughts on lib-
erty are always couched in such a way that they solely serve the
interests of the state. For example, in Chapter 7, the issue con-
cerns the right of “public accusation”—in other words, to have an
institutionalized system of law (either “before the people or before
some magistrate”), where affronts to the public liberty can be
dealt with. Machiavelli writes, however: 

This right has two extremely useful consequences for
any state. The first is that citizens, for fear of being ac -
cused, dare not attempt to do anything that might harm the
state, and if they do try to do anything they are immedi-
ately and impartially crushed. The other is that one gives
an institutionalized outlet to those resentments that build
up in a city. . . . Otherwise, when these resentments have no
institutionalized outlet, they cause people to act outside
the law, which leads to the collapse of the whole political
system. (D 102)

This is of importance for two reasons: Firstly, Machiavelli
begins this chapter by referring to “public accusation” as a “right,”
and that it is useful for offenses against public liberty. Soon after,
however, he describes people being publicly accused as daring to
“harm the state.” He then refers to their “crushing” as “impartial.”
In other words, if the procedures are correct and accepted by the
public mind as legitimate, then the state can crush its opponents
under the color of law. The power is identical, as is the interest.
The psychology is, however, that there are institutional “proce-
dures” that provide the crushing of one’s enemies with some pseu-
do-legal coating. He says something similar in Chapter 9: “If you
become an absolute ruler in a republic, you should also consider
how much more praise, once Rome was ruled by emperors, was
awarded to those emperors who abided by the laws and were
benevolent than those who were the opposite.” (D 111) 

Secondly, in Chapter 33, he warns the prince against being
evenhanded with his subjects only in time of need: “For each per-
son will conclude that he does not have you to think for the good
you do him, but your enemies.” (D 136) Even in Chapter 58, in an
interesting passage seemingly attacking monarchy, Machiavelli
claims that the population is just as good as a monarch in mak-
ing laws. He concludes by claiming that both make mistakes, and
the multitudes are just as susceptible to fits of passions as are
individual rulers. Such clearly shows that Machiavelli certainly
had some interest in moderating the power of monarchy, but,
more often than not, in the interest of the state itself.

These sorts of passages are typical of Machiavelli in that

one is able to take both a cynical and a positive interpretation of
it, and this is probably no accident. The cynical is that he is advis-
ing dictators to permit some liberty to justify their power; the pos-
itive is that he is asking for certain rights and privileges for his
people in the guise of acting in the prince’s interest. It is precise-
ly that he might be doing both, that is, ingratiating himself with
his clients while also assisting the Italian people, that has kept
interest in Machiavelli so strong over such a long period of time.

Chapter 18 is of interest to the present American condition.
The issue here is whether or not a corrupt people can ever be free.
Many American nationalists seek salvation in the restoration of
constitutional government or in “getting our people elected.” This
view is refuted rather well here: 

Moreover, the institutions and laws that have been
established in a republic at the time of its foundation, when
the individuals who made it up were good, are no longer
appropriate when they become bad. If the laws of a city are
relatively easily changed to take account of changing cir-
cumstances, the institutions, on the other hand, never
change, or do so only at long intervals. The result is that the
new laws are insufficient, because the institutions that
remain unchanged distort their impact. (D 127)

Machiavelli was a republican, of sorts, under certain circum-
stances. He realized, however, that political liberty is only possi-
ble when a people is worthy of it. Our present state, the state of
the complete revolutionizing of American society and the de facto
overthrow of the American political and social order and of basic
moral norms, cannot be understood without reference to the peo-
ple who both affected it and were affected by it:

If you want to take power in a republic and change its
constitution for the worse, you will only succeed if the cit-
izens have long been corrupt, if little by little, for genera-
tion after generation, decay has set in. Now this is bound to
happen, as I have explained, whenever the republic is not
regularly renewed by the exemplary conduct of good citi-
zens or not brought back to first principles with new laws.
(D 198)

It is not institutions that make citizens good. It is the com-
bination of a strong culture, religion and morals that does this.
The Constitution has been overthrown precisely because Ameri -
can citizens permitted this to happen. The decay, so to speak,
began previous to the revolution, or else the revolutionary politics
of the previous three generations is inexplicable. Elites can al -
ways be expected to behave in rapacious ways. The common peo -
ple are far from immune to this. But when revolutionary elites
seek to overthrow a moral and political system, they need to be
able to count on a weak, effeminate and corrupt population to
stand out of the way, or, as in the case of America, largely assist
the revolutionary regime in its thinly disguised agenda.

*   *   *
Machiavelli’s general task, regardless of who he might have

been writing for, was to understand the methods of control. The
Prince, Machiavelli’s most famous book, was primarily concerned
with this. The present essay centers around the idea, easily
proved, that the American republic (that is, its constitution, reli-
gion, traditions and general moral understandings) was over-
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“[A] prince wishing to keep his state is very
often forced to do evil; for when that body
is corrupt whom do you think you have

need of to maintain yourself . . . you have to
submit to its humors and to gratify them,
and then goodworks will do you harm.”

—NICCOLO MACHIAVELLI



thrown in the 20th century (particularly the second half thereof)
and replaced by what is effectively a “one-party” state that uti-
lizes an oligarchic and partisan media monopoly to change the
ideas of the American population to better suit its largely eco-
nomic ends. Nihilism and emotivism in ethics have become nec-
essary to maintain the level of consumption and definition of hap-
piness our new elites have come to deem most profitable. The tra-
ditionalist and republican ethic of Ameri can political history was
no longer suitable to the new global or der that also required a
new moral code for Americans. Thus, the American republican
tradition has been replaced by an “elite” left-revolutionary cabal,
as is evidenced by such statements as these from the new elite
themselves:

• “Nationhood as we know it will be obsolete, all
states will recognize a single, global authority. . . . [N]ation-
al sovereignty was not such a great idea after all.” (Strobe
Talbot, former deputy secretary of state. “The Birth of a
Global Nation,” Time, July 20, 1992.)

• “Every child in America entering school at the age
of five is insane, because he comes to school with certain
allegiances toward our Founding Fathers, toward his par-
ents, toward our elected officials, toward a belief in a
supernatural being, and toward the sovereignty of this
nation as a separate entity. It’s up to you, teachers, to make
all these sick children well by creating the international
child of the future.” (Chester M. Pierce, Harvard professor
of education. Quote from his keynote address to the Child
International Education Seminar, Denver, Colo., 1993.)

• “Children and women can be our Trojan horse for
attacking the citadel of poverty, for undergirding democ-
racy, dramatically slowing population growth and for
accelerating economic development.” (James P. Grant, past
executive director of UNI CEF, in a speech at the Interna -
tion al Development Conference, 1993.)

• “I think [all private property] should be in the pub-
lic domain. We should get it all. Be unreasonable. You can
do it. Yesterday’s heresy is today’s common wisdom. So I
would say, let’s take it back—let’s take it all back.” (Brock
Evans, vice president of the National Audubon Society,
from a speech at a “Growth Manage ment Forum” at the
New England Environmental Network at Tufts University,
November 1990.)

• “To hell with the news. I’m no longer interested in
news. I’m interested in causes. We don’t print the truth. We
don’t pretend to print the truth.” (Ben Bradlee, former
executive editor of The Washington Post, at a recent Smith -
sonian Institution symposium.)

• “Our job is to give people not what they want, but
what we decide they ought to have.” (Richard Salant, pres-
ident of CBS News.)

• “Fundamental, Bible-believing people do not have
the right to indoctrinate their children in their religious
beliefs because we, the state, are preparing them for the
year 2000 when America will be part of a one-world global
society, and their children will not fit in.” (Peter Hoagland,
former congressman from Nebraska, in a 1983 radio show
with Evrett Sileven.)

• “Extremists fail to provide a viable pathway from
the Cold War to the global village.” (Hillary Clinton, It
Takes a Village—And Other Lessons Children Teach Us, Si -
mon and Schuster, 1996.)

• “We routinely wrote scare stories about the haz-
ards of chemicals, employing words like ‘cancer’ and ‘birth
defects’ to splash a little cold water in reporters’ faces. . . .
Our press reports were more or less true. . . . Few handouts,
however, can be totally honest, and ours were no excep-
tion. . . . We were out to whip the public into a frenzy about
the environment.” (Jim Sibbison, former EPA press officer,
in a Washington Monthly article in March of 1984.)

Literally thousands of other examples, directly from Amer -
ica’s new elite, could be added. America is presently a left-revolu-
tionary oligarchy. The importance of understanding Machi avelli’s
The Prince is that it provides a blueprint of sorts by which such a
revolutionary elite can take power and maintain it. From here,
then, one can apply Machiavelli’s insights to our present unfortu-
nate condition.

*   *   *
One of the primary means by which the revolution was

affected was by the skillful mobilization of minorities and other
“special-interest” groups. Whether it be blacks or homosexuals,
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Pope Alexander VI had a number of children, two of the recog-
nized ones being Lucrezia Borgia and Cesare Borgia. The lat-
ter (shown above) was “The Prince” to whom Machiavelli ded-
icated his book of that title. Borgia narrowly missed being elect-
ed a pope himself when he was poisoned and unable to attend
the voting session of the cardinals, of whom he was one.
Cesare’s father, Alexander, was the pope who scandalized
Martin Luther into launching the Reformation by (among
other things) buying the papacy and holding orgies in the
Vatican. As for Cesare Borgia, he was noted for his cruelty, and
for over three years filled the thoughts and slimmed the purses
of the people of Florence. 

Cesare Borgia
MACHIAVELLI’S INSPIRATION

FOR “THE PRINCE”



recent immigrants or the handicapped, the regime promised them
additional benefits for loyalty and suitably directed political
activism. Machiavelli explained this method in The Prince:

In addition, anyone who finds himself with territory in
a region with different customs . . . should make himself the
leader and protector of neighboring powers who are weak-
er than he is, and should set out to weaken his powerful
neighbors. . . . Outside powers will always be urged to inter-
vene by those in the region who are discontented, either
because their ambitions are unsatisfied, or because they
are afraid of the dominant powers.  (P 10)

And again in Chapter 16:

Rulers either spend their own wealth and that of their
subjects, or that of other peoples. Those who spend their
own and their subjects’ wealth should be abstemious;
those who spend the wealth of others should seize every
opportunity to be generous. Rulers who march with their
armies, living off plunder, pillage, and confiscations are
spending other people’s money, and it is essential they
should seem generous, for otherwise their soldiers will not
follow them. (P 50)

If, in all Machiavelli’s work, the frame of reference was
updated, it would not take a genius to understand that this sort
of behavior has been adopted by the American ruling classes as a
way to cement their own power. However, the great Italian gives
a subsequent warning:

The simple truth is there is no reliable way of holding
on to a city and the territory around it, short of demolish-
ing the city itself. He who becomes the ruler of a city that
is used to living under its own laws and does not knock it
down, must expect to be knocked down by it. Whenever it
rebels, it will find strength in the language of liberty and
will seek to restore its ancient constitution. Neither the
passage of time nor good treatment will make its citizens
forget their previous liberty. No matter what one does, and
what precautions one takes, if one does not scatter and
drive away the original inhabitants, one will not destroy
the memory of liberty or the attraction of the original
inhabitants.  (P 17)

As Machiavelli knew even in the early 16th century, control
is far more than about armies, battles and decrees. Control is also,
if not primarily, about minds, attitudes and ideas. Control in mod-
ern life concerns as much psychological warfare, controlled chaos
and institutionalized humiliation as it does the “coming police
state.”  The difficulty is that armies, battles and decrees are easi-
ly referenced and measured, while psychological manipulation
and mind control is not; rather, it is often imperceptible. As a
result, the focus of much nationalist and patriotic literature has
concerned itself with formal institutions, as if these can be sepa-
rated from the people who run them and the ideology that justi-
fies them. There can be no tyranny when a culture does not sanc-
tion it and, at least tacitly, accept it.

Machiavelli is writing about the nature of political power at
the dawn of the modern era in the West. States were becoming
wealthier, monarchs more independent. Armies were becoming
larger and technology was proceeding accordingly, providing more
lethal and effective weapons. For Machiavelli, clearly, the notion
of power was changing. The Prince was written to explain the

changes in the idea of power and authority in a brand new era, an
era of moral sickness that Machiavelli was one of the first, if not
the first, to correctly diagnose.

M achiavelli was quite interested in the idea of
a public image of a ruler. In Chapter 18, Ma -
chi avelli en ters into a discussion of formulat-
ing a positive public image as a means of

solidifying control. The true face of a ruler is another matter, and
one should not hesitate to show it when the occasion permits.
Machiavelli seems almost to have been living in the “Clin ton
era” when he wrote this:

Everyone sees what is happening, but not everyone
feels the consequences. Everyone sees what you seem to be;
few have direct experience of who you really are. Those
few will not dare speak out in the face of public opinion
when that opinion is reinforced by the authority of the
state. In the behavior of all men, and particularly of rulers,
against whom there is no recourse at law, people judge by
the outcome. . . . 

The vast majority of men, so long as their goods and
their honor are not taken from them, will live contentedly,
so you will only have to contend with the small minority
who are ambitious, and there are lots of straightforward
ways of keeping them under control. (P 55-56)

It is quite clear that Machiavelli was writing here about a
primitive form of psychological warfare. In this respect alone can
we claim that our modern ruling classes are Machiavellian, and
that our specifically modern way of doing politics derives directly
from his (seemingly) amoral writings. In other words, when one
does not have the moral right to rule, these become the things one
must do to hold onto power. Legitimate exercise of political power
does not need “public image” makeovers or manipulative decrees.
From this, one comes to a crystal clear understanding of
American politics that is more important than any textbook on
American political institutions. Such is made abundantly clear
from this passage in Chapter 20:

But when a ruler acquires a new state, which is simply
added on to his existing territories, then it is necessary to
disarm the people, with the sole exception of those who
have actively supported you in taking power. And they, too,
over time, as the opportunity occurs, should be encouraged
to become weak and effeminate. (P 64)
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“This gives rise to an argument:
whether it is better to be loved than
feared, or the opposite. The answer is
that one would like to be both, but since
it is difficult to combine the two, it is
much safer to be feared than loved,
if one of the two has to make way.”

—NICCOLÓ MACHIAVELLI



As natural law ethics was rejected by Western Europe, the
notion of royal absolutism came into existence, that is, rule with-
out moral constraint. (This notion was unknown to medieval mon-
archs.) Politics soon became a contest of wills and appetites pri-
marily, rather than legal arguments or dynastic claims. Mach -
iavelli’s world was soon to flower into the so-called “En light -
enment,” wherein the tyranny of absolutism was transformed into
the tyranny of the machine, the will of the stronger, the economy
and the impersonal bureaucracy. Given the modern relativization
of morality, there is no place within the system to stand to fight
back against what has become the specifically modern condition.
What Machiavelli was actually writing about, regardless of his
intended audience, was the moral justification for totalitarianism.
He was writing about the nature of modernity and its political
ramifications. He prophesied that it would not be a pleasant place.

Additionally, concerning another well-known modern polit-
ical trick, Machiavelli predicted the manipulation of war to cover
for domestic crimes:

He is always plotting and carrying out great enterpris-
es, which have always kept his subjects bewildered and
astonished, waiting to see what their outcome would be.
And his deeds have followed one another so closely that he
has never left space between one and the next for people to
plot uninterruptedly against him. (P 68)

The central idea in both The Prince and Discourses is that
politics is not about morality but rather the unrestrained exercise
of will. If there is one notion that defines the modern era, this is
likely it. If individuals live according to modernity’s understand-
ing of human behavior and motivation, then they have no right to
complain when it is done to them by economic or political powers.
This is the paradox of modernity: Unrestrained freedom of will
suits the interests of individuals in certain circumstances but
soon becomes a “moral” problem when someone stronger commits
the sort of acts that oppress and crush other people. Individuals
then suddenly speak of abstract rights and natural law. Tyranny
does not drop from the sky, Machiavelli claims, but must have a
fertile field from which to sprout.

Machiavelli, in the early 16th century, sought to under-
stand the morality of the newly emerging politics of modernity.
His writings both assisted the regimes he lived under as well as
warned the population of the coming institutionalization of polit-
ical amorality. In this case, the amorality emanates from states
im measurably stronger than ever before, better armed and
wealthier. One of the worries one feels when reading Machia velli’s
work is discerning the alarm Machiavelli might have felt in
describing our contemporary methods of power that utilized a war
machine better trained, equipped and led than at any other time
in Western history. The amorality of modernism was about to
unleash that exponentially increasing power upon a population
that, from then until now, seemed little disposed, or little capable,
to do much about it. �

*The Prince, by Machiavelli. Yale edition.  Hand book for a kingdom, then
and now. One of the great classics of all times. Item #162, softcover, 88
pages, $12 less 10% for TBR subscribers.  Add $2 S&H. Order from TBR
BOOK CLUB by calling 1-877-773-9077 and charging to Visa or MasterCard.
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The Power of the
Medicis

Machiavelli’s last hero was the famous condottiere (leader
of a band of professional mercenary soldiers) and grand
duke of Tuscany, Giovanni de’ Medici, known as Giovanni
della Bande Nere (“John of the Black Bands”). He fought
for Pope Leo X in the Italian wars, but later changed sides
and fought for Francis I of France. His nickname probably
de rives from the black bands he put on to mourn Leo’s
death. His military company was also known as the Black
Bands. Giovanni died in December 1526, falling mortally
wounded while advancing with his troops to prevent an
army of 14,000 Germans from crossing the Po River. The
Medicis were an Italian family that directed the destinies
of Florence from the 15th century until 1737. Of obscure
origin, they gained immense wealth as merchants and
bankers, became affiliated through marriage to the major
houses of Europe, and produced three popes (Leo X, Clem -
ent VII and Leo XI) and two queens of France (Catherine
de’ Medici and Marie de’ Medici). Until 1532 the republi-
can constitution of Flor ence was outwardly upheld, but the
Medi cis exerted actual control over the government without
holding any permanent official position. They sometimes
fell into disfavor, however, and were exiled from Florence in
1433-34, 1494-1512 and 1527-30. Through their patronage
of the arts they helped to make the city a great repository of
European culture. The first important member of the fami-
ly was Giovanni di Bicci de’ Medici, 1360-1429, whose sons
founded the two branches of the family. 



W hile Spain was declining

economically and politi-

cally its art and literature

attained their finest growth. The great-

est “Spanish” painter of the late 16th

and early 17th centuries was Domenico

Theotocopuli, or Domenikos Theoto -

kopoulos, better known as “El Greco”

because he was born in Greece (specifi-

cally in Candia, the capital of Crete,

1541). His work expresses the spiritual

aspect of Spanish art, al though he was

originally an iconographer. Shown here

is his painting of St. Jerome, one of the

fathers of the Catholic Church, painted

between 1571 and 1600. St. Jerome

(c. 342–420), is venerated for his acetic

piety and for his monumental Latin

translation of the Bible, represented

here by the large codex on which his

hands are positioned. 

Following an old convention, the

artist depicts him in the robes of a car-

dinal. (There was no actual College of

Cardinals in St. Jerome’s time, of course.) This composition proved popular and was produced in at least four ver-

sions by El Greco and his shop; one of these is in the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City. Both Italian

and Byzantine influences may be detected in this portrait. The elongated and upthrust triangle which frames the

entire silhouette is in striking contrast to the downward convergence of the beard and the folds of the “cardinal’s

mantle.” It is thought that a 100-year-old man named L. Cornaro posed for this portrait in 1566.

Although modern painters have found El Greco a source of inspiration, many of El Greco’s contemporaries

viewed his work as that of a madman because of its strange combination of realism and visionary power. Thus he

left no real followers in his own era. 

Examining Our European Heritage

El Greco & St. Jerome
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T
om Brokaw’s The Greatest Generation, Random
House, Inc., 1998—hereinafter GG) is proof that Bro -
kaw is unable to call a spade a spade. Should
Brokaw ever do so about World War II,
Adolf Hitler, Franklin Roosevelt, Win -

ston Churchill, Benito Mussolini, Josef Stalin or
Japan’s leaders during this period, he would lose
his $7 million per annum broadcasting position. 

This writer was in the Army Air Force
during World War II. I did not have to go: I had
a perfect medical excuse. I had a punctured
eardrum that failed to heal after a mastoid
operation when I was eight months old. But I
wanted to go. The movie industry influenced
me, as it did the rest of the nation. It influ-
enced even those who did not know how to
read, and if they did know how to read, they
would have read practically nothing contra-
dicting what they saw on Saturday night, as
the same tribe that controlled the movies
also controlled the news media. 

Rep. Hamilton Fish (R-N.Y.) said he was
ashamed of the part he played in World War II.
Fish did more about World War II and the part
the United States played in World War II than
did all the armed forces put together. Fish was

the congressman from President Franklin Roosevelt’s district.
Fish made the first speech in Con gress asking for a declaration of
war against Japan on December 8, 1941, the day after Pearl

Harbor was attacked. Of that speech Fish later said: “I am
ashamed of that speech today, as I now know about
Roosevelt’s infamous war ultimatum that forced

Japan’s leaders to fight.”1 Fish also said, “Roose -
velt’s ‘day of infamy’ has been turned into hy -
pocrisy, deceit and ashes by the searchlight of
truth on the causes, events and results of the
war.”2 “Roose velt,” Fish said, “was the main in -
sti gator and firebrand to light the fuse of war.”3

Another man very disappointed [with
World War II] was Gen. George Patton, the hero of
World War II if there ever was one. Patton had
been as gung-ho about the war as any 18-year-
old could be. He literally believed the prewar and
wartime propaganda that Germany was a
threat to America’s freedom, and he acted on
this belief. He wanted to kill as many Germans
as he could. He inspired the troops under his
command to do likewise, and they killed sur-

rendered German soldiers in droves.4 Of
course, there was the problem of what to do with

the surrendered German troops, because there were
so many of them. Killing them was one way to eliminate
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The Greatest Generation
THE TRUTH ABOUT FREEDOM’S EAGER BEAVERS

BY ALEX S. PERRY JR.

In this first-person account, the second place winner of the TBR essay con-
test, himself a tail-end member of what NBC anchorman Tom Brokaw ingratiating-
ly called America’s “greatest generation”—the generation of Americans who were
born in the 1920s, came of age in the Great Depression and fought in World War
II—explains why Brokaw’s book is seriously overrated. He also explains why
many members of that generation—himself included—who once were so proud of
how they “served their country” and thought they had “saved the world” (and sure-
ly no one would question their honor, courage and perseverance) are today
ashamed of how they were hornswoggled into that horrible, unnecessary war.

TBR ESSAY CONTEST SECOND PLACE WINNER



the problem, but killing them inspired those not yet captured not
to surrender, but to fight to the death. Gen. Dwight Eisen hower
expressed the sentiment, “Too bad we couldn’t have killed more,”
in a letter to Gen. George Marshall in 1943. How ever, this remark
was deleted when Eisenhower’s papers were published.5

As soon as the war was over, Patton began to express doubts
about World War II. This change of heart can be detected in The
Patton Papers, published in 1974 by Houghton Mifflin Co.6 After
the war, Patton began to take up for the German people. On July
21, 1945, Patton wrote to his wife: 

Berlin gave me the blues. We have destroyed what could
have been a good race, and we are about to replace them
with Mongolian savages. . . . It’s said that for the first week
after [Soviet troops] took it [Berlin], all the women who ran
were shot, and those who did not were raped. 

In August, Patton had dinner with French Gen. Alphonse
Juin. Patton’s diary entry for August 18 quotes Gen. Juin: “It is
indeed unfortunate, mon general, that the English and Ameri cans
have destroyed in Europe the only sound country—and I do not
mean France.” 

In an August 31 letter to his wife, Pat -
ton wrote: “Actually, the Germans are the only
decent people left in Europe. . . . I prefer the
Ger mans.” 

Patton began to compare the Germans
“with the French, the Italians, the Bel gians
and even the British. This comparison gradu-
ally forced him to the conclusion that World
War II had been fought against the wrong peo-
ple.”7 On December 23, 1945, Patton was
killed, so his voice of disappointment was si -
lenced forever. 

Patton, however, was not the only person
to express his regrets about the destruction of
Germany. Winston Churchill was another one.
After the war, he told Parliament (on
November 2, 1946) that they had “killed the wrong pig.”8 Perhaps
Churchill was thinking of what he had told the world, long before
Adolf Hitler became chancellor of Germany:

It is the duty of the civilized world to reconquer Russia.
The Soviets do not represent Russia; they represent an
international concept entirely foreign and even hostile to
what we call civilization. . . . To win against Russia, mili-
tarily and morally, would be too heavy a task for the victors
[of World War I] alone, and as we must do it, we will do it
with Germany. Germany knows Russia better than any-
body else. . . . That will be for her the great opportunity. It
will be this opportunity that will permit a proud and faith-
ful nation to avoid defeat and humiliation. . . . She will pass
thereby, almost without transition, from a cruel fight
against us to cooperation with us. Nothing is possible in
Europe without Germany; everything is possible with her.9

Any man in Brokaw’s position cannot afford to say anything
good about Hitler. But before 1939, the volume of favorable
remarks that were made about Hitler is astonishing. At that time,
he was widely considered the greatest leader the world had ever
known. He had millions of admirers in Europe and throughout

the world. Brokaw has to say what the establishment wants him
to say, in order to keep his job. In spite of the fact that there are
more good things to say about Hitler than bad, only the bad
things can be spoken. Brokaw’s tome only rehashes the prewar,
wartime and postwar propaganda clichés that were designed to
get America involved in what became World War II, and to make
the nation feel satisfied that it had done the right thing in com-
pletely destroying Hitler, the government he gave Germany,
Germany’s industry, and Germany itself. 

If a nation is going to go to war, then that nation cannot
afford to tell the balanced truth about the enemy nation, and any-
one who does during wartime will be tried and sentenced for sedi-
tion, and possibly executed. The warmongering faction has to get
its citizens mad at the enemy, and in the proper mood. It has to
get its citizens to think they are fighting for the world’s good, and
for Christian or other religious righteousness, and the enemy is
evil and ruled by the devil. So it was with the propaganda against
Hitler and Germany, and so it has been ever since. 

Sefton Delmer, head of British research for propaganda broad-

casts, told his staff: “Above all, precision! . . . We should never lie
accidentally or out of carelessness, but always just intentionally
and deliberately.  And by our transmitting one newscast after
another, and one armed forces program after another, a whole sys-
tem of atrocity campaigns developed.”10 After the war, the
German constitutional lawyer, Prof. Friedrich Grimm, had a
chance to speak with Delmer and asked him to stop the atrocity
propaganda. Delmer replied:

No, now we shall start all the more. We shall continue
this atrocity propaganda, we shall intensify it, until nobody
shall accept a good word from the Germans anymore, until
all the sympathy you had in other countries shall be de -
stroyed and until the Germans themselves shall be so con-
fused that they do not know anymore what they are
doing.11

The most important items in Greatest Generation are the
points Brokaw magnifies about people’s attitude about World War
II or what should be today’s national attitude about the war—not
the short biographies written of the individuals who served in the
armed forces during the war. One gets the impression from his
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Tom Brokaw is shilling a book to us geezers, suggesting we’re
the best thing since roller derbies. Now don’t get me wrong, but I
think the idea that one generation is somehow better than another
is hogwash. Blandishments and false pride are the last thing any-
one needs. Tom Brokaw is a high-minded civics teacher of a broad-
caster. I tend to roll my eyes when he begins smirking at the end of
his news show. Some times I’d like to pop him in the kisser (only to
see something different, I think).

—A MEMBER OF THE GENERATION BORN IN THE 1920S



book that everyone was rushing, lemming-like, to get into some
branch of the armed forces in order to do his duty to bring justice
to the world by ending Hitler’s regime, which was called a threat
to civilization, world peace and freedom because Hitler wanted, or
so it was maintained, to take over the whole world and put it in
bondage. 

Most World War II veterans, if they do brag on the part they
played during the war, never mention that they were drafted.
They were in the service for one reason: not to defeat Hitler or for
patriotic reasons, but because they were drafted. Does serving in
the Army prove anything if one has to go anyway to keep from
being put in prison, disgraced or maybe killed? No one has a
choice during war. Everyone goes into slavery in order to “fight for
freedom.” Of the 16 million who went into military service during
World War II, fewer than 600,000 volunteered, and the majority
of those who did, volunteered only because they knew they would
be drafted shortly and volunteered for appearance’s sake or to get
into some less-undesirable branch of the services than the
infantry. (Few men find it attractive to slosh through the mud
during wet weather with feet infected with trench foot, a heavy
rifle in hand and a heavy pack on the back, to sleep in a pup tent
in the winter on a battlefield or in a foxhole, and eat from a mess
kit washed with sand and rainwater.)

Nevertheless, those who first “heard the call” were drafted
September 16, 1940—that is, a little more than a year before
Pearl Harbor. They were limited to one year’s training, and would
have been discharged except that Congress violated its promise in
August 1941 and voted that the length of service be extended. 

Servicemen found out that bed wetting would give them an
honorable discharge, and soon men began going on sick call in
droves for bed wetting. No doctor in the Army knew how to stop
it. No known medicine would work. It was finally stopped by
changing the Army’s discharge law.12 From then on, if a man did
wet his bed, he stayed in the service and just had to sleep on a
wet, stinking mattress. James Martin elaborates on bed wetting
and other means of getting out of the Army: 

It is obvious that evasion of conscription by failure to
register was no doubt the course chosen by a small minor-
ity, while the tiny band which defied it undoubtedly were
steeled by a deep faith in some principled ethic or strong
religious conviction. For the vast majority, registration and
superficial cooperation was the route taken, with the objec-
tive in a staggering number of instances being that of gain-
ing a discharge from the armed services or seeking a status
of incapacity. In an extended comment on this side of the
picture, John McPartland [Harpers, Feb. 1974, 186-92] relat-
ed that at one time the Army decided that bed wetting was
sufficient reason for a discharge, and that shortly after
that, the incidence of bed wetting went up 1200 percent in
one Texas training camp. A “wave of psychoneurotic dis-
charges” followed, and it was only stemmed when the War
Department issued a circular [that] removed bed wetting
as a justification for discharge. But there were a number of
other avenues open to unenthusiastic [conscripts]: “MR 1-
9, the Army manual for spotting malingering, was never
better than a lap or two behind the 10 to 20 percent of our
troops who hit the sick book in high hopes of home. . .
. There were more AWOLs than civilian strikers during the
war, more hours lost in desertion,” declared McPartland,
“than were lost because of strikes.”

We should always remember that this bed wetting took
place during the Depression, when 11 million people were unem-
ployed and were desperately looking for work. In the Army they
would have received three all-you-can-eat meals a day, a place to
sleep in comfort (much of the time), new clothes, shoes, a place to
shower, no rent to pay, free laundry and a $21-a-month salary
with no withholding taxes, equal to $210 a month in today’s dol-
lars. All this princely income before the war, and no fighting to do.
Yet these patriotic Americans did not want to serve their country
as Congress thought they would. 

I had only one uncle who served for a while, and he got out
as soon as a law was passed that allowed 35-year-olds to leave the
service if they wanted to. Brokaw says nothing about how his
drafted father got out of the service, but he does say that he, him-
self, Tom, was born in 1940 (GG 3) and spent his “ages from three
to five . . . on an Army base in western South Dakota.” So his dad
must have rushed to get drafted around 1943. The father had at
least three years to volunteer, but did not, again illustrating how
anxious many men were to do their duty. But this man, being in
his early 30s, could only have been somewhere between 30 and 33
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This British anti-Nazi propaganda poster was mild compared to the
anti-Hitler efforts of the United States, which excelled in printing
and designing such posters. Contrary to propaganda (like Tom Bro -
kaw’s), many conquered countries were ecstatic to see the Nazis enter,
even areas without large ethnic German populations.



years old when he was drafted. Therefore, Brokaw’s dad was too
young to take advantage of the 35-year-olds discharge law. At
most he spent only two years in the service, and in a very safe
place at that. All this is deduced from the limited information
available, because Brokaw does not give the details. Anyway, it
would have been interesting had Brokaw told his readers exactly
how and when his dad did receive his honorable discharge. As it
is, it is still interesting, maybe more so, wondering why he did not
tell us this. 

One statement in Brokaw’s discussion of his dad’s military
activities hardly makes sense: “When Dad returned home, it was
the first time I saw my mother cry.” This statement does not make
sense, because as Brokaw says in the sentence leading to this one,
his dad never left home: “My father, Red Brokaw, . . . was an all-
purpose Mr. Fixit and operator of snowplows and construction
machinery, part of crew that kept the base functioning. [i.e., the
base where Tom says he lived from ages three to five.] When he
was drafted, the base commander called him back, reasoning he
was more valuable in the job he had.” 

If he was called back, then Tom’s dad was working at the
base before he was drafted. 

S
ome men never “heard the call.” They preferred a convict’s
striped uniform to the Army uniform. The U.S. government
im prisoned 16,000 conscientious objectors. Brokaw says
nothing of the 17,000 or so GIs who went AWOL as soon as

they hit the beach at Normandy, and how these soldiers made
their living by stealing from the Army. Trainloads of clothing,
food, fuel and other supplies were stolen and sold openly to the
French on the streets of Paris and other places. So much fuel was
stolen that Gen. George S. Patton’s tanks ran dry, and he could not
move. Such was the attitude of the French and many American
soldiers about winning the war. Carl Dreher, quoted by James J.
Martin in Revisionist Viewpoints, gives this particularly absorb-
ing testimony on how it happened: 

In the line of crimes involving government property,
which constitute one of the negative correlates of morale,
the Army of the United States probably established a new
low. In the fall of 1944 and the following winter, an “amaz-
ing psychological situation,” in the words of an Army
auth ority, existed in the European theater, with gasoline,
cigarettes, soap and other negotiable commodities disap-
pearing from the supply lines in truckload, carload and
trainload lots, hundreds of thousands of dollars being
sent home by small groups, and between 12,000 and 13,000
soldiers AWOL and supporting themselves largely by
crime. On the day when Patton’s tanks reached the
Siegfried Line and ran dry, U.S. Army trucks were backed
up the whole length of the Champs-Elysees [in Paris], with
GIs selling gasoline and cigarettes openly to the French
populace. No army is ever free of looting, but it is ques-
tionable whether any other army ever looted itself on the
scale of ours.13

The looting was not confined to the war front. It also went
on on the home front. On the war front, it went under the name
of crime. On the home front, it went under the name of legitimate
business. For example, in 1962, the General Accounting Office
affirmed that John McCone, when he was interviewed by Con -

gress for the post of director of the CIA, and his associates made
$44 million on an investment of $100,000 building ships for the
Navy during World War II. And McCone’s operation was small in
comparison to many others.14

Secretary of War Harry Stimson said, “If you are going to
try to go to war, or to prepare for war, in a capitalist country, you
have got to let business make money out of the process, or busi-
ness won’t work.” During the period of trying to go to war or
preparing to go to war, between middle-1940 and late-1941,
Congress appropriated $36 billion for the War Department alone.
This was more than the Army and Navy combined had spent on
World War I. 

Many wars are fought for commercial reasons, to destroy an
enemy that has become too competitive or to make money from
war contracts. Freedom and other idealistic reasons are thrown
in, in order to make the domesticated human herd stampede into
the enemy’s territory, but it is the business end of the conflict
between nations that determines the outlook for war or peace. As
James J. Martin relates:

One would have to admit that for some of the coopera-
tors in “defense,” the war era itself was pretty wonderful.
Few things angered the mouthpieces of the new interna-
tionalism more during the war than charges that it might
also be, and was, profitable to its political exponents and
their business and legal associates. But there must have
been something to the charge, especially after Comptroller
General of the United States Lindsay C. Warren’s testimony
before the House of Representatives in 1943 and 1944, that
more than $50 billion of “slush” had already been skimmed
off some war contracts, and that extensive lobbying in
behalf of war production firms was going on, conducted by
officers after leaving the armed services. (This latter has
become a veritable industry in itself, in the last quarter of
a century.)15

It was also very profitable for members of Congress. They
strove to get war contracts and subcontracts to favored con-
stituents, airfields and military bases in their districts and were
rewarded for doing so with lavish campaign contributions, votes
and other payoffs. Lyndon Baines Johnson got fabulous contracts
for Brown and Root Construction Co. in Texas, and they reward-
ed him with a fortune.16 Brown and Root got the cost-plus con-
tract to build the Corpus Christi Naval Air Base with no previous
air base construction experience. 

And business surely went after the money. A new relation-
ship developed between business and government. Before 1940,
businessmen were dubious about doing business with the gov-
ernment. But this attitude began to rapidly change. No one could
ever dream during the depression of the amount of money that
could be made from government contracts. The rate of return on
net investment ranged as high as 50 percent to as low as 20 per-
cent. The government spent more than $300 billion for war
materiel and services and more than $17 billion on investments
in ammunition factories, shipyards, aluminum mills, chemical
plants and other industrial facilities. The aircraft industry soared
and became the nation’s largest industry. The government did not
operate these facilities. They were leased to private contractors.
These contractors were given an option to buy after the war, and
plants were sold after the war at giveaway prices. 
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Brokaw fails to mention anything of the hundreds of Ameri -
can pilots landing in Switzerland and Sweden in order to avoid
the horrific odds against their survival, an intentional evasion of
their honorable and sacred duty. He also overlooks the fact that
some of the Army field hospitals were overloaded with soldiers
with self-inflicted wounds.17 These actual facts refute Brokaw’s
statement: “These young men and women were eager for the
assignment. They understood what was required of them, and
they willingly volunteered for their duty.” (GG 3.) 

American boys were so eager and willing to do their duty
that they were actually praying to get wounded or killed, and
when wounded, they thanked God for the blessing. Stephen A.
Ambrose gives a description of the desperate picture in which
American soldiers were wishing for injury or death:

“There were two things in front of you always,” Cpl.
Clair Galdonik of the 90th Division remarked: “the enemy
and death. . . . Sometimes morale was so low that you pre-
ferred death instead of a day-by-day agonizing existence.
When you are wet, cold, hungry, lonely, death looked very
inviting. It was always close at hand, and I found myself
being envious of a dead comrade. At least he suffered no
more, physically or mentally.”

Getting out of there honorably was every man’s
dream—thus the expression, “million-dollar wound.” Sgt.
John Sabia took five machine-gun bullets in his right thigh.
His CO asked if he could make it back to the aid station on
his own, as the company couldn’t spare a man. “Hell yes, I
can do it.” Sabia took a tree limb to use as a crutch and
began hopping awkwardly in the snow. After 10 meters he
stopped, turned around, waved his limb in a gesture of defi-
ance and exuberance, and bellowed to his buddies in their
hole: “Hey you bastards! Clean sheets! Clean sheets!”

Pvt. Donald Schoo of the 80th Infantry recalled seeing
one of his buddies, named Steehhourst, take a hit from an
88 that blew off his right hand: “He was crying and running
around, yelling: ‘I’m going home! Thank you God, I’m going
home!’ ” Capt. Roland of the 99th Division recalled: “Men
began to wound themselves one way or another in order to
get away from the front.”18

One of the horrors of that war was trench foot infection. So
many soldiers had infected feet and could not walk and had to be
carried to their sheltered pillbox positions at night and to their
firing positions in the morning, lost their toes and had to have
their feet amputated that senior Army officers who never got to
the front and never knew what was going on from direct observa-
tion threatened to court-martial those whose feet became infect-
ed, because they suspected it was done deliberately, much the
same as a self-inflicted wound. “During the winter of 1944-45,
some 45,000 men had to be pulled out of the front line because of
trench foot—the equivalent of three full infantry divisions.” 

The soldiers could not help getting trench foot given the
conditions under which they had to live. Nevertheless, the threat
of court-martialing shows a suspicious attitude on the part of sen-
ior Army officers because they knew how far World War II soldiers
would go to get out of combat once they found out what was actu-
ally involved, no matter how enthusiastically some may have “vol-
unteered to do their duty” in the beginning. 

The young women who eagerly volunteered did so because
they wanted to be where the boys were. “At Supreme Head -
quarters, Eisenhower and Bedell Smith seemed to have much of
their time consumed with the most mundane matters”—one of
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“Friendly fire” was a serious problem for GIs in World War II. COBRA was the code name for an immense bombing operation during
July 24 and 25, 1944. It was designed to help the breakout of ground forces from the Normandy beachhead near St.-Lo. The plan was
for some 1,800 bomber planes to pulverize the German defenders, after which the GIs were to press forward, hopefully with little resist-
ance. The attack was actually scheduled for July 25, but thanks to a communications snafu, many of the planes dropped their load
early, and so inaccurately, that 25 American soldiers were killed and 131 wounded. Here, American soldiers are photographed digging
out the dead and wounded GIs after the COBRA blunder. The wartime caption, used by the U.S. Army to describe this photograph,
read: “After German shelling, Yanks dig out men buried in their foxholes.”



which was “which generals were sleeping with which WAC driv-
ers. [Brig. Gen. Everett] Hughs noticed that Brig. Gen. Henry B.
Sayler, the chief ordnance officer, was looking tired, and wrote in
his diary: ‘H.S. has his chaufferess [sic] back, and looked red
eyed.’ ”19

Eisenhower had a love affair with his female orderly, Kay
Sommersby. He wanted to divorce Mrs. Eisenhower but was not
man enough to stand up to Marshall, who told him, in so many
words, to break it off.20

A
nother of Brokaw’s notions that needs a little elaboration
in order to make it understandable is found on the inside
of the book’s dust jacket: “At a time in their lives when
their days and nights should have been filled with inno-

cent adventure . . . they were fighting in the most primitive con-
ditions possible across the bloodied landscape of France [and]
Belgium. . . .”

Brokaw should know there were five invasions of France.
One was done by invitation only. Germany came to France
because France had declared war on Germany and mobilized to
attack Germany. Hitler would not have invaded France had
France acted in a less hostile manner toward Germany. When the
Germans entered Belgium and Netherlands, Belgian and Dutch
people welcomed the German soldiers as they came in, chasing
the French soldiers back home. Many gave the “Hitler salute” and
directed the German military traffic, showing them the best way
to go to overtake the French army. The Germans returned these
favors by helping the Belgians and Dutch to cross the rivers from
one side to the other, whenever the bridges were destroyed. 

“A telegram in German army files indicates that King
Leopold [of Belgium] was furious at the looting and willful de -
struction of his country by the withdrawing French and British
troops.”21 In other words, Leopold was glad to be rid of the French
and British troops. The German army of 100,000 captured, with-
in a few weeks, the French army of 6 million, which shows the
enthusiasm the average Frenchman had for fighting off the Ger -
man armed forces. 

When the Germans captured France, only the armies were
involved. Hitler conducted his campaign against France accord-
ing to the rules of civilized war. No French towns or cities were
bombed. They made every effort not to damage anyone’s property.
When the Germans reached Paris, they were perfect gentlemen,
even down to the lowest foot soldier. They treated the French sol-
diers with great respect, and bragged on how well they fought.22
No French woman was raped. Whenever a French lady entered
the public transportation system on which German soldiers were
seated, they would stand and offer her their seats. All these acts
of courtesy and respect were demanded by Hitler of his armies
throughout Europe. French homes which were “occupied by Nazi
officers during the whole period of occupation” were “left in almost
immaculate condition when the Germans evacuated.”23

William L. Shirer made a fortune with his The Rise and
Fall of the Third Reich (Simon & Schuster, New York, 1960), a
book about the German National Socialists with so many errors
and deliberately false statements that it is impossible for anyone
to correct in its entirety. But in his earlier Berlin Diary, he gives

a somewhat different story by relating how the French women
fled Paris because of their fear as to what the Germans would do
to them:

It seems the Parisians actually believed the Germans
would rape the women and do worse to the men. They had
heard fantastic tales of what happened when the Germans
occupied a city. The ones who stayed are all the more
amazed at the very correct behavior of the troops—so far.24

On page 331, Shirer says the Germans came into Paris as
tourists:

I noticed today some open fraternizing between
German troops and the inhabitants. Most of the soldiers
are well mannered. Most of the Germans act like naive
tourists, and this has proved a pleasant surprise to the
Parisians. It seems funny—every German carries a camera.

Pages 329 and 331 of Berlin Diary prove that all the mean,
brutal and uncivilized descriptions of the Germans Shirer wrote
in The Rise and Fall are grossly overstated. The German soldiers
were always under strict orders to be civil and behave themselves. 

One can also find a glowing account on how the Germans
conducted themselves in France in the Time-Life Books on World
War II. Time-Life Books are noted for their hatred of Hitler and
Germany, but in Blitzkrieg: World War II this description is given
of the German conduct:

The Germans, trim, fit and superbly disciplined, made a
dramatic contrast to the fleeing French soldiers. They were
under strict orders to behave themselves, and they did.
“Wir sind keine Barbaren” (“We are not barbarians”), they
told civilians in places they overran. They smiled, they
helped old ladies cross the streets. They did no looting. . . .
The initial astonished reaction of Frenchmen was that the
Germans, despite all they had heard, were really quite “cor-
rect.”25

Peter H. Nicoll describes the mildness and goodness of the
German peace terms presented to France:

The third fact is that so far from treating France with
harshness and in [a] sense annexing her, Hitler made it
clear that his own purpose, in dominating her for the time
being, was to be in full control of the coast of France
against the naval and military threat of Britain. And, in
fact, he occupied only the west area. The mildness of his
terms astounded Petain and all others. . . . Here were no
ruthless and savage conquerors, but mild and reasonable
victors who desired from their victory only safety for them-
selves and, that guaranteed, the fairest possible terms of
cooperation permanently with their late opponents.26

Hitler allowed the French to retain their navy. He said
France needed it to defend her empire in Indochina.27 This refusal
to take control of the French navy is a strong indication that
Hitler had no intention to capture the world or stay in France for-
ever. But Hitler’s refusal to take control of the French navy was
the cause of France’s second invasion. This time it was done by
the British. 

Churchill demanded that the French send the ships to
Britain. The French naval authorities said they would not sur-
render their ships to England. When the French had made it
plain they would not give up their ships, the British navy sneaked
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up on the French navy on July 3, 1940, and pulled off an attack
on the French fleet at the Algerian port of Mers-el-Kebir, killing
1,200 French sailors.

But not all of the French navy was located at Mers-el-Kebir.
Some battleships were located at Dakar, Senegal. The fine French
battleship Richelieu was located there, plus 60 million pounds of
Belgian and Polish gold. That was enough to cause Churchill to
overlook the possibility that France would declare war on Eng -
land if the attack were undertaken. 

Churchill’s cabinet demurred, but Gen. Charles de Gaulle
agreed with Churchill’s plans to capture Dakar. De Gaulle want-
ed to lead the French troops who had escaped with him to
England at the time of Dunkirk on this expedition in order to gain
recognition and prestige. But Senegal let it be known that de
Gaulle would not be welcome. On September 23, 1940, at sunup,
Dakar was at tacked. The third invasion was under way. But the
[Vichy] French were ready this time. Irving gives the details: 

It was a humiliating fiasco. The assault forces never got
off their troopships. De Gaulle’s aviators landed on the air-
field and were arrested by the local gendarmerie. His emis-
saries were fired upon as their boat entered port, and
turned back. The Richelieu, which Churchill had covetous-
ly described to Smuts as “by no means permanently dis-
abled,” opened fire through the gathering fog with her new
15-inch guns, as did the Dakar fortress batteries, which hit
the cruiser Cumberland amidships and put her out of
action. 

The next day’s brawling off Dakar was equally messy.
The British sank a French submarine; the shore guns sav-
aged [the] Barham. On the day after that, Gen. Spears,
accompanying de Gaulle, radioed that the latter had
thrown in the sponge and would proceed to Bathurst
[Banjul], in Gambia, a British colony 100 miles down the
west African coast. At 9 A.M., a French submarine slapped
a torpedo in the battleship Resolution, and she too beat an
undignified retreat. Morale among the French defenders
was high. Churchill dithered; his ministers demanded they
cut their losses.28

The buck did not stop with Churchill. He found plenty of
scapegoats to be savage and vindictive toward.

Fewer than 1 percent of the Frenchmen had anything to do
with the underground “resistance.” In other words, more than 99
percent cooperated with the Germans. Over 100,000 French sol-
diers joined the German army in its fight against Bolshevism.
Danish, Norwegian, Dutch, Belgian, Romanian and Spanish
legions of volunteers fought in the anti-communist crusade. After
the war, most of these soldiers were either killed or served long
prison terms. The Spanish soldiers and those who escaped into
Spain avoided the postwar punishment.29 When the Germans
attacked Russia, on June 21, 1941, most Frenchmen considered
their war with Germany over and were eager to see Germany
win. To them, the chief menace to their country and to civilization
was communism. They regarded the new war as a crusade in
which they could join and forget their differences.30

The fourth invasion of France, the Allied invasion, (really
the American invasion, as the British actually did next to noth-
ing), was unlike the Germans’ in every aspect. But the way it was
told to the home audience after the War Department had expert-
ly and severely filtered the news, the population had nothing to

believe except that the American Army was a “band of angels” on
a holy mission. “The most primitive conditions possible,” as
Brokaw describes “the bloodied landscape of France [and]
Belgium,” was American made. The crimes committed by individ-
ual American soldiers—rape, thievery and murder—surpassed
the crimes of the “Nazis” in every respect. Even American gener-
als were stealing from the French civilians.31 During one period,
over 500 rapes were reported per month. The French, Dutch etc
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The Dakar Expedition
Although carried out with a force of major size—virtually all
the Free French forces and Adm. John Cunningham’s
squadron—the operation of Septem ber 23-25, 1940, to bring
the Vichy-controlled port of Dakar in French West Africa over
to the Allied side ended in failure, and there were serious
repercussions. Churchill had to face an angry House of Com -
mons, Gen. de Gaulle’s prestige was badly damaged, and the
affair brought an end to the effort to win France’s colonies
over to the side of the Free French and the Allies. In France,
the collaborationist press and anti-British circles thorough-
ly exploited the “battle” of Dakar, as this poster emphasizes.
A translation of the French script above says: “With that de
Gaulle [for bait], you will catch nothing.



were complaining so much that Eisenhower suggested public
hangings; but he never got around to it.32 Maj. Gen. LeRoy Lutes
reported that the French were looking forward to the day “when
they are liberated from the [drunken and disorderly] Americans.”
He also noted that: “The Germans did not loot either residences,
stores or museums. In fact, the people claimed that they were
meticulously treated” by the Germans. Therefore, he concluded
that “the Allied propaganda about the Germans” was unmistak-
ably false.33

Before the fourth invasion and during the American battles
in France, the Allies dropped over 590,000 tons of bombs—equal
to almost half the amount of bombs dropped on Germany during
the entire war—on the cities of France. The purpose of bombing
before the invasion was to destroy the French transportation sys-
tem, but the centers of the transportation system were in the
cities. Consequently, over 1 million French homes were destroyed
with the Allied “precision bombing,” and some cities—Caen,
Saint-Lo, Carentan, Montebourg and Valgnes—were completely
liberated off the face of the Earth, with hardly a house left stand-
ing. For every German killed during these raids, the lives of four
Frenchmen were taken. 

Says David Irving:

[In preparing for the Allied invasion, Operation Over -
lord, which came on June 6, 1944, D-Day], the Germans pre-
pared 40,000 extra hospital beds throughout northern
France, with 28,000 more standing by in Paris and Brus sels,
in addition to 20,000 in southern Germany. [All these extra
beds were expected to be used to handle German combat
casualties during the first few weeks of the invasion cam-
paign.] “[B]ut by the day that Overlord actually began,
every one of these beds was filled with French victims of
the pre-Overlord bombing campaign.”34

Had Hitler actually been the kind of man the propaganda
said he was, would he have allowed these Frenchmen to have
occupied hospital beds intended for German casualties?

When Frederick C. Crawford, president of Thompson Pro -
ducts, Inc., returned from the inspection tour of the European bat-
tle fronts at the request of the War Department, he gave an amaz-
ing address on the conditions as he had found them to have been
in France during the German occupation. Crawford spoke on
January 3, 1945, to the New York Chamber of Commerce, and his
comments were published the next day in The New York Sun, the
only newspaper in the United States to carry this address. 

Crawford said the French prospered under German domi-
nation. He said he had been told before he went on his mission
that France had been suffering, but instead he found that a “con-
sumer boom” existed in France. He had expected to find the
French “deliriously happy” with the coming of the Americans to
rescue France from the clutches of the German dictator, but
instead he “found a cold shoulder.” The French were hoping that
the German conditions would continue. Crawford emphasized
that had these conditions remained in France for a while longer,
they would have wanted them permanently. He also found that

the Belgians were satisfied with the German occupation.35
Irving brings out an interesting sideline issue on the Bri -

tish invasion of France and how the British fought the Germans.
In the first place, the British did not want to invade France. They
thought it was too dangerous. But since the Ameri can generals
insisted on it, because Russia wanted it, the British were forced to
go along. Nevertheless, they did what they could to not get too
involved in the fight, because Churchill did not want English boys
to be killed if their lives could be saved “at the expense of for-
eigners.”36 So the British Gen. Bernard Mont gomery did what he
could to avoid battle, because “[T]he command ers feel the blood of
the British empire . . . is too precious to waste in battle.”37

The British did not put any of their good ships into the
fight. They were all “anchored up in Scapa Flow.”38 The way the
British conducted themselves at the expense of everyone who was
trying to help them borders on blackmail or treason, if all the
Allies can be thought of as one country. It was treason to the pre-
tended cause, just the same. It was an action that, if an American
soldier had done it, would have given cause for his commanding
officer to shoot him for desertion. 

I
rving’s The War Between the Generals details how the war
was fought in France and elsewhere and how the Allied gen-
erals behaved behind the scenes, not as high-class gentle-
men, but as immoral and irresponsible, whisky-headed idiots

absorbed in their own pleasure, publicity and promotion, with lit-
tle concern for anyone else, except their government-supplied
mistresses. The description of the war in France is not a charm-
ing picture, and not many who will read Irving’s book will ever
want to have anything to do with the Army again, as the details
are so vivid that one feels he has been through the torture of it all
and would like to forget it. It is also an analysis of the shameful
way in which Americans were fooled and misled on every impor-
tant point by their own political and military leaders with the co -
oper ation of the news media during World War II and thereafter.

All this wonderful prosperity that Hitler gave to the French
came to an abrupt end as the Allied bombing prepared France for
their unwanted liberation. It is interesting, contrasting the easy
manner in which Germany captured France and how, after the
capture, the French began to admire the Germans and wanted to
cooperate and help the Germans, and on the other hand the hard,
brutal methods employed by the Allies in liberating France. The
French people wished the Americans had never come and wanted
them to leave as soon as possible. 

The French were so overwhelmed over being liberated by
the Americans from their German “slave masters” that they took
up arms and fought with the Germans, both head-on and rear-
guard. It was dangerous for a high-ranking Allied officer to expose
himself in any area that had been overrun by American troops. 

Capt. Russell Grenfell says he found the enthusiasm for lib-
eration in France entirely different from the radio version heard at
the time:

I, myself, being in a part of Courseulles on the Nor -
mandy coast on D+1-Day, was cautioned against walking
alone in the less busy parts of the small town, as the French
inhabitants were said to be so vindictive about the manner
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Alex S. Perry Jr., a “tail-end” member of the generation that fought
in World War II, resides in the state of Mississippi. 



of their liberation that they were taking any good opportu-
nity of sniping their liberators.39

Second Lt. John Eisenhower graduated from West Point on
June 6, 1944, D-Day, and was sent directly to Europe as an “eager”
platoon leader and ready to do his duty, if Brokaw’s description of
the American soldier’s enthusiastic attitude in true. Surely one of
those young men who so willingly volunteered to save the world by
never leading a platoon, but who indeed did enjoy his dad’s pro-
tection by never being involved in combat duty all during the war,
he observed: “The attitude of the French was sobering, indeed.
Instead of bursting with enthusiasm, they seemed not only indif-
ferent but sullen. There was considerable cause for wondering
whether these people wished to be ‘liberated.’ ”40

Young John visited the British section of the Normandy
beachhead and found very little damage and no visible dead ene-
mies. London seemed more like a war zone to him than the
British sector of Normandy.41 By the way, West Point and Anna -
polis became the two most sought-after schools in America, not
because of any desire for the majority of students to seek a life-
long military career, but because it meant doing their military
duty with honor for four years without the danger of facing enemy
bullets on the battlefield, and with the possibility that the war
would be over by graduation time.

France’s last invasion, the fifth, was when the French
invaded France. De Gaulle rode into Paris on American wheels
to set up a new French democratic government. The fighting in
France did not stop as soon as the battle fronts moved into
Germany. To get rid of those who wanted Germany to win, the
“resistance,” which made up less than 1 percent of the French
population, and the de Gaulle forces initiated horrible mas-
sacres of the French civilians in the late summer of 1944.
American troops were under orders from the policymakers in
Washington, D.C. not to interfere, and the news media did not
report on these atrocities, but an English journalist, Sisley Hud -
dle ston, who spent the war inside France, recorded his eyewit-
ness account:

There has never been, in the history of France, a blood-
ier period than that which followed the liberation of 1944-
45. The massacres of 1944 were no less savage than the mas-
sacres of the Jacquerie, of St. Bartholomew, of the revolu-
tionary terror, of the commune; and they were certainly
more numerous and on a wider scale. It is estimated that
20,000 persons lost their lives under the Reign of Terror,
that 18,000 fell in the frightful butchery that followed the
war and insurrection of 1870-71. The American service put
the figures of “summary executions” in France in the first
months of the liberation at 80,000. A former French minis-
ter (Adrien Tixier) later placed the figure at 105,000.42

The Germans lost around 100,000 soldiers fighting the
American and English invaders. The French citizens that the
French “resistance” executed were called collaborators, but they
were really future political opposition to de Gaulle, had they been
allowed to live and vote. So de Gaulle fought for “100 percent
political democracy”—and that was what World War II was all
about: “freedom” and “democracy.” Counting the 105,000 French -
men killed by their invading countrymen and the ones killed by
the American bombers, France lost more people than did Ger -
many from the war during this portion of the liberation period. 

The only decent, humane invasion France underwent dur-
ing World War II was the German invasion.* This invasion would
not have happened had France not acted toward Germany by
declaring war on her. All the other invasions were cruel, savage,
bloodthirsty and extremely brutal. 

Brokaw needs to think realistically of the Americans and
not romantically before he begins to tell the American public how
it really was. If Congress had not passed a draft law to force
American citizens into the Army to take up the fake cause of “free-
dom,” it would not have gotten enough men to fill one troop-car-
rying ship on its way to Europe. �

*The Eye of Vichy, by Claude Chabrol. These newsreels were produced
by the Germans and French during the occupation of France. These
movies are astonishing—they show how well off the French were during
those years. Item #240, VHS, 110 min., $32.95.  Add $3 S&H. Order from
TBR BOOK CLUB by calling 1-877-773-9077 and charging to Visa or MC.
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THE CIVIL WAR DIARY
LAYING WASTE THE SHENANDOAH VALLEY

��

U.S. soldiers destroy a farmstead in the Shenandoah Valley during the South’s unsuccessful war for independence. 

I
can’t help feeling the most intense anxiety and solicitude on
your behalf—since your disaster in the [Shenandoah] valley,
my prospect for a furlough is greatly diminished. I think my
duty is plain. I ought not to leave now, even if I could do so—so,
my beloved, you must be brave and cheerful without me for
awhile—to be separated from you is the hardest trial of my life.

Father writes me that though discouraged by our late disasters, he is
still hopeful as to the final result. . . . I must confess I would be willing
to take a musket and fight to the bitter end rather than submit to these
miserable Yankees. I feel they have put themselves beyond the pale of
civilization by the course they have pursued in this campaign. This
beautiful and fertile valley has been totally destroyed. Sheridan has
had some of the houses, all of the mills and barns, every straw and
wheat stack burnt. This valley is one great desert. I do not see how
these people are to live. 

—A letter to his wife by Gen. Stephen D. Ramseur, dated Oct. 10,
1864, regarding the devastation inflicted on the Shenandoah Valley in
1864 by the Yankees. Nine days after writing this, Ramseur was mor-
tally wounded in battle in the valley. Maj. Gen. Philip Henry Sheridan (1831-88)



I have always considered it an honor to be spokesman for
the researcher who has been referred to as “that modern
Re nais sance man.” The last time I spoke to an audience
about Mattogno was at the inauguration of the “David Ir -
ving Real History USA” meetings. 

On that occasion, Germar Rudolf was quoted as stating that
the most productive Revisionist researcher of the 1990s was the
Italian Carlo Mattogno. Then I proceeded to address the audience
on 40 points concerning that productive Italian. Well, this time I
report on “77 Carlo Mattogno Points Concerning Auschwitz Cre -
mations.” These points are buttressed by his magnum opus, which
is being published in Italy. Its title is I forni crematori di
Auschwitz: Studio storico-tecnico con la collaborazione del dott.
ing. Franco Deana. [“The Auschwitz Crematories: A Historical-
Technical Study with the Collaboration of Doctor of Engineering
Franco Deana”].  Without making reference to his major work, it
would be impossible for Mattogno to meaningfully discuss Ausch -
witz cremations. 

This work represents the first scientific study on crema-
tions at Auschwitz, although there had been prior work by others,
which Mattogno cites as preliminary studies. The cremation ques-
tion had been one of the big unsolved problems in the historiog-
raphy of the Auschwitz camp. It was in 1989 that it came out of
the collective hysteria closet to which it had for decades been rel-
egated, and only then did it begin to assume some scientific con-
notation, thanks to Jean-Claude Pressac, who came out with
Auschwitz: Technique and Operation of the Gas Chambers.

The merit of that French researcher ends here, however.
Pressac attempted to confront the problem on a scientific plain,
but his deficient procedures and conclusions revealed a lack of

technical knowledge, which also continued to be evident in his
second book on Auschwitz, which appeared in 1993, entitled Les
crematoirs d’Auschwitz: La machinerie du meurte de masse. Such
deficiencies made Mattogno feel that the necessity was even more
pressing for someone to make a rigorous scientific treatment of
this topic. 

Mattogno wanted to be that someone. He began occupying
himself with the general problem of cremation in the summer of
1987. It was during the next year that he began his valuable col-
laboration with a doctor of engineering, Franco Deana. Dr. Deana
has been indispensable for the scientific organization of this work.
Equally as valuable was the collaboration with a German engi-
neer whose name must remain unrevealed and whose assistance
unfortunately has not been available since 1991. It is thanks to
these gentlemen, and a few others, that Mat togno was able to visit
the camps at Auschwitz, Buchenwald, Da chau, Mauthausen and
Gusen. 

At first this study was confronted with the technical prob-
lems of duration-time of cremation and the amount of fuel con-
sumption during the cremation process, but the publication of
Pres sac’s first book in 1989 gave Mattogno new incentive and
expanded his field of interest and historical level. 

It was in 1993, at a time when Mattogno thought that his
research was almost complete, that Pressac, in his second book,
indicated the existence of a vast trove of materials on Auschwitz
cremations located in the Viborskaja Street Moscow archives. 

Mattogno had already seen some parts of these things in
photocopy form in an extract at the Auschwitz State Museum,
based on heretofore little-known documents found by Pressac
and which were published in the 1994 anthology entitled
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Grund lagen zur Zeitgeschichte. 
In 1995, accompanied by Jürgen Graf and Russell Granata,

Mattogno was able to see in the above-mentioned Moscow ar -
chives, the approximately 88,200 pages of the Auschwitz Central
Building Administration Document Collection which contained
an abundant correspondence between that office and the firm of
Topf and Sons of Erfurt [Germany]—the same company that con-
structed the Auschwitz crematory ovens.  

In the years 1997 and 1998, Mattogno found important new
documents in archives of Poland and Holland. 

Among Mattogno’s research trips, in the spring of 1999, he
visited, together with Graf, both the museum and the crematori-
um of Terezin, from which both sites revealed significant materi-
al for his major book. 

During the summer of 1999, Mattogno concluded his
research in the Erfurt municipal archive wherefrom on August 5,
1996, he had already obtained custody of a considerably large
amount of documentation concerning the activity of the Topf com-
pany. This was not confined solely to the construction of cremato-
ry ovens. 

The Structure of the Mattogno Study of the Ausch -
witz Cremations—Through the passing years, Mattog no’s ini-
tial Study Plan broadened considerably, both on the historical, as
well as on the technical level—to the point where it became nec-
essary to put this study into two volumes—one volume to contain
its own text, and the other volume for copies of the documents. 

The Auschwitz gasogene-fired,1 coke-fueled cremation
ovens, were actually simplifications of civilian crematory ovens—
but since it was so difficult for anyone to find any really mean-
ingful information concerning these installations, even in the spe-
cialized literature—Mattogno decided he would fill that void by
beginning his study with an explanatory introduction of those
installations. This constitutes Part One of Volume One. 

Because the Auschwitz crematory ovens were actually sim-
ple combustion systems, Mattogno thought it would be helpful to
preliminarily present general principles of cremation combustion
techniques and the chemical processes which are verified in the
course of a cremation. He presents both the general theoretical
principles and construction of a gasogene-fired, coke-fueled cre-
matory oven, with an accurate description of its structure and
function. In this way, the reader receives a basis for understand-
ing cremation technology. 

After all, since the crematories of Auschwitz were the result
of the technology of their own time, it seemed it would be helpful
to go back over the history of modern cremation with particular
references to gasogene-fired, coke-fueled ovens, such as those
which were installed at Auschwitz—without neglecting the other
heating systems such as gas, electricity and naphtha. In this way,
the reader is provided basic information regarding the develop-
ment of all those combustion installations (including all their
known problems) spanning from the last decades of the 1800s, up
to World War II. This historical synthesis of crematory ovens is
carried out with a parallel study of installations designed for hy -
gienic-sanitary mass cremations (in cases of wars, epidemics, or
other natural disasters). 

Mattogno has positioned this information at the end of his
work with a brief analysis of contemporary crematory ovens. 

Scientific cremation experiments, which were carried out in
Germany (and in Switzerland) during the late 1920s, are utilized

as a firm experimental basis for confronting and resolving essen-
tial questions of cremation duration and fuel consumption of a
gaso gene-fired, coke-fueled cremation oven, which are examined
in detail in two specific chapters. 

To present the public with as complete a picture as possible
of Auschwitz cremation, Mattogno has not neglected the legal and
statistical aspects with specific reference to Germany. These top-
ics are presented in Part One of Volume I. 

In Part Two, Mattogno has outlined the activities of the
Topf company in the planning and constructing of civilian crema-
tory ovens (which were among the Topf company’s various other
installations), describing in detail the structure and operation of
the Topf crematory ovens which were fueled by coke, gas, and elec-
tricity. In this section is also found reports on the numerous
patents (and applications for patents) which were granted, no -
ticed, or submitted between the 1920s and the 1950s. 

After his general introduction concerning the production of
Topf company crematory installations for civilian use, Mattogno
then presents information regarding the crematory facilities
which were planned and constructed for the German World War
II concentration camps. He begins with the facilities at Dachau
and Gusen (they had two-muffled crematory oven cremation
chambers heated by naphtha, which were later converted to coke-
fueled facilities). 

With this, Mattogno gets into a main theme of this work,
which begins with a documented history of the construction of the
Auschwitz-Birkenau cremation ovens. This is followed by an accu-
rate presentation of the structure and the operation of these tech-
nical installations—crematory ovens of two, three, and eight muf-
fles—and an exposition of the Topf company projections in case of
the necessity of mass cremations in that camp. 

Three fundamental questions: duration of the cremation
process, capacity of the crematory, and fuel consumption of the
Topf Auschwitz-Birkenau crematory ovens are all scientifically
treated on the basis of a large amount of documentation. 

To ascertain the duration of the cremation process, Mattog -
no draws from experimental data—specifically from the scientific
cremation experiments which used a coke-heated crematory oven
that were carried out by engineer Kessler in Germany during the
late 1920s, as well as experimental tests which were conducted by
the engineer Jones in England during the 1970s in a gas-heated
crematory oven—to an extract of the cremation lists of the Gusen
crematory, and to the lists of the cremations nearly completed of
the crematory of Westerbork.  

The register lists of the cremations of Terezin (in which
Mattogno studied the vast compilation of 717 consecutive crema-
tions which took place from October 3, and November 15, 1943)—
all this data furnishes an important comparison regarding the
average duration of cremations, the results of which constitute
the lower limits which are documented as being possible in the
cremation installations of that era. 

The treatise of the problem of cremation capacity of the
Auschwitz-Birkenau crematory ovens contains a preliminary
study of the outer limits of the constant functioning of the instal-
lations (which would have been subject to inevitable slag-forma-
tion down-time; the shutting down of crematory ovens for the
removal of slag build-up from the grills) as well as the question of
muffle load—that is regarding the possibility of cremating sever-
al cadavers at the same time [simultaneously] in one muffle. This
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possibility becomes excluded on the basis of experimental data (as
per the experience of crematories at Westerbork and Gusen, as
well as of incinerators for slaughterhouses).   

The Topf ovens at Auschwitz-Birkenau were designed for
the cremation of single cadavers, and trying to exceed their tech-
nical limits could not have brought any economic advantages in
the cremating. 

The Soviet-Polish Expert Reports on the Kori coke-heated
crematory ovens in the concentration camps at Lublin-Majdanek,
Sachsenhausen and Stutthof, which are being presented for the
first time in an Italian language translation (leaving aside any
purely propagandistic aspects they may have) actually provide an
indirect proof of the accuracy of the Mattogno assertions regard-
ing the duration of a cremation, which is 60 minutes. 

The Soviet experts who worked out an orientation chart to
determine the combustion time (duration) of cadavers in various
crematory ovens operating at the temperature which was the nor-
mal running temperature of a crematory oven—that is 800
degrees [Celsius]—ended up with results of a cremation duration
time amounting to two hours. At a temperature of 1,000 degrees,
which was the maximum outer limit of the Birkenau ovens, that
corresponded on the chart to a cremation duration of an hour and
a half. 

The Soviet experts avoided the obstacle of an assumption in
which the temperature of the ovens catches up to 1,500 degrees
Celsius, whereby at such a temperature the duration of the cre-
mation process would figure to be 15 minutes, which is simply
absurd. 

Those Soviets also alleged that four or five corpses were
stuffed altogether into every cremation chamber—and that nev-
ertheless, the duration-time of the cremations still remained at 15
minutes, which is twice as absurd. 

With these tricks those Soviet experts attributed to the
Auschwitz crematory ovens a cremation capacity absolutely
excessive. Now we shall see the how and the why.   

In this treatise, Mattogno did not limit himself to simply
assessing the numerical data. He also examined the historical
issues concerning the planning and construction of the Ausch -
witz-Birkenau crematory ovens. 

Heat balance and calculation of crematory oven coke-fuel
consumption, is based upon specific experimental data: that is the
consumption of the Topf two muffle-chambered crematory oven of
the Gusen crematorium. 

The calculations hold account of the technical data concern-
ing coke in the ovens (with a detailed study concerning the hourly
heat loss in the Gusen oven and in the two- and three-muffle ovens
at Auschwitz-Birkenau) as well as a classification of corpses, which
come in three main types: normal, medium, and thin. 

Fuel consumption (as well as the total combustion air, the-
oretical air, and surplus air) is calculated for every type of oven
and for every type of corpse. 

In order to better evaluate the technical characteristics of
the Topf crematory ovens at Auschwitz-Birkenau, Mattogno also
thoroughly studied the coke and naphtha crematory ovens for the
concentration camps which were constructed by the Hans Kori
company of Berlin—which was the main competitor of the Topf
company, as well as those of the Ignis-Huettenbau company
which were installed in the crematory of Terezin. These were
without doubt the most efficient installations of all those which

were constructed in Europe during the 1940s. 
The last topic dealt with in Part Two is legal regulations

concerning cremation in the concentration camps, and of the com-
patibility of the camp crematory oven system to those regulations. 

The Mattogno study is based upon absolutely, and without
exception, first-hand sources. The bibliographical sources are list-
ed in the Bibliography, and those which are documentary are
cited in the notes. 

Mattogno first of all collected the most significant German
historical and technical literature which still existed on this topic.
He included this information as well as patents which still exist-
ed on civilian crematory ovens (recognizing that many civilian
crematory oven patents were lost in World War II due to the Allied
bombings [or otherwise unavailable]). At the same time he has
put himself in contact with various manufacturers of crematory
ovens, and he has visited crematories in Italy and in France. 

To understand the structure and functioning of the Topf
and Kori crematory ovens, Mattogno studied in particular the
stored German documents such as the Zentralbauleitung [central
construction administration] of Auschwitz, as well as other docu-
ments housed in various other European archives. With that, he
inspected and photographed the installations still existing in the
former German concentration camps of:

1. Auschwitz: Two Topf double muffled ovens which were badly
reconstructed by the Poles—one Kori moveable naphtha burning
oven;

2. Buchenwald: Two Topf triple muffled coke heated ovens (one
prepared also for being heated by naphtha) the same as those
installed in Crematory II and III at Birkenau;

3. Dachau: One Topf double muffled coke heated oven which
was originally a moveable naphtha heated oven, and four Kori
coke heated ovens;

4. Gusen: One double muffled Topf coke heated oven which was
originally a moveable naphtha heated oven;

5. Mathausen: One Topf double muffled coke heated oven, the
same model as the three double muffled ovens installed in
Crematory I at Auschwitz, and one Kori coke heated oven;

6. Gross-Rosen: One Kori mobile naphtha fueled oven;
7. Lublin: Five Kori coke fueled ovens and one Kori mobile

naphtha fueled oven;
8. Stutthof: Two Kori coke fueled ovens and one Kori mobile

naphtha fueled oven;
9. Terezin: Four stationary Ignis-Huettenbau naphtha fueled

ovens. 
In the second volume of his magnum opus, Mattogno illus-

trates installations in detail with 360 photographs subdivided
into eleven sections, each section dedicated to a specific installa-
tion. This documentation contains photographs of installations
which up to now have been unknown (such as the Terezin crema-
tory ovens) or little noted even among the specialists, such as the
crematory ovens of Gusen, Gross-Rosen, Stutthof, and also of
Lublin-Majdanek. 

It is also to be noted that the photography of these instal-
lations represents a significant new development, showing for the
first time their essential elements, which is indispensable for
understanding their structure and their functioning. 

The second volume contains 270 documents, many of which
have never been published before or are unknown to specialists.
The first 101 documents refer to civilian crematory ovens. The
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documents numbered from 102 to 143 concern the civilian activi-
ty of the Topf company. Lastly, those documents numbered 144 to
270 are a selection of the most important documents concerning
the Topf crematory ovens at Mauthausen, Gusen, Buchenwald
and Auschwitz-Birkenau (plans, designs, projects, cost estimates,
shipping notices, invoices, service instructions, diagrams, etc.),
about the Kori ovens concerning the above-mentioned areas
(above all, original designs and designs very much cared for by
Soviet experts)—these concern technical and administrative
questions and about the crematory bureaucracy in the concentra-
tion camps. 

The Importance of Cremation Studies to Auschwitz
His tor io graphy—On January 27, 1945, the Soviet military en -
tered Ausch witz. For propaganda reasons, they quickly appointed
various investigation commissions which were supposed to shed
light on alleged crimes by the Germans in that camp. The activi-
ties of these commissions naturally did not try to assess what
really happened, but simply tried to give the appearance of being
scientific as per the political directives of the communist party. 

There is no doubt that the campaign which was the most
nefarious and ominous for western historiography was that one
which was sponsored by four engineers: two Poles and two Rus -
sians, which came up with the number of victims at Auschwitz:
the mysterious 4 million. 

It is not known with certainty whether this figure was pro-
posed—or imposed—by the Polish-Soviet commission based on
the so-called eyewitnesses or if it was drafted from their declara-
tions. Mattogno inclines toward the first hypothesis because the
Soviets, in order to attempt to destroy National Socialist ideology,
needed to present this as the apex of horror and to identify Na -
tional Socialism with Auschwitz. 

The Soviets in August 1944, having already attributed to
the Lublin-Majdanek camp an enormous number of victims—that
is 1,500,000 deaths—35 times more than the real figure for
Ausch  witz then, they therefore imposed a figure even more erro-
neous, from where we get the necessity of 4 million. 

It is important to determine by what aberrant pseudosci-
entific processes the Polish-Soviet investigating commission came
up with such a figure. Those experts, in order to reach the conclu-
sion to which they had to give a scientific appearance, did not use
any document, but instead they based it exclusively on their pre-
sumed cremation capacity of the crematory ovens and on the pre-
sumed cremation pits at Auschwitz—and not only did they attrib-
ute to these systems a cremation capacity 10 times more than
reality, but they multiplied it for an activity-time full of blun-
ders—that is for the entire existence of the above-mentioned sys-
tems, only partially limited by so-called “coefficients of inactivity,”
which is rather imaginative. This was the way the mythical figure
of 4 million was presented and remained in vogue until the year
1989. 

But here Mattogno is anxious to point out that although it
was fashionable then, it was not factual at that time, and it still
is not factual today. It is certainly important that the first figure
[of 4 million] was deflated down to 1,100,000 according to the
Auschwitz State Museum, and even down to 631,000 (the mini-
mum figure) as per Jean-Claude Pressac—the question as to just
how many, instead, is due to the numerical restructuring of the
Auschwitz deceased; it is not following a parallel numerical
restructuring of the capacity of the cremation systems. 

Let’s have Mattogno clear up this essential point. In 1945,
the self-styled eyewitnesses enthusiastically embraced the cause
of the 4 million, and to justify it they resorted to technically
absurd declarations. For example, “witness” Henryk Tauber de -
clared to the Soviet investigators that the ovens at Birkenau nor-
mally cremated four to five cadavers within 20 to 25 minutes in
every crematory muffle chamber. And the other self-styled eye-
witnesses quickly fell in line with this order of magnitude and
even surpassed it. And so we get the self-styled eyewitness Dov
Paisikovic affirming that the cremation of one cadaver took four
minutes. 

In effect, it is only with such absurdity that they could
“demonstrate” the mystical figure of 4 million. But when this has
collapsed, the absurd testimony of Tauber and his colleagues,
instead of being scattered among the wreckage of Soviet propa-
ganda, remains set and indestructible, and incredibly, there are
still many adherents of the holocaust who take these people seri-
ously.  

At this point it is easy to understand the importance of the
study of cremation in the historiography of Auschwitz, which is
explicit in some essential sub-points:

Sub-point (A). The Soviets found in Auschwitz 536 cadavers
and 46 registries of the deceased (Sterbebücher) which contained
the names of approximately 67,200 deaths. Although these regis-
ters referred (with some gaps) to the period from August 1941 to
December 1943, they nevertheless showed the order of magnitude
of the mortality which contrasted in a strident way with the
mythical figure of 4 million. Therefore those registers were very
secretly transferred to Moscow and no commission of inquiry con-
cerning Auschwitz has ever mentioned them. They reappeared
only after the collapse of communism in Russia. Now the study of
cremation allows verification to determine if the popular figure of
Auschwitz deaths is technically possible, or in other words, is the
story of mass extermination technically possible. 

Sub-point (B). History of the alleged homicidal gas chamber
at Auschwitz is still based essentially on pretentious eyewitness
testimony: If these witnesses concerning cremations have lied,
then for what reason should we believe in their declarations con-
cerning homicidal gassings? 

We shall subsequently see what conclusions result from the
study of cremations at Auschwitz, but first we shall clarify essen-
tial parts of this topic, which brings us to:

The Beginning of Modern Cremation—Cremating hu -
man cadavers had been going on in Europe for more than a thou-
sand years even before the time of Homer, and human cremation
continued to be practiced until the year 785, when it was prohib-
ited under penalty of death by Charles the Great with his decree
of Paderborn. 

In the following centuries, in Christian Europe, [or
Christendom as it was called] the cremation of cadavers fell com-
pletely out of use as a funeral custom. Its revival took place with
the modern cremation movement which began in 1849 when the
German philologist Jakob Grimm delivered a speech on this topic
at the Berlin Academy of Science. The idea was quickly picked up
and disseminated enthusiastically among tireless pioneers such
as the military medical doctor Trusen, Prof. Moleschott, Prof.
Richter, Prof. Reclam and Prof. Küchenmeister. The first crema-
tion in a crematory oven in Europe occurred on the October 9,
1874, in Dresden, Germany in a Siemens temporary or prototype
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crematory oven. The remains of an English woman were cremat-
ed on that occasion. She was Lady Dilke, who had been the wife
of the secretary of state, Dilke. This was followed by the crema-
tion, on November 6, of the remains of the wife of Wiesbaden san-
itary commissioner Thilenius, and yet still others, but then these
experimental cremations became prohibited by the government of
Saxony. 

Italy quickly was in the forefront of the modern cremation
movement both from the legal as well as the technical point of
view. The principle of cadaver cremation was recognized by the
Italian sanitary regulations of September 6, 1874. 

This period saw a great fervor of studies and of experiments
which resulted in the construction of several types of crematory
ovens. Modern cremation had to satisfy the prevailing aesthetic
and economic requirements which were formulated for the first
time at a conference convened in Dresden on June 7, 1876. 

The first crematorium in Europe was erected in Milan, Italy
in 1875. It was equipped with a Polli-Clericetti cremation oven
and was inaugurated on January 22, 1876, with the cremation of
the cadaver of Albert Keller. 

The first German crematory was placed into service in
Gotha on December 10, 1878, and for the following 12 years, the
Gotha crematory remained the only crematory in all of Germany.
During the last decade of the 1800s, the number of crematories in
Germany had changed very little, and in 1900 there were merely
five. An increase was recorded only during the years just before
World War I so that in 1913 the number of crematories had grown
to 40. By the end of World War I there were 52. During the period
between the two world wars, the German cremation movement
grew as follows: 

In 1920 there were 54 crematories; in 1925 there were 66
crematories; in 1930 there were 104 crematories; in 1935 there
were 114 crematories. With the opening of the crematorium at
Lahr on July 16, 1939—the last crematorium built before the out-
break of World War II—the number of crematories had reached
122 within the old Reich, and within the territory of Greater
Germany there existed altogether 131 crematories, of which five
were in Austria, and four in the Sudetanland. 

Because at first the practice of modern cremation was a
novelty—often taken hostage by the dominant cultural atmos-
phere—consequently there existed only a few crematories in
Germany—and the number of cremations remained very meager
for quite a long time and only began to grow in a consistent way
after World War I. It remained under 100 until 1886, went up to
1,000 in 1902, and went to 10,000 in 1912. In 1918, the number of
cremations was 15,878 and in the following years it grew quickly
until exceeding 100,000 cremations in the year 1939. Altogether,
from 1878 to 1939 in Germany, 1,201,823 corpses were cremated.
In 1939, the number of deaths in Greater Ger many was 1,007,122
of which there were 102,022 bodies cremated. In 1940 there were
108,630 cremations; in 1941 there were 107,103, and in 1942
there were 114,184. 

As Far as Crematories Were Concerned—at the end of
1938 in Germany, there were 130 crematories while in England
there were 47, in Italy 37 (of which 7 were out of service), in
Sweden and Switzerland 22, Denmark 16, Norway 10, Czecho -
slovakia 9, France 6, Russia 2, and in Belgium, Finland, Holland,
Portugal and Romania—each of those countries had only one cre-
matory. After Germany, the other European countries recording

the largest number of cremations were England (16,312 crema-
tions), Switzerland (7,071 cremations), the Protectorate of
Bohemia and Moravia (5,535 cremations), Sweden (4,434 crema-
tions), Denmark (4,031 cremations), Norway (2,261 cremations)
and France (1,340 cremations). 

But the Japanese hold the world record for the number of
crematories as well as for the number of cremations. Already in
the year 1912 Japan possessed a good 36,723 crematory installa-
tions. In the year 1929, the Japanese cremated 622,492 cadavers. 

The Crematories in the German Concentration
Camps—The institution of crematories in German concentration
camps goes back to this long tradition. In fact, during the Third
Reich when the first concentration camps  were instituted, the
administrative SS authorities, not anticipating the high rate of
mortality which they were to encounter in the following years,
normally sent the cadavers of their deceased to civilian cremato-
ries. It was only thereafter, when the mortality began to increase
at such a high rate beyond their expectation, that they decided to
institute their own crematories within the camps. Originally
Konzentration slager Buchenwald used the State Crematory at
Weimar. From September 5, 1938, to May 3, 1940, the deceased
inmates of the Konzentrationslager Mauthausen were brought to
the Municipal Crematory at Steyr. The Konzentrationslager
Wewelsburg, up to at least December of 1941, brought their
deceased to the crematory at Bielefeld, while the Kriegsgefan -
genen-Arbeitslager Gross-Rosen, from August 21, 1940, until Jan -
uary 28, 1943, used the municipal crematory at Legnitz. And
believe it or not, at first even Auschwitz relied upon a civilian cre-
matory—the one at Gleiwitz (spelt “Gliwice” by the Poles). 

As soon as the German concentration camps began to pro-
vide their own crematories, they were subjected to the same strict
legislation regulating civilian crematories, as derived from the
“Decree on the Performance of Cremations in the Crematory of
the Sachsenhausen Concentration Camp” which was declared by
Himmler on February 28, 1940. According to these regulations,
the urns containing the ashes of the cremated prisoners could be
buried in a cemetery at the place of origin of the deceased.
Subsequently, with the tragic worsening of the sanitary condi-
tions of the camps, the crematories became indispensable hygien-
ic-sanitary instruments and the cremations were carried out
without a lot of legal restrictions. 

Origins of the Auschwitz Crematories—At Auschwitz
there originally existed one single crematorium with three two-
muffle ovens or cremation chambers. For the camp at Birkenau
there was initially projected one crematorium with five three-
muf fle ovens. In August of 1942 the SS authorities decided to
install at Birkenau another three crematories. This decision was
taken as a result of two facts: the expected increase of the popu-
lation of the camp having to take on up to 200,000 prisoners, and
the affliction of the terrible typhus epidemic which broke out at
the beginning of July of 1942. So throughout the entire Ausch -
witz-Birkenau complex there existed five crematoria described in
the following way: 

• At Auschwitz itself, the crematory with three two-muffle
chambered ovens.

• At Birkenau, Crematories II and III, each with five three-
muffle chambered ovens, as well as Crematories IV and V, each
with eight-muffle chambered ovens. Taken altogether, there exist-
ed therefore 52 muffle chambers at Auschwitz-Birkenau as of July
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of 1943, which went down to 48 muffle chambers with the closing
of Crematory I. The equipment of Auschwitz-Birkenau was not on
a par with the other camps, but that does not mean that it was dis-
proportionate; after all, neither was the natural mortality rate of
Auschwitz on a par with the other camps. For example the camp at
Dachau which had a crematory with a two-muffle chambered oven,
when in March of 1942, the local authorities projected or planned
a new crematory with four ovens, the average mortality rate was
at two deaths per day; and in the camp at Buchen wald when the
two new three-muffle chambered crematory ovens  were installed,
the average mortality rate was between eight to 12 deaths per day.
But on the other hand, when the SS authorities decided to con-
struct the three crematories just mentioned, mortality at
Auschwitz was at the rate of 277 deaths per day. There fore for
Auschwitz they projected an increase in the number of crematory
oven muffle chambers eight times more than they projected for
Buchenwald, but with a daily death rate 23 times higher. 

On the other hand, from a letter from the head of the
Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung [central building administration]
dated July 10, 1942, it turns out that a crematory with five three-
muffle ovens was planned for 30,000 inmates, which amounts to
a muffle-inmate ratio of 1 to 2,000. 

The 46 muffles at Birkenau were therefore planned for
92,000 inmates, but, as has been stated, according to the initial SS
plans, the Birkenau camp was to hold 200,000 prisoners, and that
would have required 100 muffles. So from a practical standpoint,
the number of muffles at Birkenau was not enough in terms of the
population increase which was planned for that camp. 

Structure and Operation of the Birkenau Crematory
Ovens—The crematory ovens of Auschwitz were simpler systems
than those in use in civilian crematories. The Topf company got
the Auschwitz contracts not because their products were the best,
but simply because they were the least expensive. By assembling
two, three and four crematory ovens in a single structure, the Topf
company created competitive installations because they knew
how to save a remarkable amount of material. But with that, in
the process of cremations, there were problems which did not
occur in the single ovens of the competition. On the contrary, the
shoddy quality of the Auschwitz ovens appeared documentarily
from the correspondence between the Topf company and the
Zentralbaulei tung of Auschwitz: it turns out that practically not a
month went by without the verification that there were damages
of various kinds, some so serious as to compromise the function-
ing of the entire system, such as the case of Crematory IV, which
had to be shut down after some months of operation. 

The crematory ovens had gasogene-fired, coke-fueled cre-
mation chambers known as muffles, and an ash-collecting recep-
tacle. In the gasogene, which was situated at the posterior part of

the oven, was found the oven hearth grill on which the coke was
burned. The combustion products entered the muffle through an
appropriate aperture and invested the cadaver which lay on a
refractory clay grill. The cadaver was introduced into the muffle
chamber through a special door which was located at the rear of
the oven. The residuals of the cadavers fell through the fissures of
the grill down onto the ash-pit below, where they were complete-
ly consumed, and then from there the ashes were removed
through an appropriate door located under the cadaver-introduc-
tory door. The air for corpse combustion was supplied from a blow-
er connected to the oven. The by-products of the combustion of the
cadavers, and the exhaust produced by the draft of the chimney,
entered into the smoke duct from where it went on up into the
chimney. 

During the operation of the crematory ovens, because of
their structure, the chimney gave off smoke, but did not emit
flames, contrary to what was asserted by various so-called eye-
witnesses. 

The Duration of the Cremation Process and the
Consumption of Coke—The cremation of a cadaver is a natu-
ral chemical-physical combustion process which requires its own
natural time to be carried out. In the best civilian crematory
ovens working with coke, the average duration of a cremation
took approximately 80 to 90 minutes. The main combustion of the
cadaver took place within approximately 60 minutes, after which
the residual particles dropped down through the bars of the grill
onto the ash-pit below, where they stayed for another 20 to 30
minutes until their complete combustion. Then the ashes were
extracted from the crematory oven. 

In the Auschwitz crematory ovens, the average duration for
the completion of a cremation was approximately 60 minutes, not
because these systems were more efficient, but because they fol-
lowed a different practice, which went like this: Soon after ap -
prox imately 60 minutes, and after the residuals of one cadaver
had dropped down into the ash-pit, another cadaver was quickly
introduced into the muffle chamber. Therefore, two cadavers were
in the oven at the same time, but one cadaver was in its final
stage of the cremation process, while the other cadaver was in its
initial stage. This system of cremation would not have been car-
ried out in the civilian crematories because it was illegal. 

The Auschwitz crematory ovens were planned and built for
the cremation of one single cadaver at a time. The very same plan-
ning engineer, the Topf company engineer Kurt Prüfer, when he
was interrogated by the Soviets in 1946, confirmed that the cre-
matory ovens of Birkenau could cremate one cadaver per hour per
muffle, and furthermore, he declared that the attempt, which was
conducted in his presence to try to cremate two cadavers togeth-
er in one muffle, failed. 
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Coke consumption of the ovens varied according to the
model. For a very thin adult cadaver—which in Auschwitz at that
time was just about the norm—this was averaging approximate-
ly 32.5 kg of coke fuel for the two-muffled oven, and approxi-
mately 22 kg for the three-muffled oven, and approximately 16 kg
for the eight-muffled oven. 

Coke Consumption in 1943—From March 1 to October
24, 1943, for the crematories of Auschwitz-Birkenau, there was
supplied altogether 641.5 tons of coke. During this period, the
number of prisoners who died of natural causes was approxi-
mately 19,000. The number of prisoners alleged to have been
homicidally gassed is given as approximately 118,000—altogeth-
er approximately 137,000 dead who were allegedly all cremated
in the crematory ovens. Now, for the real dead that turns out to be
an average coke availability of approximately 33.8 kg per cadav-
er, which comprises also the coke used for heating up the ovens
and is therefore quite compatible with the consumption of the
ovens. But if the dead really came to 137,000, the consumption of
coke per each cadaver would had to have been 4.7 kg and that is
simply impossible. 

Therefore during the period I have cited above, the crema-
tory ovens cremated only the cadavers of prisoners who had died
of natural causes. 

The Duration of the Fire-Resistant Masonry of the
Cremation Ovens—In 1941, the duration of the refractory or
fire resistant lining of the Topf crematory ovens, which were heat-
ed electrically, was up to 3,000 cremations. 

However, the electrical heating system guaranteed a uni-
form diffusion of heat which prolonged the life of the refractory
masonry lining of the oven walls. In fact, the Topf coke-fueled two-
muffled oven at Gusen, which was a subsidiary camp of Maut -
hausen, resisted only about 3,200 cremations, which comes to
1,600 cremations per muffle. Then after that, the refractory oven
walls had to be dismantled and renovated. 

As I have pointed out previously, the official death figure at
Auschwitz which is actually given is 1,100,000 persons, the
largest proportion of which (that is at least 800,000 persons) were
supposed to have been cremated in the ovens, and the rest of them
were supposed to have been cremated out in the open air. Well,
even if we assume an extreme limit of 3,000 cremations, the 52
crematory muffles of Auschwitz-Birkenau could have cremated
156,000 corpses. The cremation of 800,000 corpses would there-
fore have required five complete replacements of the refractory
walls of all the crematory ovens. However in the archives of the
Auschwitz Zentralbauleitung, which has the register of all
replacement orders made by the Topf company, there is no trace
of this work, which means that it was never performed. Therefore
it follows that the cremation of 800,000 cadavers in the cremato-
ries of Auschwitz-Birkenau was technically impossible. 

As far as the cremation in so-called “cremation pits,” the
figure which is presented by the so-called eyewitnesses is
absolutely excessive. There is no doubt that in the early summer
of 1942 until the opening of the two crematories in March of
1943—especially when the high death rate from a typhus epi-
demic was raging through the camp—there is no doubt that sev-
eral thousands of corpses were burned out in the open—proba-
bly with rudimentary camp-brick furnaces. But that does not
have anything to do with the burning of at least 300,000 alleged
homicidally gassed people. This allegation is categorically refut-
ed by the two American aerial photographs taken on May 31,

1944, during that crucial time of an alleged mass extermination
of Hungarian Jews, when, according to the so-called eyewitness-
es, at Birkenau there was supposed to have been two enormous
cremation pits in the area of so-called Bunker 2, and another
five enormous pits in the courtyard of Crematory V—pits which,
we are told, swallowed up thousands of cadavers per day. 

During that entire period of time, it would have been possi-
ble to cremate on the average, out in the open air, approximately
9,500 cadavers, which would have required a total burning sur-
face of around 7,600 square meters. 

The two aerial photographs do not show the slightest trace
of any of this alleged activity: In these photographs there appears
a single minuscule column of smoke which arises from the court-
yard of Crematory V and which corresponds to a burning surface
area not greater than 50 square meters. 7,600 square meters
against 50 square meters: Here therefore also collapses the story
of mass open-air cremation. The small column of smoke men-
tioned previously, is explained by the documented fact that on
May 31, 1944, the four crematory facilities in Birkenau were not
in operation and were being repaired, and that therefore cadavers
of prisoners who had died of natural causes had to be burned out
in the open air. 

The Lies of the So-Called Eyewitnesses—The scientif-
ic study of cremation at Auschwitz demonstrates that no mass
cremation occurred, and consequently no mass extermination
occurred. 

Furthermore this demonstrates in an irrefutable way that
all—and let me repeat, I say all—the so-called eyewitnesses have
shamelessly lied about cremations of the cadavers at Auschwitz,
and there does not exist one single witness who has rendered any
plausible technical declaration in this regard. But after all, since
they so shamelessly lied about the cremation of the cadavers, why
should they be believed about the homicidal gassing of the Jews?

Of course there is no reason to believe them, because they
have lied about cremations in order to try to cover their lies about
homicidal gassings—the one lie is inseparable from the other, and
the destruction of the one lie inevitably brings the destruction of
the other. �

FOOTNOTE
1 [A gasogene or gazogene is an apparatus for aerating liquids.—Ed.]
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A
century ago, professional baseball players were widely con-
sidered to be louts and drunkards, hardly worthy of emula-
tion by America’s youth. One man, however, broke from the
herd and became America’s first true sports idol.

Pitcher Christopher (Christy) Mathewson was popularly known as
“Matty” and sometimes “Big Six.” Stories vary as to the origin of the lat-
ter nickname, but the most likely genesis was a line from sportswriter
Sam Crane, who likened Matty to New York’s most dependable fire
brigade, popularly known as the Big Six.

Born on August 12, 1880, in Factoryville, Pennsylvania, Mathew son
was the son of a gentleman farmer father and a fairly well-to-do moth-
er. A star athlete in baseball and football at
Bucknell University, Mathew son spent his
summers playing minor league baseball. In
1900, while toiling for Norfolk in the
Virginia League, he compiled a 20-2 record,
a gaudy statistic that caught the eye of the
New York Giants, who brought him up for at try out at the end
of the season. With indifferent results, they returned him to
Norfolk. Cincinnati drafted him for $100, and then Red legs
owner John T. Brush traded him back to the Giants. 

When Mathewson arrived in Gotham, the established
teams were the New York Giants and the Brooklyn Superbas
(later the Dodgers) of the National League. The Giants had
enjoyed some success in the 19th century but were in a down
cycle when Brooklyn won National League pennants in 1899
and 1900. The Yankees (initially known as the Highlanders)
did not appear until 1903, when the Baltimore Orioles of the
upstart American League moved to New York.

With the arrival of Mathewson and manager John McGraw
(aghast to find Mathewson playing first base, McGraw put him
on the pitcher’s mound for good), the Giants quickly became
the toast of the town. Mathewson’s appearance was as clean
cut as his lifestyle; coupled with his pitching achievements,
they made him a highly marketable commodity. He authored
a book, Pitching in a Pinch, appeared in vaudeville reviews
and would take on challengers in chess matches, often playing
several opponents simultaneously.

By age 32, Mathewson had won 300 big league games. He
had been a 20-game winner 12 seasons in a row (including four
30-game seasons). Two seasons are especially noteworthy: in 1908, he
pitched 390-2/3 innings, posted a 37-12 mark, hurled 12 shutouts and
posted a minuscule 1.43 ERA; in 1905, his World Series performance
consisted of three complete game shutouts against the Athletics. 

Mathewson finished his playing career in 1916 with a grand total of
373 victories, which ranks him behind only Walter Johnson and Cy
Young. His career earned run average was 2.13, which was surpassed
only by Mordecai “Three Finger” Brown of the Cubs. By today’s stan-
dards, when managers are quick to yank starting pitchers in favor of
long relievers, setup men and closers, Mathewson’s record of 435 com-
plete games is perhaps his most astonishing achievement.

Though everything had gone Matty’s way both on and off the dia-
mond, his fortunes quickly ebbed with his pitching skills. At the end of
his career with the Giants in 1916, he was traded to Cincinnati so he
could serve as the Redlegs’ manager. Soon thereafter, Matty’s younger

brother Henry, 31, who had pitched briefly (and poorly) with the Gi -
ants, committed suicide. At the same time, Mathewson was at logger-
heads with Cincinnati first baseman Hal Chase. Rumors swirled about
Chase, who was supposedly linked to gamblers who were attempting to
fix games (the Black Sox scandal of 1919 was not an anomaly but the
culmination of trends that had been brewing in baseball for some
time). Responding to Chase’s suspicious behavior on the field,
Mathewson suspended him in August, 1918. Chase then filed a lawsuit
for the paychecks he missed through the end of the season. The whole
affair so discouraged Mathewson that he resigned the following month
and enlisted in the Army, where tragedy awaited him. It would be

wrong, however, to conclude that Mathew son
ended up another victim on the battlefields

and trenches. He was not shipped to Europe till after the armistice.
Then a training accident involving poison gas eventually led to seven
years of health problems, culminating in tuberculosis.

Mathewson died on October 8, 1925, at the age of 46, just a few
hours after the first game of the World Series. For the remainder of the
series, the participants, the Washington Senators and the Pittsburgh
Pirates, wore black armbands in memory of Mathewson, who was
buried in the Bucknell College cemetery in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania.

When the National Baseball Hall of Fame was formed in 1939, it
was a no-brainer to include Mathewson among the inaugural honorees,
who also included Babe Ruth, Walter Johnson, Cy Young, Ty Cobb and
Honus Wagner. Mathewson’s big league career, which began in 1900,
was matched by few and surpassed by none during the remainder of
the 20th century.
�

profiles in history
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W
ith the reinstitution of capital punishment in
the United States, the ancient execution equip-
ment in place at the state prisons had to be
used. None of it had worked properly in the first
place, and, being old and dysfunctional, it could

not be expected to work properly in the future. Because my father
had worked so long in the Massachusetts prison system (more
than 40 years) and because I was an engineer, I was asked to
investigate the Massachusetts electric chair and determine what
needed be done to make it functional. 

Because I was familiar with the Massachusetts system I
was asked by more and more states to help them rebuild and
repair their execution equipment to enable them to conduct a
com petent execution and not torture the executees. By 1990 I was
on a first name basis with every warden in the country and was
consulting in all states with a capital punishment requirement. 

I invented the lethal injection machine, built improved elec-
tric chairs, designed and built gallows and designed gas cham-
bers. I had written the established protocol for all four modes of
execution and was the only federal court certified expert in exe-

cution technology and electrocution technology. ABC News, in a
profile televised on Prime Time Live, dubbed me “Dr. Death.” I
routinely testified in court on defective equipment and botched
executions. 

[Revisionist] Dr. Robert Faurisson contacted me in 1988 on
the referral of the U.S. prison system on behalf of Ernst Zundel,
who was facing trial in Canada on a freedom of speech issue
regarding the alleged existence and operation of gas chambers for
mass human executions by the German government during
World War II. I was to [asked] appear as an expert witness in the
court at Toronto. I accepted. 

In my capacity as expert witness, I was briefed with all
manner of Holocaust literature and sent to Poland to investigate
the alleged gas chambers at Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek.
I, with the aid of my draftsman, film crew and forensic samples
taken [from the European gas chambers] and analyzed in the
United States, testified in court and presented a document now
known asThe Leuchter Report. This testimony and report, accept-
ed as evidence in the Canadian court, forever disproved the exis-
tence of gas chambers at the investigated locations. I appeared on

THE RETURN OF ‘MR. DEATH’
BY FRED LEUCHTER

The following first-person account is by Fred Leuchter, an expert on the oper-
ation of lethal gas chambers, who came to question whether such devices were
used by the German Nazis against Jews and others during World War II. It was pre-
sented by Leuchter at the three-day BARNES REVIEW SECOND INTERNATIONAL CO N -
FERENCE ON AUTHENTIC HISTORY AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT on June 16, 2001. 
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Ernst Zundel’s behalf for two reasons: his right of free speech, and
his right to present an adequate defense. Those two reasons are
still important now.

For this, I was vilified and attacked both verbally and phys-
ically by various Jewish organizations including the Anti-Defa -
mation League [of B’nai B’rith] and the Klarsfeld Foundation
[notorious “Nazi-hunters”—Ed.]. I was prosecuted for practicing
as an engineer without a license, a charge which was later
dropped by order of the court. Three court-appointed lawyers
with drew because of death threats. I was represented by Kirk
Lyons, from Texas, alone, the one and only time a “foreign” attor-
ney was allowed to practice, without co-counsel, in the common-
wealth of Massachusetts. Despite lies circulated by the Anti-Defa -
mation League, I was not “on probation,” and the only constraint
required by the judge (and she noted to my lawyer it was not real-
ly a constraint) was that I should not say I was licensed. I had
never made such a claim, and no license is, or was, ever required
in any state. 

I was followed by Mossad agents, threatened constantly
and had my house firebombed. Police from all over the state had
to come to protect my family and me. Because of threats to prison
wardens and state officials, and Jewish legislators threatening to
pass illegal “laws” to prevent my working for states, my business
was totally destroyed. I, for the most part, became an unemploy-
able pariah. 

I was asked the following year [1989] to appear as an expert
in a German court in Munich, again for Zundel, which I did. I was
ruled competent to appear the following year [1990], something
which the pro-Holocaust zealots [desired to] prevent. It would be
unthinkable that competent expert testimony should ever be
given in a German court destroying the Holocaust myth. Earlier
that same year [1989], the German minister of science had ruled
that The Leuchter Report was a scientific document. It was legal
to discuss the report. I spoke a number of times while in Germany
that year, most notably at Weinheim, where I was translated by
Günter Deckert, to a group of academicians. 

Later that year, and unbeknownst to me, the enlightened
German minister of science, who had classified The Leuchter Re -
port as a scientific document, had been removed by the pro-Holo -

caust zealots, and, because I spoke about the report, a decision
was made to arrest me. This can be done since, under the Napol -
eonic code [which applies in Germany], a law can be applied retro -
actively. Now they had to get me to [come] to Ger many. 

M
eanwhile, I went to England to speak at a history club
meeting at the request of David Irving. I was taken
into custody while on stage and speaking by the chief
inspector [from] the Chelsea police station, without

[a] warrant, at the behest of the pro-Holocaust zealots. I was
imprisoned with all manner of common criminals that evening
and was questioned by two officers of her majesty’s Immigration
Service from 2:00 A.M. to 6:00 A.M., looking for some excuse to de -
port me. At 8:00 A.M. I was met by another officer of her majesty’s
Immigration Service, who was concerned that British law was be -
ing violated by my detention. He made it clear that I did not mat-
ter, but the law did. 

I was told that I was to be deported first to France, then
Bel gium and finally Germany. This would all take several weeks.
If I demanded to be sent home to the United States, however, this
bureaucrat would do so, in compliance with the law. I had de -
mand ed so the prior evening, on tape, and since the other officers
were not abiding by the law, he would. I repeated my demand to
go home, and I was returned to New York City at her majesty’s
expense. I was officially persona non grata in the United King -
dom, as is inscribed on my passport. 

Several months later I was asked to appear on a live
German television show in Munich. I qualified the appearance to
deal only with the electric chair and executions in the United
States, since I had been advised that my report was no longer a
scientific document, and such discussion [was therefore] banned.
I was not aware of the retroactive application provision of the
Napoleonic code. I flew to Munich with my wife and, while at the
television station awaiting broadcast, I was seized by officers of
the Mann heim Police. I had been set up. I inquired about the exis-
tence of a warrant and was told none existed. I responded that I
would not go to Mannheim and was told that I would be taken by
force. And so I was. The television show host begged the police to
allow me to go on the show first. But they refused. (I was about to
air the entire illegal procedure, live.) 

I was spirited across Germany in the dead of night, photo -
graphed and fingerprinted. I was permitted to see my lawyer for
10 minutes before I saw the judge. Due process being nonexistent
in Germany, [the judge] committed me to the “bastille” without
delay. I remained in Mannheim Prison in solitary confinement for
six weeks. Prison officials, because of the lax security, were afraid
that someone would kill me; and thus I was not permitted out of
my cell. I endured several searches and was permitted to possess
a “spear” I made from an old mop. I had only two showers the
entire time I was there. I remained locked in through one riot and
many early-morning threats outside my door. 

My attorney was finally able to secure a bail hearing after
six weeks. I was taken in handcuffs to the court and brought
before a panel of three judges, who, after hearing my attorney’s
pleas, denied bail. The lead judge ordered me handcuffed and
returned to prison. I made a remark to my lawyer about this “kan-

WHAT’S IN LEUCHTER’S REPORT?
WHEN FRED LEUCHTER, a preeminent expert on execution by gassing,

was asked to do a forensic investigation of Auschwitz he was a true believer
in the allegations that 4 million Jews were gassed there. The irrefutable and
detailed pamphlet, Inside the Auschwitz ‘Gas Chambers’ by Leuchter, tells
what he found on the scene—which was not what he expected at all.
When President Bill Clinton helped to open the U.S. Holocaust

Museum, he labeled “Holocaust deniers” as awful anti-Semites. But the
thought-provoking pamphletWhat Is Holocaust Denial? exposes some of
the myths surrounding the Holocaust. 
Though small in size, these two pamphlets are loaded with facts true his-

tory buffs will want at their fingertips. Seven copies: $2; 50 for $8; 200 or
more 11¢ each. Mix or match. To order write: Center for Historical Review,
P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003
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garoo court,” which the lead judge did not like. He asked me
directly what my objections were, and I gave him my complaints.
They agreed to consider bail, retired to deliberate, and returned
granting bail. 

I was taken to their chambers and given coffee while we
awaited the posting of [a] bond. I agreed to return in several
months for trial. If convicted, I faced eight years. I was [officially]
freed and was [temporarily] returned to the prison to get my
things and, subsequently, placed on a Lufthansa plane to the
United States. I was afraid the court might change its mind and
turn the plane around. It turned out my fears were not unjustified. 

I planned to return to face trial. A week prior to my court
appearance, I was called by an attorney, who shall remain name-
less, who represented an inmate in Mannheim, who shall also
remain nameless, with a message from his client, to whom I shall
be forever grateful. I was told that the day following my release
the prosecutor returned [from vacation] too late to prevent my
“escape.” He had enough power to replace the three judges who
[had] granted my bail, revoke my bail and issue a fugitive war-
rant for my immediate arrest, all without advising my attorney. I
was further told that if I returned to Mannheim I would immedi-
ately be returned to Mannheim Prison, where I would be mur-
dered. 

I discussed the matter with my attorney, who said that it
could not be true [he believed he would have been told by the
German officials of these developments]. I decided not to return
and asked my attorney to advise the court of my decision, and why. 

My attorney appeared at court, and, before he could advise
the court that I would not be appearing, all I had told him was
confirmed. The bail was returned. No explanation was given [as]
to the court’s failure to advise him earlier. 

In the meanwhile, I had [again] been threatened with death
if I returned, and my family and friends had also been similarly
threatened. At that point, I determined that it would be best if I
lowered my profile. I dropped out of sight. 

The end result of all this was the breakup of my marriage,
the destruction of my personal life and the loss of my business. In
addition, I was “unemployable.” 

I accepted a job in California. I lived there for several years
and that’s where I met Terri, my present wife. I cannot discuss for
whom I am working and what I am doing for fear that there will
be reprisals. The project that I am working on, being almost com-
pleted, permitted me to accept a kind invitation to renew many
old acquaintances and attend this conference. 

Lastly, I would like to mention the movie Mr. Death. Errol
Morris, the producer, had started the movie some seven years ear-
lier but put the project on a back burner. He managed to find me
two years ago and wanted to begin the film again. The film story
was to be told similarly to President [John F.] Kennedy’s Profiles
in Courage: my investigations in Poland and my subsequent
destruction by Jewish organizations. His first cut of the film did
precisely that. 

[Morris] chose to call me “Mr. Death” instead of “Dr. Death”
to avoid confusion with Dr. [Jack] Kevorkian, who had been given
the same name as me. All his films contain only one person and
[narrative from both] the subject and the producer. [His first cut

of the film] was shown at Harvard University in Cambridge. The
viewers came away from the screening believing that there were
no gas chambers used by the Germans during World War II. 

Subsequently, Morris’s arm was twisted by various Jewish
elements, resulting in a new second half to the film—with the
same Jewish troublemakers, who had caused me so much grief in
the past, spewing out their foul lies. Even the chemist who ana-
lyzed the Auschwitz samples, and determined them to be cyanide
free, now was lying as well, causing one to ask if he perjured him-
self in court. Further, attempts were made to try to make me look
foolish. The end result was a film that failed to earn [Morris] his
expected Oscar, failed to be accepted and shown by the contract-
ing television company and which finally had to be sold for distri-
bution through Blockbuster. �

HISTORIANS UNDER FIRE

THESE ARE BUT SIX HISTORIANS who have been locked up
in jail or forced to leave their homelands for merely dis-
cussing facts they have uncovered about “the Holocaust.”
Octogenarian Udo Walendy has been banned by the German
government from ever discussing the Holocaust again—any-
where. Aus tral ia’s Jew ish community recently took court
action against Dr. Fredrick Töben, director of the Adelaide
Institute, a think tank, while a Swiss court gave a one-year
prison sentence to Gaston-Armand Amaudruz, a 79-year-old
Holocaust Revis ion ist, for arguing that the Nazis did not use
gas chambers for mass murder. In 1999, outspoken German
nationalist Manfred Roeder was sentenced to two years with-
out parole for having referred to the Holocaust as “humbug.”
A Polish professor, Darius Ratajcazk, was tried for the
“crime” of Revisionism, although his book merely reported
the views of Revisionist historians. In 1998, thought police
struck in France, as a Paris court ordered philosopher Roger
Garausdy to pay $40,000 for challenging the existence of gas
chambers. Many other cases could be cited.

UDO WALENDY FREDRICK TÖBEN GÜNTER DECKERT
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AS
a criollo (or Creole), Santa Anna was of pure
Spanish ancestry, but his prospects for social ad -
vancement were limited by the ruling class (penin-
sulares or gachupines) of Spaniards who had been

born in Spain. The military offered a better chance for advance-
ment than the civilian world, so at the age of 16, Santa Anna
enlisted in the army of Spain. In 1811, he was ordered to report
to Veracruz (his hometown) to join Col. Joaquin de Arre dondo,
who was gathering troops for punitive expeditions against rebels
and Indians in the remote provinces to the north. 

While Spain was still a formidable power in the first decade
of the 19th century, she had taken some severe body blows. After
Napoleon invaded the Iberian peninsula in 1808, Spain was in no
condition to administer her colonies in the New World. By 1814,
even though the king of Spain had returned to the throne, a num-
ber of independence movements had been set in motion and were
gathering momentum. By 1825, most of the Latin American na -
tions on the map today were founded. 

After Father Hidalgo proclaimed Mexican independence in
his famed Grito de Dolores (literally “Cry of Suffering”) in 1810,
Spain had its hands full putting out political fires. An area of pres-
ent-day east Texas was designated the Neutral Ground, neither
under the control of Spain nor the United States. As one might
expect, this power vacuum sucked in criminals, malcontents and
misfits from both sides. The already porous border had long
attracted American adventurers known as filibusters (no relation
to the political terminology). These vagabonds are not to be con-
fused with Stephen F. Austin’s colonists, who did not arrive until
1821, the year Mexico gained its independence from Spain. 

When the situation in the neutral territory grew intolera-
ble, the United States authorized Lt. Augustus Magee to clean it
out. He did so—with draconian efficiency. In so doing, however, he
came into contact with a number of Mexican political refugees

who told him that Texas was ripe for the taking. One was
Bernardo Gutierrez de Lara, a Mexican rebel against the crown,
who convinced him to invade Mexico. In January 1812, Magee
resigned his commission in the U.S. Army and proclaimed himself
a colonel in the Republican Army of the North, which he recruit-
ed in New Orleans. 

On August 7, 1812, Magee led an army of 800 ethnic French

The First Republic of Texas
BY FRANK JACKSON

A ragtag mixture of “Anglos” and Mexicans are growing restless in Texas.
They proclaim Texas a republic. Santa Anna saddles up and heads toward San
Antonio to smite the upstarts. —It all sounds very familiar. The story of the
Alamo and the 1836 Texan revolt against Mexico is well known even to the his-
torically semiliterate. Yet the conflict referred to in the opening sentences did not
occur in 1836 but in 1813, when Mexico was in revolt against Spain, and Antonio
Lopez de Santa Anna Perez de Lebron was a 19-year-old lieutenant in the Roy -
alist army of Spain. 

Actual photograph of the young Santa Anna. 
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Creoles, Americans, Indians, Spaniards and Mexicans to Naco g -
doches, at that time one of the few towns of any size in Texas.
They captured not only Nacogdoches but also Trinidad de Salcedo
and Presidio la Bahia, a south Texas fort, where Magee died, not
from combat but from fever. Moving on to the San Antonio area,
the rebels won two battles, killed hundreds of Roy alists, captured
horses and supplies and executed two Spanish governors. But
success was not long-lived. In August 1813, Arredondo, now a gen -
eral, led 1,830 men from Laredo to San Antonio. On August 18, he
crushed the rebels at a battle near the Medina River. Republicans
not killed in battle were executed. All in all, some 800 of them fell
to the Royalists. Santa Anna, though just 19 years old, had
already proved adept at carnage. The cruel methods he had
employed for the previous two years served him equally well at
Medina. 

That would seem to have ended any troubles with republi-
cans and rebels, but, in 1819, a Virginian named James Long had
other notions. With a band of 120 followers, he took over Nacog -
doches, declared the independence of Texas and his own presi-
dency. Spanish soldiers drove him out of Texas, but he returned a
year later. Leaving his pregnant wife Jane at a fort on the Bolivar
peninsula near Galveston Island, Long and his followers met with
officials from newly independent Mexico. They sent him to Mexico
City, where he was shot—though whether it was intentional or
accidental was never established. 

It was Jane Long, however, who went down in history, as
she gave birth to the first “Anglo”-American baby in Texas and
became known as the “Mother of Texas.” As disconnected as this
may seem to be from the earlier and later rebellions, it offers a
clue as to why the former failed. It was not a movement of settlers
but of soldiers of fortune. Not one child was born of the 1812-13
adventuring. By way of contrast, Austin’s colonists brought their
womenfolk, started families and created communities. They suf-
fered losses but eventually prevailed. Had the Spaniards also
brought their women with them, there would have been much
less mating with Indian women, far fewer mestizos, and the his-
tory of Mexico would have been very different. 

At the time of the pre-Austin rebellions, the province of

“Tejas” was sparsely populated and barely governed by Spain.
Much like the conquistadors who preceded them, the republicans
were motivated more by illusions of glory than by dreams of an
independent republic. But in the heart of Mexico, there were
equally ambitious officers, such as Santa Anna, ready to march
north to squash poorly thought-out independence movements and
build up their military reputations. 

The 1835-36 conflict gets far more attention—as it should,
since it set in motion historical forces that reverberate to this day.
While “Remember the Alamo!” is a familiar cry even today, no one
remembers Medina. Yet the initial rebellions should not be com-
pletely overlooked. �
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A committee, under the leadership of Richard Ellis (standing center with papers), drafted the Texas Declaration o Independence. It was signed
on March 2, 1836. It ended with the words, “We do hereby resolve and declare that our political connection with the Mexican nation has for-
ever ended; and that the people of Texas do now constitute a free and independent republic.”At the moments these leaders were signing their
Texas Declaration of Independence, Santa Anna was attacking the Alamo. Seventeen years earlier, a younger Santa Anna was involved in put-
ting down a revolution not of settlers, but of ill-prepared soldiers of fortune.

Frank Jackson is a charter subscriber to TBR and occasionally
does some writing on historical subjects for this and other “contrari-
an” magazines. 
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AFRICAN OR ASIATIC? —WHAT IS A SEMITE? 

A
lthough many philo-Semites and friends of those who consider
themselves to be Semites (whether they are or not) would have
one believe that Semites are in essence Asians, the truth is that
Africa is clearly the original homeland of the Semitic language

speakers. A Semite is a speaker of one of the Semitic languages (also known
as the Hamito-Semitic or Afroasiatic language family), and these lan-
guages are primarily centered in Africa. The Hamito-Semitic language
family is spoken by more than 200 million people in north Africa; parts of
east, central and west Africa; and west Asia (especially the Arabian penin-
sula, Iraq, Syria, Jordan, Lebanon and Palestine). 

Linguistic theory holds that the Hamito-Semitic language family came
into being in Africa, for only in Africa are all its members found, aside from
some Semitic languages encountered in west Asia. The existence of the
Semitic languages in west Asia is explained by assuming that the Semites
of Africa migrated from east Africa to west Asia in very ancient times. (At
a later date, some Semites returned from Arabia to Africa.)

Some of the better-known Semitic languages are Arabic, Akkadian (now
extinct), Hebrew, Berber, Amharic and Aramaic (the language of the Jewish
Talmud, still spoken by several hundred thousand people in the Middle
East and elsewhere including by Christian Arabs). 

Other branches of the language family include ancient Egyptian and
modern Coptic, the various Cushitic languages of northern east Africa,
such as Oromo and Somali, and the Chadic languages of west Africa, such
as Hausa, spoken by some 25 million people in Nigeria, Niger, Cameroon
and Togo. 

A village meeting in the West African country of Niger, where the Hausa tongue, one of the languages of the Semitic family, is spoken. 

Right, the Tifinagh alphabet is used by the Tuareg of northern Africa, a branch of
the Semitic Berber peoples. Traces of this alphabet, descended from the Libyan
script of antiquity, have been found at various ancient sites in North America,
according to some epigraphers.

TIFINAGH
Name Symbol Transliteration



One of the first and most important steps to political
radicalization is the gradual realization that history
is a political weapon. In fact, history is one of the
main weapons of social control presently used by the
managerial state to justify its power and policy prior-

ities. Therefore, Revisionist history is dripping with politics, and,
in most significant ways, inseparable from social commentary. 

World War II remains the focal point of history in the late
20th century and the beginning of the 21st. Few political conver-
sations and debates do not, eventually, swing into this well known
territory. The destruction, not only of fascism (which can only be
understood in its historical context) but of nationalism and vari-
ous forms of non-libertarian conservatism, were considered
“tainted” and relegated to personal eccentricity. For western polit-
ical thought, the debate was between liberalism and Marxism. At
present, the struggle must take place within the same contrived
and controlled milieu.

It should not be difficult to understand, therefore, the polit-
ical ramifications of Revisionist history. The oft-repeated claim
that history is somehow an autonomous discipline in relation to
politics is pure bunk, and those who make the claim are either
dishonest or simple minded. It is with this background that one
needs to approach the book being reviewed here, the first-rate his-
torical tome Stalin’s War of Extermination, by Joachim Hoffman.

After reading this large and copiously documented book,
one is immediately struck by the realization that this represents,

at the intellectual level, a paradigm change in the historiography
of World War II, regardless of the nervous denunciations this
work will undoubtedly receive. The reason “paradigm change” is
an appropriate phrase to use here is that the set of introductory
phrases used in every secondary school and university lecture on
the subject has now been rendered obsolete, exposed as childish
and simply false. The stock set of phrases that control and limit
the normal lecturing attitude of historical pedagogy are these par-
aphrases, unquestionably well known to any educated person: 

• “Hitler and the German Army, without any cause, invad-
ed the progressive USSR in 1941.”

• “The German Army was incorrigibly brutal and tortured
Rus sians without mercy.”

• “Germans are naturally violent and warlike.”
• “Stalin was engaged in routine Army maneuvers when

the Germans invaded.”
Many others could here be reprinted, but the litany is com-

mon enough. Thus, even the most mild and unassuming mention
of a different view has always, at best, received startled stares, or,
at worst, threats of violence.

It seems that it is precisely to answer those modern stock
phrases (the use of stock phrases and “official” slogans is the
transformation point from “history” proper to social control) that
Joachim Hoffman has written his book. Originally in German and
recently translated partially by German scientist Germar Rudolf,
the work reads extremely well. Dr. Hoffman himself is a world
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Stalin’s War of Extermination
BY M. RAPHAEL JOHNSON, PH.D.

It is an old but persistent myth that Josef Stalin, in fighting against Germany in
World War II, was merely defending the peace-loving Soviet Motherland against a
war of aggression launched by Adolf Hitler. An example is the recent book by
Israeli historian Gabriel Gorodetsky: The Great Deception: Hitler, Stalin and Bar ba -
rossa. Gorodet sky’s claims, however, were so ridiculous, and contrary to re cent ly
released Russian documents, that even in Germany, where there is no real freedom
of the press, Michael Ploetz of the Berliner Morgenpost denounced them as false.
This marks the first time that a journalist in postwar Germany has dared to reject
the allegations of a Jewish historian regarding Adolf Hitler. Gorodetsky’s claims,
furthermore, are confuted by the newly released Stalin’s War of Extermination:
1941-1945: Planning, Realization and Documentation, by Joachim Hoffman, an in-
depth study of who really caused World War II. 

BOOK REVIEW
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renowned specialist in the structure of the Red Army, and spent a
goodly portion of his career as a staff researcher for the German
army. He is presently retired. 

The structure of the work is rather clear, being chronologi-
cally ordered from the preparations for Stalin’s attack on Ger -
many to the endless and horrid atrocities of Red Army soldiers on
(particularly) German non-combatants in Poland, Ro man ia,
Czech o  slo vakia and Germany herself. The main issues are pri-
marily Stalin’s preparations and the proofs for his aggressive
designs, the treatment of Stalin’s own troops by the NKVD and
other strictly party and political organizations, the comparative
treatment of POWs, and, importantly, the purpose and content of
So viet propaganda, especially in relation to the treatment of Ger -
man non-combatants near the end of the war. This treatment
itself provides the bulk of the books last few chapters. Its sheer
size and massive documentation make previous works in this
field obsolete and provide the student of this particular era with
all the information one needs to come to a reasoned and educated
conclusion about the moral guilt for this most destructive, waste-
ful and violent eras of world history.

After reading this work, there can be no doubt in the mind
of the honest reader that Hitler did not, in the normal sense of the
term, wage an aggressive war against Stalin’s USSR. Ample proof
is offered that, in fact, by every conceivable measure, Stalin was
feverishly preparing aggressive war against Germany, and, of
course, from there, to the remainder of Europe. Massive concen-
trations of light mobile infantry, maps distributed to Soviet troops
that include detailed sections on Germany, reconnaissance mis-
sions over Germany proper, reports from German intelligence,
admissions from captured Soviet officers, and recently obtained
documents from USSR archives all conspire to make it impossible
to deny Stalin’s aggressive intent, thereby relegating Hitler’s
invasion as purely preemptive. Here is a brief list of the military
principles from Stalin agreed to before the war: 

1. The RKKA . . . [the Red Army] is an offensive army,
the “most offensive of all armies”;

2. The war will always, in all cases, be conducted on
enemy territory, with the fewest possible casualties
among one’s own forces, and ending with the utter
destruction of the enemy;

3. The proletariat in the hostile country is a potential
ally of Soviet power, and will support the struggle of the
Red Army through revolts in the rear of the enemy army;

4. War preparations are preparations for attack;
defensive measures serve solely to protect preparations
for attack and the execution of an offensive in the facing
direction;

5. There is no possibility of the penetration of hostile
forces into the territory of the USSR. (36)

Quite simply, Red Army war plans existed solely for offen-
sive war, and, at the time, the only conceivable opponent of signifi-
cance was Germany. Stalin had announced to the Red Army brass
that, since the USSR has long since attained military superiority,
strategy should be “to abandon all defensive tactics and adopt a
military policy of attack operations” (39). On May 5, 1941, six
weeks before the surprise German attack, Stalin spoke thusly:

The new conditions in our country, the present interna-
tional situation, full of unexpected possibilities, demand a
revolutionary power of decision and constant readiness to
launch a devastating attack on the enemy. . . . All forms of
agitation and propaganda are to be directed to one single
goal—to the political, moral, and fighting preparation of all
personnel to wage a just offensive and an all-out destroying
war . . . all personnel are to be educated in the spirit of
active hatred of the enemy, to an eagerness to take up the
struggle with him, to a readiness to defend our nation on
the territory of the enemy, and to deal him a lethal blow. (75)

Not only had Stalin demanded offensive war, but also demand-
ed the complete destruction of the “enemy,” which, again, could
only have been Germany. A Maj. Koskov, commander of the 24th
Infantry Regiment of the 44th Infantry Division, testified that:

In the view of the regimental commander, the justifica-
tion—namely the evacuation of the western Ukraine,
“because the Soviets were allegedly attacked without
preparation” was in no way true, because Soviet military
preparation had been under way for a long time, and, in
accordance with the extent and intensity of these military
preparations, the Russians would have attacked Germany
of their own accord in two or three weeks at the latest. (83)

The incredible amount of documentation for this extremely
important point—that Stalin was planning an invasion of
Germany and western Europe by extension—leaves no doubt in
the (honest) reader’s mind, and turns not only World War II but
any honest appraisal of Germany on its head. 

Under Stalin, the average soldier had very little trust in
the military leaders, or the political leaders within the
army who actually held the reins of power. Within the
German army at the time, such a lack of trust was

unknown. Germany did not need to resort to endless executions
or torture to maintain troops at the front. For Stalin, terror and
unremitting propaganda were the only means whereby this could
be accomplished, even as the politicians and press in Amer ica
were enthusiastically praising the “heroic Red Army.” “Order No.
3” (released in July of 1941) within the Red Army read in part:
“[A]ll commanders and soldiers” who retreated from the front
were either to be court-martialed and sentenced to death or mere-
ly “annihilated on the spot” (95). By Soviet “law,” any retreat
whatever, regardless from whom it was issued, resulted in death.

For Stalin and his political police who in reality ran the
army, there was no such thing as a “POW.” There were either inhu-
man animals, who were simply executed, or “traitors to the glori-
ous Soviet state.” If a soldier was caught retreating or deserting,
not only was he executed, but members of his family were also tor-
tured to death (109-110). Stalin, not Hitler, issued the infamous
“fight to the death” orders that wasted countless millions of lives,
both combatant and non-combatant. Additionally, Stalin relied on
fabricated reports of mass torture—in such terms as not to be
repeated here—that awaited any Russian who fell into the hands
of the “fascist scum.” All of which, of course, were lies designed to
terrify the peasant soldiery. The condition of Soviet prison camps
was described by a report issued by an Advanced Unit of the Se -
cret Field Police of the 48th German Army Corps of July 1, 1941:



On entering the prison cells, the sight was so horrible
that it cannot even be described in words. Over 100 bodies,
of men, old people, women, girls approximately 16 years of
age, lay in the cells, shot and mutilated with bayonet
wounds. (249)

On the German side, the mass death of Soviet POWs can-
not be attributed (alone) to German brutality. Harsh weather
made it difficult for German officers to be maintained in any tol-
erable condition, never mind Soviet POWs. There can be no ques-
tion as to German reprisals or harsh behavior in respect to Soviet
prisoners, but there is little question (as will be seen later) that
German treatment of POWs was far more humane than the con-
verse. Germany had signed the Geneva and Hague conventions
and observed them. The USSR did neither. Generally speaking,
the German general staff had ordered amnesties of Soviet prison-
ers as early as July of 1941. These former POWs were resettled in
the occupied territories. By November, according to Soviet data,
the Germans had released 292,702 POWs. One of the constant
themes of the testimony of Soviet POWs was the fear that there
families would be killed or imprisoned (by the NKVD) if it was
found that they were captured (120). 

The omnipresent political police were attached to each and
every Soviet military unit, numbering in the millions. This fact
alone proves that the saturation propaganda—both in the USSR
and the United States—that Soviet troops were fighting for the
“fatherland” was sheer nonsense, and each and every soldier was

carefully watched for even the slightest sign of what was arbi-
trarily defined as “disloyalty.” A Soviet air force captain named
Ogrisko testified in 1941:

You can imagine the relationship for yourself. When you
consider that there is a political commissar or controller
for every military leader. . . . In the army, for every two sol-
diers there is a third who acts on behalf of the apparatus as
a member of the Komsomol, of the party, or NKVD. In the
officer corps, the ratio is 1:1. (127)

There was simply no belief in Stalin’s mind that the aver-
age Soviet soldier or officer had any love for him, Marxism or for
what the “motherland” had become. Of course, in the United
States public school children were taught—and still are taught—
that the “brave” and “glorious” Soviet Union troops withstood the
fascist attack, and tragically lost millions upon millions in their
brave resistance. 

The losses of the USSR were indeed massive (the objective
figure hovers around 7 million, though typical Soviet exaggera-
tions are being taught today as fact), but any objective estimate
must include substantial numbers of self-inflicted wounds, from
summary executions, to Stalin’s wicked “scorched earth” policy in
the occupied territories (leaving peasants with exactly nothing,
hastening the deaths of millions), to incredibly incompetent mili-
tary decisions that left millions dead and captured. The book doc-
uments them with consummate skill. 
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Stalin was well prepared to launch a war against not only Germany, but all of Western Europe. Here, gunner reserves armed with Degtyarov
anti-tank rifles parade before departure to the front in August 1941.
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One of the greatest contributions to scholarship that this
book presents is in its description of the unspeakable Ilya
Ehrenburg being at the very center of the Soviet propaganda effort
against the Germans, an effort, it must be noted, that is still
repeated today and mistaken for history. It might be argued that
Ehrenburg was at least partially to blame for the inhuman treat-
ment of German non-combatants nearer the end of the war by his
bizarre and psychotic pronouncements:

They are perverts, sodomites, addicted to all forms of
bestiality. . . . They grab Russian girls and drag them into
brothels . . . they hang priests . . . they wear belts with the
motto “God is with us” but beat dying prisoners in the face
with their belts. . . . Culture, to them, means fountain pens
and safety razors. They use the fountain pens to jot down
how many girls they have raped; they shave with safety
razors, then use straight razors to cut off the noses, ears and
breasts of their victims. (229)

The brazenness of this sociopathic utterance is even worse
than its actual content. Nearly each of Ehrenburg’s charges was
specifically and regularly carried out by Red Army troops at the
time of its writing as well as afterward. The fact that he would
worry about the Germans’ “hanging priests” (after the Bolshevik
record in this regard) is so surreal that this reviewer had difficul-
ty actually typing the lines. His lines read:

They defile women and hang men, they get drunk and
sleep off their orgies like pigs. Murder is commonplace for
Germans. They torture children, hang old men and rape
girls. They torture children and torment the wounded. If a
fascist soldier finds no booty in a house, he kills the house-
wife. The women-killer knows how to murder. He strangles
girls. He sets fire to villages. He erects gallows. The Germans
buried men alive. They buried children alive. They killed
millions of innocent people. Hundreds of thousands of chil-
dren have been killed by the Germans (and this is in

A
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Ukraine alone). They killed infants and branded prisoners,
they tortured and hanged . . . (232)

We despise the Germans, because they are morally and
physically shameless. We despise the Germans for their stu-
pidity. We despise the Germans for their lack of elementary
human dignity. We despise the Germans for their greed. We
despise the Germans for . . . their bloodthirstiness, which is
related to sexual perversion. We despise the Germans for
their cruelty—the cruelty of the weasel, which throttles the
defenseless. We despise the Germans for their crimes, for
their thoughts and feelings, for their malignant sores. We
despise them, because we are human beings, and Soviet
human beings to boot. The sight of German men and women
turns one’s stomach. (237)

This particular quote mocks the suffering of German women
who have lost their husbands or sons:

We see the greedy German hyenas licking their lips; and
we say briefly, “My lady, you are waiting for peasants. You
have already gotten what you deserve. . . . Weep, German
woman! . . . and when you get sick of weeping, then dance
and be merry . . . in spring, the snow will melt, and you will
smell the stink of bodies!” (239)

Ehrenburg bears great responsibility for the tortures of
German women and children inflicted near the end of the war, and
after the war. Ehrenburg’s trash is being taught as fact, and makes
up a major part of the lingering American and Jewish hatred for
Germans and their famous blindness to their suffering. It should
be noted that Librarian of Congress James Billington, in his most
recent book The Face of Russia, includes Ehrenburg as a signifi-
cant aspect of “Russian” culture. Ehrenburg’s words are still very
much alive and effective, making up a major part of the American
educational regime’s vision of Germany and Germans. What
makes this specific part of the book so shocking is the painful sim-
ilarities between Soviet and American propaganda concerning the
Germans.

The atrocities committed by the “glorious” Red army are doc-
umented here at a level never before accomplished. Putting Ameri -
can and Ehrenburgian ideas into practice, Col. Eliseev, Divisional
Com mander within the 153rd Infantry Division officially an -
nounced the following in 1944:

We are marching into East Prussia. Soldiers and officers
of the Red Army will be permitted the following: 1. To exter-
minate any living German. 2. To plunder property. 3. To rape
women. 4. To commit arson. 5. There will be no arrests of sol-
diers of the ROA [anti-communist Russian Liberation
Army]. Every bullet for them is wasted. They will be beaten
to death or trampled underfoot. (291)

Given that the political police controlled each and every
commander and individual soldier, such a pronouncement must
have had the immediate approbation of the Communist Party and
thus of Stalin himself. It is impossible, given the structure of the
Red Army in relation to the NKVD, that such words could be iso-
lated rhetoric.

Clearly, Stalin’s War of Extermination is necessary reading
for any serious grasp of World War II. The myths, as well as the
long-standing malicious lies, are demolished one by one, under the
air-cover of mountains of never-before-translated Red Army docu-
ments and other primary sources, both Russian and German. This

review, lengthy as it is, could never do the book justice. It can be
nearly guaranteed that any honest student of history will wear
through his copy in a matter of months, finding so much uncen-
sored historical information within the pages that is, frankly,
available in no other reference work on the subject.

TBR publisher Willis A. Carto calls the book a tour de force,
and “must reading” for any student of true history interested in an
unbiased account of the bloody legacy of communism, Russia’s part
in starting World War II and the real war of aims of the Stalin re -
gime, glossed over by so many mainstream sources who prefer to
blame the convenient scapegoat Adolf Hitler for WWII. �

Joachim Hoffman, Stalin’s War of Extermination: Planning,
Realization and Documentation, Theses and Dissertations
Press, 2001, is available from THE BARNES REVIEW BOOK
CLUB. The book covers  Stalin’s plan for a world revolution by
conquering Europe in a war of extermination. When pub-
lished in Germany in 1995, the book became an instant best-
seller.  Item #282, hardback, 415 pages, $39.95 minus 10% for
TBR subscribers. To order your copy, send payment plus ship-
ping & handling ($5 inside the U.S.; $10 outside the U.S.) to
TBR BOOK CLUB, P.O. Box 15877, Washington, D.C. 20003. To
charge by phone to Visa or MasterCard, call our toll-free
ordering hotline at 1-877-773-9077.

Stalin’s Real War Aims
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Exclusive TBR Photo Album
of Josef Stalin’s Terror Famine

These photos are from snapshots that were smuggled out of Russia during
Josef Stalin’s reign of terror. They were taken by the father of a BARNES
REVIEW reader, who was a diplomat. Unfortunately, we do not have detailed
information allowing us to write an individual caption for each picture.
They show Ukrainian peasants who are starving, or, in many cases, starved
to death. An estimated 9 million Ukrainians died in this entirely man made
famine, as the Bolsheviks systematically removed every scrap of food they
could find from the land and crushed the ability of the people to produce it.
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histoRy you may have missed

According to Science News, paleobotanists claim to
have found fossils of plants with substantial roots
that lived at least “10 million years” earlier than it
was previously thought such organisms existed. The
significance of such plants is that they substantially
reduced the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmos-
phere, making the Earth far more tolerable for ani-
mal and human life. 

�    �    �
The multicultural sewer is leaking. Again, establish-
ment and authoritarian radicals in academia and in
the culture have been dealt another blow. In an exca-
vation of a site at Cactus Hill in southern Virginia, a
very “Clovis” style point was found, dated to be about
15,000 years old. Previously the theory was that
Indians migrated about 12,000 years ago from Siber -
ia, leaving their spear points as evidence. (Such
points were called “Clovis,” after the place in New
Mexico where they were first uncovered.) Dennis
Stanford, an archeologist from the Smithsonian, has
stated that, first, there are no Clovis points in Siber -
ia (thus debunking the “migration” theory for the
explanation for the advanced projectile point tech-
nology of North America), and that the points found
in Virginia point to a European origin, given that
“Clovis” points have been found in Iberia. A hostile
media (the “coverage” of Stanford’s findings in
Newsweek, for example, bordered on hate) is again
worrying about damage control. Yes, friends, it is all
coming apart.

�    �    �
In an interesting Revisionist twist, the figures on the
number of American soldiers and Marines killed
dur ing the Korean War has been revised downward
—significantly. The Pentagon has revised the figures
down from 54,246 killed, derived from an unknown
bureaucrat around the time of the armistice, to
36,940. It seems that the unnamed bureaucrat had
mistakenly included all U.S. military deaths world-
wide to the Korean conflict. Odd—that seems like an
awful lot of non-combat deaths, nearly 20,000 for
three years.

�    �    �
Amazingly, as has been revealed by a publication
called On Target (dated April of 2000), President
George H.W. Bush and Henry Kissinger developed a
plan to depopulate large tracts of Middle Eastern
land, to be taken over by Soviet Jews. It turns out
that a former American ambassador to Saudi
Arabia, James Akins, traveled to London to warn the
British government of these plans. Such, however,
might not surprise people who realize that a com-
plete domination, militarily, of the Middle East was
part of the original plans for a greater Israel found-
ed by the Zionist movement. The original Zionist
map at the Versailles Peace Conference showed Is -
rael occupying southern Lebanon, Palestine, the Go -
lan Heights, southern Syria and the Trans-Jordan.

The radical Jewish party, named Herut (in coalition
with Likud, which accepts the boundaries in this
map implicitly), uses this map as its party logo, in -
cluding the phrase Kahk, or “only thus.”

�    �    �
According to the June 19, 2000 issue of Time, the
Con federate submarine H.L. Hunley will be raised
from the Atlantic grave it was sent to in 1864. The
sinking of the Union naval vessel the USS Housa -
tonic was the first sinking of a ship by a submarine
in world history, a technology pioneered by the Con -
fed erate States of America. The Hunleywas financed
by a group of Louisiana businessmen and put togeth-
er in Mobile, Alabama. It mysteriously took on water
and hit bottom after the sinking of the Housatonic.
The raising of the sub means that it can be studied
for the first time. Its restoration process will take up
to 10 years. See picture to right.

�    �    �
Is it just us, or do others find it odd that in Dwight
Eisenhower’s Crusade in Europe, Winston Chur -
chill’s The Second World War or Charles De Gaulle’s
Memoires de Guerre, there is not one single solitary
mention of gas chambers killing millions of Jews?

�    �    �
The definition of “Revisionist” is expanding. Accord -
ing to the leftist rag The Times of London, the award -
ing of German professor Ernst Nolte the Kon rad
Adenauer Prize by the Germany Foundation has
caused a stir in the Jewish-dominated press. His
crime? Certainly not denying “the Holocaust,” cer-
tainly not supporting the policies and persona of
Adolf Hitler, but merely to claim the obvious histori-
cal fact that National Socialism developed as a
response, among other things, to the Bolshevik em -
pire in Soviet Russia. Significantly, this changes the
concept of “Revisionist” the Zionists have used to de -
stroy the lives and careers of the non-Jews who op -
pose their domination. It now covers anyone who
does not accept the global official thesis that Hitler
came to power for no reason other than to destroy
Jewry. This is what passes for history; this is aca-
demics today.

�    �    �
One of the Revisionist tendencies of TBR in the area
of prehistory and ancient history is to reject the
notion that “early man” was necessarily primitive. In
some cases, he clearly was not, nor is “science” solely
in the domain of modern man and compatible only
with secularism and modernism. Ancient societies
often were technologically advanced, and realizing
such things is changing they way honest historians
(all nine of them) look at history and its artificial,
Enlightenment-created division into “periods.” Such
“periods” no longer correspond with the facts. Ac -
cording to the December 1995 issue of Popular Sci -
ence, the first underwater tunnel, obviously a major
feat of engineering, was completed in 2160 B.C. on

orders from Queen Semiramis of Babylon. This tun-
nel connected the two halves of the ancient city, an
amazing architectural accomplishment.

�    �    �
Additionally, in the June 27, 1998 issue of Science
News, it has been discovered that ancient Mesopo -
tamians developed a means whereby rock was man-
ufactured from silt. They had developed a synthetic
basalt that was melted along with the silt at tem-
peratures of around 1,200 degrees centigrade. Of
course, such high levels of technology were not sup-
posed to exist in ancient societies. This quite harsh-
ly calls Enlightenment assumptions about the origin
of man and his relation to nature into question.

�    �    �
French explorer Jean-Marie Chauvet, according to
the December 1995 issue of Popular Science, has
found an entire prehistoric “art gallery” in a French
cave. So far, radiocarbon dating—far from a perfect
means of dating archeological finds—has deter-
mined that these are the oldest cave paintings in the
world. What makes these interesting, other than
their age, however, is that they are far from primi-
tive. Their depictions of animals, some long extinct,
clearly possessed creative and artistic skills at an
extraordinary level, and this might be changing
some archeologists’ and historians’ minds about who
these people, obviously fully human, actually were.

�    �    �
According to the Associated Press of October 3,
2000, the wreck of the World War II German battle-
ship Scharn horst has been found in Arctic waters
more than a half a century after it was sunk by
Allied forces. The function this ship played off the
coast of Nor way was to stop the morally illicit trade
in wartime goods between Britain and America and
the Soviet Union. As such, its function was heroic.
Once the ship was sunk in 1943, it meant that the
United States could continue helping FDR’s favorite
communist butcher, “Uncle Joe” Stalin, win “the war
against fascism.”

Period illustration of the rudder
section of the H.L. Hunley.
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W
hat has become of our world? This question is
being asked by millions of Europeans and Euro -
pean-Americans, who find themselves strangers
in their own lands. Pity those who seek their old
homes in places that once seemed impregnable,

and now find only twisted timbers and poisoned wells. But what
was the genesis of such a cataclysm? What was the deadly force
that has all but pulled a civilization down? Were we to ask the
anti-Europeans currently in charge of our history, those who
observe with remorseless eyes the forlorn remains of our society,
they would have a ready answer: The near ruin of our world was
the work of one man—the man who caused World War II. If we
are to reexamine their indictment, then surely we must try to
understand the beliefs and aims that propelled this man into
action. 

Most of us would know the name of the accused without it
being spoken, and many of us are at least familiar with the gen-
eral outline of his life—this dazzling and terrible man—but even
now, more than half a century after his death, he still evades the
clear focus of history. Unlike a Napoleon or Caesar, both of whom
slipped easily into history’s pages by personifying the culmination
of a great historical event, the blurred figure of this 20th-century
giant, this so-called shatterer of a world, has yet to find a resting
place in the past. This is so because he remains a contemporary
of ours, inextricably bound to us by the great culture war that has
raged within the European world from his era to our own—he is
still a palpable presence in this continuing struggle, suspended
between the past and the future like the disquieting ghost of “the
flying Dutchman,” Vanderdecken, captain of a phantom ship.1

But before moving to his years of power, let us first sketch
in the earlier years of this “Tragic European,” those years of prel-
ude to a life that was to reach epochal heights only to end in such
far-reaching tragedy that it now represents the tragedy of an
entire world.

Adolf Hitler was born of German parents at Braunau am
Inn, near the border of Germany in the multiethnic Austro-
Hungarian empire. His father, then his mother died by the time
he was 18 years of age. After his mother’s death he lived in Vienna

Adolf Hitler—The Tragic European
BY R.M. WEST

What sort of man was Adolf Hitler? Was he some kind of demon in human
form, as the establishment media clearly wants people to believe? Or was he, like
every other person, the product of his times, neither all good nor all evil? The
author argues that a balanced view of Hitler makes him more a figure of
tragedy than anything else. 

People have been so conditioned to hate Adolf Hitler and view him
as more monster than man, that many take for granted what pro-
pagandists print about him. Here is an impressive watercolor of St.
Stephen’s Cathedral in Vienna, painted by Hitler in 1910. Certainly
he was not the “hack” artist we have been led to believe by those his-
torians and critics who are unable to look objectively at the man.
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for six years where he earned a precarious livelihood as an artist,
selling drawings and water colors of scenes in and around the
imperial capital. In 1913, as if consciously confirming his
Germanness, he left Vienna and moved across the border to
Munich. With the outbreak of World War I the following year, he
joined the German army, surviving four years of trench warfare
on the Western Front, where he was twice decorated for bravery.
In October 1918, shortly before Germany’s collapse and the sub-
sequent armistice, he was blinded in a poison gas attack. After
staying at a hospital in Pasewalk, Pomerania, during which time
he recovered his sight, he traveled back to Munich and reported
to another army unit there. Upon his arrival, in the early days of
1919, he found Munich in the hands of a revolutionary communist
government. But at the end of April the Marxist regime was over-
thrown in a bloody fight by regiments of the German army and
nationalist “Freikorps” troops. Having witnessed the short-lived,
but deadly Red Terror that had haunted the streets of Munich, he
now resolved to enter the arena of German nationalist politics;
and while still a soldier he volunteered as a political speaker for
the army. 

One night he visited a sparsely attended meeting of a small
nationalist workers party gathered in an ill-lighted back room of
a seedy Munich restaurant. After Hitler made an impromptu
speech that evening, he was invited to become a member of the
organization; he decided to join the seemingly unpromising group
some days later. In the spring of 1920 he left the army and rent-
ed a single room with one small window at 41 Thierschtrasse,
where he would live for years in monk-like simplicity, but he was
free to pursue his political career by working full-time for the bud-
ding nationalist group he had joined the year before. By July
1921, at a meeting called to settle a major policy question, he was
overwhelmingly elected leader of the party whose flag he had
designed a short time earlier using the old Germanic symbol of
life, the hakenkreuz.

N
ow that we have reached the point from which the his-
toric trajectory of Hitler’s life begins—from where in a
blazing arc of 24 years he was to overshadow the colos-
sus Prince Bismarck as the greatest leader of the

German nation; become master of Europe from the gates of
Moscow to the French shores—we should begin to move beyond
the bare-bones narration of facts and into the realm of contem-
plation where truths are sometimes found. This then is not biog-
raphy, or even history in the ordinary sense, but an attempt to
reveal a less murky profile of this historic figure, as glimpsed
through the turbulent political crosscurrents of our time. To begin
with, it must be asked: What was the fundament of Hitler’s polit-
ical thought upon which he would construct the electric edifice
know as the Third Reich? National Socialism was not an original
concept of his, as we shall see, although he is remembered for giv-
ing it that name. The idea of a nationalist-socialist society had
existed in earlier forms at least since the 18th-century Prussian
state of Frederick the Great, who rephrased the French Louis the
Great’s, “I am the state,” with the Prussian corporatist variant, “I
am the first servant of the state.” Adolf the Great (or Terrible), if
one might append such an appellation to a populist, was called

the leader of his people, a people who he declared stood above the
state, and was the sole source of his authority. Hans Frank, a for-
mer Reich minister, awaiting his fate at Nuremberg, would write
in his memoirs: “Folk and Führer, Führer and folk were
betrothed. Each searched [for] and desired the other, each trusted
the other.”2

It should be said here that even in the last horrific months
of World War II, the vast majority of these people remained stead-
fastly loyal to him. With the nation’s cities and towns in flames
and much of the countryside being overrun, he was still the most
popular national leader in the European world. So, we ask: From
what roots did the popular appeal of his National Socialism grow?
We know he found inspiration in the activities of Benito Musso lini,
who had already by the early 1920s founded the first modern pop-
ulist corporate state in Italy following World War I. But the real
source of his nationalist-socialist thinking lay in Germany itself. 

Just as the Germanic peoples of Europe had emerged as a
coherent group only after many generations of genetic change—
so the modern nationalist-socialist idea that was nurtured in the
mind of Hitler, emerged from a long developing German “Volkish”
(folk) system of thought. The populist Volkish movement had been
gaining popular support since the 1890s—and following
Germany’s debacle in 1918, the movement became both mentor
and natural ally of groups attempting to revitalize the German
nation. But if we were to seek a still earlier antecedent of nation-
alist-socialist thinking, then it would have to be German roman-
ticism.

Romanticism rose in the 19th century as a reaction to 18th-
century rationalism, a system of thought that denied a spiritual
dimension to reality and attempted to resolve all questions by
experiment and rational explanation. The romantics rejected
rationalism as a shallow system of thought, likening its inves-
tigative procedures to that of viewing the universe through a
crack in a door where each answer gave rise immediately to new
questions. (A bone that still sticks in the rationalist throat.) A pri-
mary reason for the rising popularity of romanticism and later of
the Volkish movement in Germany was the vast economic and
political dislocations that followed the triumph of rationalism:
The Industrial Revolution and its political twin the French
Revolution. But the subsequent failure of the German Romantic
Revolution of 1848 had the effect of turning Germans away from
a solely anti-rationalist movement, and toward a movement root-
ed in their Volkish traditions—in a word, their German ness.

In Munich in the spring of 1919, a considerable body of
Volkish literature was readily available to Hitler—as it was in
much of the rest of Germany and Austria. We have no way of
know ing which Volkish writers the then 30-year-old soldier/ artist,
now newly committed to populist politics, was most influenced by
at that time. But we do know, as he later acknowledged, that the
tutelage of Dietrich Eckart, a man some 20 years his senior, had a
prime influence on his political thinking during those critical post-
war Munich years. Eckart, born in Neumarkt, Bavar ia in 1868,
was a poet and playwright, who had adapted Ibsen’s romantic
play Peer Gynt to a Volkish theme by depicting the rustic protag-
onist as a Faustian hero. He was also an energetic purveyor of
Volkish literature in his magazine In Plain German—publishing,
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in addition to his own writing, the work of other Volkish theorists,
including Alfred Rosenberg, who he would introduce to Hitler and
who later became the prime delineator of National Socialist phi-
losophy. 

It is likely that Eckart had discussed with his disciple such
seminal Volkish works as German Writings, 1878, a collection of
essays written by Paul de Lagarde, a visionary German scholar
who is called father of the Volkish movement. Born in 1827,
Lagarde saw first-hand the destructive effect materialistic moder-
nity was having on traditional German life. He was bitterly dis-
appointed when the long hoped-for physical union of Germany,
accomplished finally in the early 1870s, did not bring along with
it Volkish spiritual unity as well. Unification had unleashed an
increased wave of materialism that threatened to wash away the
spiritual foundations of traditional German society. He saw the
rapid acceleration of industrialism, and the attendant blight of
rootless urbanization as a threat to both the folk and nation. La -
garde conceived of a nation as the physical manifestation of a
spir itual ideal that gave its people their identity and their
strength. Thus he called upon Germans to reject their materialist
state and to replace it with a society that reflected the folk’s
instinctive spirituality. 

Lagarde also rejected what he considered to be a contami-
nated Christianity, so tainted by Old Testament legalism that the
true spirit of Christ had been lost. (This recalls the teachings of
Mar cion, a second-century Christian who condemned the Old
Testament as a self-serving Jewish fiction, and accepted only the
Gospel of the non-Jewish St. Luke and just 10 of the letters of the
apostle Paul as sacred text.) Lagarde faulted Paul for trapping the
church in an alluring net of rigid and immutable dogmatism that
interpreted Christ’s revelation of God as a static and distant
Being. Instead, according to Lagarde, the essence of Christ’s mes-
sage was that every individual is intimately linked to an accessi-
ble God. This dynamic inner force, called the “Geist” by early
German mystics is the longing of a soul to find mystical union
with God and His universe—a sublime impulse that frees each
people to follow their own intuitive path. Goethe famously says,
“Within thee there is a universe as well.” Lagarde also believed
that the Germanic folk, as a still young people untouched by the
corruption of a long history, was uniquely suited through its
unspoiled spirituality to guide Europeans away from the snares
of an artificial materialism, and toward their destined spiritual
union with God’s presence in His natural world. Lagarde’s call for
such a mystical Germanic Christianity and a Volkish state found
widespread support among those who felt that the churches as
well as the state were failing to meet the challenges of modernity
assailing their society.

In 1899 Houston Stewart Chamberlain, the expatriate son
of an English admiral, who had been living in Germany for many
years, published in his adopted language a massive two-volume
paean to the Germanic folk entitled The Foundations of the
Nineteenth Century. This scholarly tome of over a thousand
pages—an overview of European culture clothed in philosophical
Volkish trappings—became a best-seller in Germany and the
gospel of Germany’s Volkish faith. Chamberlain became a devot-
ed Wagnerian in the 1880s, later he married Richard Wagner’s

youngest daughter Eva and from then made his home at Bay -
reuth, site of the annual Wagner Ring festival. He was also an
admirer of Hitler, who he applauded as early as 1923, calling him
“the great simplifier of all problems.”3 In the winter of 1927, as
this prophet of a noble Germanic destiny lay paralyzed and dying,
Hitler traveled to Bayreuth and kissed the old man’s hands. 

If Comte de Gobineau, the author of The Inequality of
the Races (1853), can be called the messenger of European death,
then Houston Stewart Chamberlain should be called the pro-
claimer of European salvation through the Germanic folk. Go -
bineau posited that all great civilizations are created only by pure
races, and that racial mixing is the cause of their eventual de -
struction—thus his dire prediction that European civilization was
doomed since the commingling of mixed blood with the blood of
the founding northern European race was inevitable. Cham ber -
lain, a true Victorian optimist disagreed, believing that Euro pean
racial integrity could be guaranteed by the moral force of Ger -
manic spirituality, and this, linked with the phenomenal 19th-
century advances of science and technology, the future of the Eur -
o pean world was truly limitless. 

Here, as a Volkish thinker, Chamberlain diverged from Paul
de Lagarde in that he did not regard industrialism as a threat—
so long as the industrial development was to serve the racial and
spiritual needs of the folk. With regard to maintaining racial in -
tegrity through Volkish spirituality, Chamberlain cited Kant’s
Ding an sich, the innate sense of the essence of things that lies
out side the realm of rational understanding, arguing that there is
a spiritual as well as a physical aversion to racial mixing. Thus by
combining Germanic spirituality with European science, he said,
a world could be saved—but with this caveat, the need for balance
between the material and the spiritual in European society:
Nothing could be more dangerous for a people, he cautioned, than

Above, a caricature of Adolf Hitler by the American cartoonist
Broder. It depicts Hitler as a screaming banshee, the micro -
phone swaying from the power of his voice; his hands
clenched in a psychotic rage.
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to possess a science without poetry or a civilization without cul-
ture. He also warned Europeans that they must always remain
alert in the defense of their nationhood. The Greeks lighted the
world with their art, the Romans with their law, but in the dazzle
of their accomplishments, they had somehow lost their sense of
self. Unlike the Jews, who clung to their identity as to the stout
limb of a tree in a tempest, the Greeks and Romans—oblivious to
their mortal peril—followed the gradual path into the abyss. In
Rome, during the latter stages of the Western Empire, men with
not a drop of Roman blood began to assume the mantle of emper-
or. The entire Mediterranean, infected with this one-world mania,
became a “chaos of peoples,” as the nations melted away in a cal-
dron of universal Romanism. 

The one group to escape this calamity was the Jews. So it
was that the Jews and the Germanic peoples of the north were the
only racially pure groups to survive the wreckage of the Western
Empire’s final collapse. From their first appearance in the north
the pure-blooded, Asiatic Jews—representing a closed, alien na -
tion and armored with the Mosaic law, the Talmud, their financial
cleverness, and iron will to endure—presented an implacable
threat to the Germanic Europeans. (Chamberlain included in the
“Germanentum,” along with the Germans and their cousins the
English: the Kelts, the Scandinavians, the French, the Slavs and
the white people of North America.) 

C
ontrasting the materialism of the Old Testament with
the spirituality of Christ’s message, Chamberlain quotes
from Deuteronomy vi, God’s promises given to the Jews
in return for their worship of Him, according to Moses:

“I shall give thee great and goodly cities, which thou buildedst
not, and houses full of all good things which thou filledst not, and
wells digged which thou diggedst not, vineyards and olive trees,
which thou plantedst not.” And in Deuteronomy vii, “Thou shalt
consume all the peoples which the Lord thy God shall deliver
thee; thine eye shall have no pity upon them.” 

Chamberlain saw the Jews and the Germanic peoples as
en gaged in a struggle on two levels: Not only was there the in -
tractable religious animus that existed between the two groups
exemplified by the Christians’ loathing of the Jews as the descen-
dants of the killers of Christ the Savior,4 but, similarly, there was
the Jewish scorn for the followers of Christ, who they considered
an apostate Jew and a false messiah, and who is referred to, be -
hind the veil of Aramaic, in the scrolls of the Talmud as a “fool,”
“sor cerer,” “idolater,” “dog,” “bastard,” and “the hanged [one].”5

There also was a struggle on the cultural level, where
Jewish materialism was seen as distorting European life as a
whole. Chamberlain held that if Jewish influence were to become
dominant in European culture then the sublime Germanic spiri-
tual impulse would probably be extinguished. Lest the reader of
today thinks Chamberlain’s fear of Jewish power was only a pass-
ing delusion peculiar to the late-Victorian era, he need only turn
to the words of the most celebrated advocate and orator of Roman
antiquity, Marcus Tullius Cicero, cited both in The Foundations
and in Bolshevism From Moses to Lenin: A Dialogue Between
Adolf Hitler and Me, a Volkish pamphlet written by Dietrich
Eckart and published in Munich in 1924 shortly after his death:

During the course of Cicero’s defense of the proconsul Flaccus,
who at the urging of powerful Jews stood accused of corruption in
Syria, Cicero lowers his voice in the echoing Capitol chambers of
Rome so only the judges can hear him, saying, “Softly, softly! The
Jews have already gotten me into a fine mess. . . . I have no desire
to furnish further grist for their mills.”6

Like Lagarde, Chamberlain saw the need for an inner Ger -
manic revolution that would release the spiritual power of the
folk and open all Europeans to its cleansing energy, but he argued
that the Jews stood in the way of such a revolution because of the
cabalistic schemes they had set in place to subjugate the Euro -
pean nations. Yet as a historian, Chamberlain felt bound on ly to
describe the situation. At the end of Vol. I of The Founda tions, he
explained: “I, a modest historian, who can neither influence the
course of events nor possess the power of looking clearly into the
future, must be satisfied . . . in showing the distinction between
the Germanic and the non-Germanic.”7

But another scholar did not feel the need for such discre-
tion, and did propose a program for action. In 1890, Hermann Ahl -
wardt published in Berlin a book entitled The Desperate Struggle
Between the Aryan Peoples and Judaism, in which he recom-
mended that Germany should expel the Jews, as they had been
ex pelled from other European nations in earlier times (and,
indeed, as the Europeans in North America had expelled the Indi -
an nations from their midst and resettled them). In this same
year of 1890 (when Hitler was just one year of age) all university
fraternities in Germany and Austria declared themselves to be
Judenrein (“Jewish free”).

After Germany’s 1918 defeat, the problem of a coming
Germanic revolution was much on the minds of Volkish thinkers.
In 1921, the year Hitler was elected to head the rapidly growing
National Socialist party, the Munich poet Stefan Georg wrote a
messianic poem in which he prophesied the appearance of a
Volkish revolutionary leader: “He bursts the chains, restores on
fields of rubble / His order; . . . on the people’s banner / Pins the
true sign and through wild storm and terror / . . . he leads his
faithful band / To the day’s deed—the New Reich’s planting.”8

But how would this new Germanic state look? With the
establishment in February 1919 of a liberal system of government
at Weimar, and in the wake of the Marxist upheaval in Russia a
year earlier, many Germans began to look for a “third way”—a
path that would lead them away from the rampant excesses of
both capitalism and communism. The concept of a “third way,”
grew popular with other Europeans as well, but it was strongest
among the Germans since the idea was met in Germany by the
steadying presence of deep-rooted Volkish thought. In his book
The Third Reich, 1923, a popular work written a decade before the
Third Reich came into existence, the Volkish writer Moller van
den Bruck predicted that the future Germanic state would be
based on the spirituality and traditions of the folk. As a still
unspoiled people, the Germanic folk would fashion a new state by
reaching back to their origins where an instinctive social corpo-
ratism and a spiritual zeal unleashed by the “Geist” had earlier
made possible the Gothic cathedrals that remain the wondrous
signature of their culture’s awakening. Carl Schmitt, a Volkish
lawyer who considered the liberal state and its parliamentary
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system as just another form of capitalist business practice, agreed
with van den Bruck that party politics prevented the social and
spiritual union of the folk. 

In a Volkish state, what was needed was a superperson-
al arrange ment, whereby corporate entities existed as
autonomous channels between the people and the state, encour-
aging the free flow of ideas and personal activity, and providing a
sense of belonging for the individual. This was the Italian corpo-
rate-state model where the various occupational corporations
gave the people a stake in their state’s destiny while providing for
their personal needs. In Germany, however, under the
Fuhrer-prinzip (lead er principle) the leader would supersede the
state by deriving power directly from the folk, and would be first
among equals only so long as he retained the spiritual trust of the
folk. Above all, it would be the leader’s responsibility to promote
the folk’s general well-being—thus in such a populist construct
the corporations and the state would stand in the second rank to
the folk and leader.

While all of these Volkish political ideas enlivened the par-
lors, cafes and streets of 1920s Munich, Oswald Spengler, the ora-
cle of unstoppable European decline, dwelt brooding in his flat
above Munich’s Isar River. Spengler’s name was becoming a
byword among many of those who were disenchanted by the deca-
dence blighting European society. In 1918 he had published the

first volume of The Decline of the West, an elegiac prose-poem ded-
icated to Europe’s “dying” civilization. Most who knew his name
had not read his work, yet they were convinced by the book’s noto-
rious title that their world was doomed. But to draw such a con-
clusion from the title alone was to misread his message. 

The theme of the book and his soaring contribution to his-
toriography was to disabuse us of the abstract and meaningless
notion of “humanity.” History was not a single-track chronicle of
humanity’s long climb from savagery to “civilization,” but is, in -
stead, the story of myriad civilizations—all unique from the oth-
ers, some succeeding and some failing to fulfill their destiny. Al -
though our Faustian civilization, like all the others, is destined to
wither and die, said the fatalist Spengler, there is still much for
us to do if we are to be deserving inheritors of its greatness. That
is a challenging thought; still, a melancholy hangs over much of
his work—the closing words of a later pamphlet read like a cry of
despair: “Faustian civilization one day will lie in fragments, for-
gotten—our railways and steamships as dead as the Roman
roads . . . our giant cities and skyscrapers in ruins like old Mem -
phis and Babylon. . . . Our duty is to hold on to the lost position,
with out hope, without rescue. . . . That is greatness.”9

These dark sentiments were, of course, not popular with
those who were striving to rally a people to its lost glory. Again
Hans Frank from his cell in Nuremberg remembering 1930s

Above, a reproduction of a 1942 color painting by Boris Artzbasheff shows Hitler as a power-hungry megalomaniac, grasping for world dom-
ination. Behind him (right to left) are such notables as Kaiser Wilhelm, Napoleon Bonaparte, Louis XIV and Phillip II, who also supposedly
wanted to “take over the world.” Far from desiring the entire globe, Hitler was more concerned with freeing the oppressed ethnic German pop-
ulations contained in lands taken from Germany by the Treaty of Versailles and protecting European civilization from the communist hordes
of Josef Stalin’s Soviet Union. For this (and of course his inability to find a conservative solution to the so-called “Jewish Problem”), he has
been vilified for more than a generation.
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Germany, when Hitler’s populist course was set and he was greet-
ed everywhere by adoring crowds: “Above everything there was
sunshine, happiness, rejoicing. . . . Above everything smiled the
great magician Hitler, blessing, bewitching, touching their
hearts . . . wedding with the German people.”10 The prophet of our
cultural twilight could not stand against this sunny, season of
rebirth; thus was Spengler to die in 1936, an isolated man.

This then has been a brief view of the Volkish ideas current
during those critical Munich years of the 1920s when Hitler was
busily hammering together the framework of his German revolu-
tion. In his only book Mein Kampf (“My Struggle”), written in the
fortress prison at Landsberg after the failed 1923 putsch, he said
that a state should not be judged by the loftiness of its culture, but
by whether it has provided for the future good of the bearers of
that culture (the folk). Such thoughts make it clear that Volkish
ideas formed the bedrock of Hitler’s populist National Socialism.
Houston Stewart Chamberlain said: “Ideas are immortal.” Goethe
said: “Whatever you can do, or dream you can, begin it. Bold  ness
has genius, power and magic in it.” 

N
ow we turn to Hitler’s years of destiny. We have the
dates, we have the lists of events, but soon we must
look beyond the time-and-event mechanism we call
history, if we hope to catch a meaningful glimpse of

this baffling figure. Example: It seems that he sought power not
only to advance the cause of the German folk, but also to use the
folk in a grander design—to redeem and defend all of the Ger -
man entum. But let us follow the linear mode a bit further: There
is the continuum of early triumphs; not a false step for so long
after he becomes chancellor in 1933, that some begin to think of
him as charmed. In January of the next year he signs a pact with
Poland, placing an amicable state on Germany’s eastern border,
and breaching the thicket of alliances the French had planted to
ring Germany. 

Later that year when von Hindenburg dies, he assumes the
office of president in addition to chancellor; the road ahead seems
clear to carry him as far as his destiny would go. In this same year
film-maker Leni Riefenstahl documents the party rally held at
Nuremberg: The Triumph of the Will is a film that portrays the
leader no longer as suitor of his people, but as Durer’s heroic
Knight who, after making a perilous journey, arrives unscathed to
rescue the German folk. In 1935 a special election is held in the
Saar region (detached from Germany in 1919) to determine
whether the Saarlanders wish to reunite with the rest of their fel-
low Germans; the French have offered them economic induce-
ments to remain a separate entity, and the German leader is for-
bidden to appear in the Saar during the pre-election campaign.
Still, 90 percent of the voters elect to rejoin the Reich. In March
1936 he throws the dice and reoccupies the demilitarized German
Rhineland (prohibited by Versailles); only short-lived grumblings
are heard from the Allies. 

In 1938 the German people by a vote of 99.8 percent, and
with the acquiescence of the British and French, approve
Austria’s union with the Reich. Five months later, the leaders of
Britain, France and Italy meet with Hitler at Munich, and an
agreement is signed ceding the Czechoslovak Sudetenland to

Germany. Thus, in little more than five years, Hitler nullifies most
of the egregious elements of the Versailles Treaty; transforms a
defeated nation into one of renewed optimism and energy; and
gathers into the national fold (as he promised) all the major
German groups that had, for various reasons, been forced to live
outside their homeland. All are reclaimed except for a half million
militant Germans living in the former German port city of Danzig
and a connecting corridor cut through German territory. These
were awarded by the peace treaty to the otherwise landlocked
Polish state. So the Danzig question now springs up to block the
hitherto unimpeded path of Hitler’s remarkable record—and like
the sphinx with its deadly riddle, this question threatens to
destroy those charged by fate to solve it.

In the summer of 1939, when the Danzig situation began to
take on the shape of a crisis, no one in Europe wanted war—cer-
tainly not Hitler, whose program for the resurrection of his nation
had thrived on peace. Still, war did come—and when it came it
was wrapped in a complex bundle of miscalculations, hidden
agendas and misunderstandings. The British and French had
committed to support Poland as a maneuver to maintain Euro -
pean peace; but these guarantees only encouraged little Poland to
refuse to seriously engage in talks with Germany. In addition, all
three of the governments confronting Berlin miscalculated the
German leader’s commitment to the union of the German folk.
And finally, Hitler probably underestimated the political and eco-
nomic power of his enemies (particularly the Jews who enjoyed a
disproportionate share of influence in both Paris and London).
Thus when Germany finally moved against Poland after the nego-
tiation deadline had passed, and three days later the British and
French reluctantly sent unanswered ultimatums to Berlin for a
withdrawal—the curtain was rising on a classical Greek tragedy
set in the modern-day world. 

It would have been surprising if the uninterrupted success-
es of Hitler’s leadership from 1933 to those first few days in
September 1939 had not inflated his sense of personal destiny to
the point that he now saw himself as the agent of Germanic sal-
vation—and perhaps even planted in some secret corner of his
mind the fatally seductive sense of his own infallibility. During
this string of triumphs he could not have escaped that euphoric
state of grace—particularly known to athletes—as being “in
form,” when one has an intuitive feeling of being in perfect bal-
ance; and that for as long as this equipoise continues all chal-
lenges will be overcome. Examples: In August when the threat of
war hangs over Danzig, he confounds Allied planners by signing
a pact with his arch-enemy Stalin. Again the following spring, he
astounds the world by the ease with which he defeats France and
drives the British to the channel seeking escape. His stars were
seemingly in alignment—he was, beyond doubt,“ in form.” Earlier
he told a group in Munich, “I go with the certainty of a sleep-
walker along the path laid out for me by Providence.”11 

Apparently, now, with the French defeated and the British
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in disarray, he turned his attention to the Germanentum.” Long
ago Volkish thinking had defined his enemies: materialism (espe-
cially Jewish influence), liberalism (a capitalist sham) and inter-
nationalism (communism and global finance). Volkish thought
had also identified his potential allies within the Germanentum,
particularly the British. When talking with Lord Londonderry in
1936, he said: “How often during the last war, when I was oppo-
site British troops, did I say to myself that it was absolute mad-
ness to be fighting against these men who might well have
belonged to our own people!”12 

D
uring the Polish crisis, he offered to reach an arms
agreement with the British and to guarantee borders
in the west, should the Danzig question be settled.
After war broke out and Danzig was reunited with

Germany, he offered peace. In 1940, as France was collapsing, he
lifted the bombardment of the British armies trapped at Dunkirk,
and allowed over a quarter of a million troops to escape by sea—
but no invasion of England followed. The impatient German peo-
ple began to ask what was holding things up. On May 12, 1941,
Rudolf Hess, the second successor-designate to the German
leader, flew on a peace mission to Scotland, the details of which
were never made public; he was immediately arrested and im -
prisoned by the new Churchill government. For a moment let us
pause to reflect on two quotes, one by and one about Winston
Churchill: An excerpt from a letter by the future wartime prime
minister written in 1909, “I would greatly like to have some prac-
tice in the handling of large forces. . . . I am sure I have the root
of the matter in me, but never, I fear, will it have a chance of flow-
ering . . . in bright red bloom.” From a letter by Lloyd George, the
British prime minister during World War I, “Winston likes war.”13
(Obviously, Churchill spent much of his life pursuing military
glory in imitation of his ancestor the duke of Marlborough.) 

Five weeks after the doomed peace mission of Hess,
Germany invaded the Soviet Union. This, it has been said, was
Hitler’s great blunder. Not so. Hitler came very close to winning
the war in the west in 1940—had Churchill not become prime
minister at that time, the British would, in all likelihood, have
settled for an honorable peace. By 1941 German intelligence
warned that Stal in was preparing an attack; thus with Churchill
still in power, Hit ler’s strategy now became two-pronged: He

would, with one stroke, both destroy the communist threat to
Europe and unseat Churchill by removing his last hope for sup-
port from the east. This is heroic culture thinking, not a decision
based on a thousand years of European experience. Hitler, always
the populist revolutionary, remained determined to have Britain
as an ally in the Germanentum.

Hitler’s invasion of the Soviet Union was crowned by early
success during the summer and fall of 1941. Then, as winter set in,
he came to a halt within sight of Moscow. The following spring his
armies wheeled south reaching the Caucasus Mountains, but a
winter counter-offensive by communist forces trapped 22 divisions
at Stalingrad, and the freezing survivors were forced to surrender.
The Germans never recovered from this hammer blow; a series of
new reverses soon made it clear the war could not be won. 

It was now that Hitler’s role changed from defender to vic-
tim—not because he had blasphemed, as Capt. Vanderdecken did,
but because he had quietly, almost humbly, undertaken a super-
human task. The Greeks called this hubris, and defined it as
courage beyond reason. Homer gave us the example of the Greek
hero Ajax, who covets the armor of the Greek half-god Achilles.
Hubris is what the driven find when destiny deserts their cause.
Hitler’s cause was the Germanentum; he had willed himself its
defender. (Fittingly, French troops were among the last defenders
of his burning Berlin.) But after Stalingrad he took upon himself
the task no human is meant to carry out—that of turning destiny
around. This threatened to destroy the very cause he had staked
his life to promote. Had he left the field when he saw the war was
lost, then a conciliator (Goering?) following the great revolution-
ary might have preserved the honor of the idea and his cause. But
hubris foreclosed that choice.

This was a survey of a man’s intentions and an attempt to
reveal something of his true likeness by outlining the beliefs from
which his actions grew. Hitler was without doubt the towering fig-
ure of the 20th century—and its most tragic figure. He remained
to the end a populist, loyal to the Volkish vision that had revolu-
tionized his politics. His genius was that he could see farther than
most into what our future would be, if we did not remain faithful
defenders of our European culture. What he saw then is what we
see now, half a century after his death: Our world in shambles and
besieged by those who would put an end to it. His answer was the
Germanentum,  the people of the north, as the bulwark. �

FOOTNOTES
1[The legend of Vanderdecken—

variously known in different versions
of the stories as Van der Decken, Van
Demien, Van Straaten, VanEyk,
Falkenberg etc—is supposedly based
upon a real sea captain and a real
ship that set sail in 1660 or 1726.
Sometimes the ship herself is dubbed
“The Flying Dutchman,” but that is
an error.—Ed.]

2Lukacs, 203.
3Ibid., 252.
4Chamberlain offered a convincing

argument that Christ, as a Galilean,
was not racially a Jew at all since the

province of Galilee, a part of Herod’s
Jewish kingdom at the time, had
been inhabited from time immemori-
al by non-Semitic tribes who histori-
cally practiced the religion of their
rulers. 

5Chamberlain, 337-38.
6Ibid., 345. 
7Ibid., 577.
8Lukacs, op. cit., 200.
9Spengler, 71-72.
10Lukacs, op. cit., 96, 212.
11Kershaw, 591.
12Schmidt, 54.
13Mosley, 106-07.
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Just who are the real terrorists? Review these straight-forward descrip-tions of actual historical events and see if you can decide who they
refer to and whether or not you would call them “terrorists” by  
today’s political standards . . .

• Rabble-rousers physically attack officials of a legitimate government.
Later, military sites are attacked and much personal property destroyed.
Military officers are specifically targeted during battle, contrary to the
accepted norm for combat of the day.1

• The rights of citizens to a fair trial, to confront their accusers and to
know and address criminal charges against them are abruptly suspended.
Thousands are placed in jail without just cause.2

• A world leader manipulates a nation into a
war to which a majority of the citizens
object. Millions of innocent men and
women are killed as a result.3

• A nation viciously attacks a
lightly-armed, non-combat vessel
of an ally, clearly flying her
national standard, machine-
gunning survivors in the water
to attempt to hide the event.
Most news outlets ignore the
story completely.4

• A nation’s people are punished
for the crimes of its leader. They
are bombed and starved for over a
decade by an international alliance.
Millions die of curable diseases.5

• Land, houses and personal property of one
group—particularly targeted for their ethnicity and
religious beliefs—are confiscated by another ethnic group. When those
whose property has been stolen protest with stone throwing, heavily
armed military troops respond with tanks and other sophisticated war
machinery, crushing the protesters even further.6

• Foreign nationals hijack two passenger jetliners and proceed to crash
them into two heavily-occupied corporate office buildings, killing thou-
sands of helpless civilians.7

All the above could be considered acts of terrorism—or patriotism—de -
pending upon from which side you view them. As you can see, terrorism
and patriotism come in many forms.

The worst form of terrorism is much more subtle than bombs or guns
or bullets. It involves the distortion of the truth. Whether it comes
in history books or in mainstream media presentations, the results

can be devastating. If we as citizens know the cold, hard truth, then we are
armed to make rational decisions about what course of action we would ask
elected officials to take. Right?

So, if you are looking for the cold, hard facts of history, devoid of the usual
spin placed on events (due to pressure from advertisers or government offi-
cials or educators or librarians), then THE BARNES REVIEW should be the
history magazine to which you subscribe. (See back cover for rates.)

But remember: Nothing is as important as Real History
. . . except Real News . . .

If you want the cold, hard, unadulterated facts about today’s
news events, then subscribe to American Free Press.

Forged on the anvil of the late twentieth century, the
staff of Ameri can Free Press will bring you the truth
about our world—without the politically correct
tripe that so poisons newspapers in the world today.
AFP will guide you through the opening stages of
the tumultuous twenty-first century and promises
to give you the hidden side of the news—that
which you are not getting from your mainstream
news outlets. No spin. No lies. No pressure from
advertisers or from politicians who want Americans
“manipulated” into seeing things a particular way.
Their way.

No matter “who did it,” we’ll tell you, whether or not it
exposes your favorite nation, special interest group, religion,

leader or politician.

But if you aren’t ready for the truth,
then you aren’t ready for American Free Press.

Think. Do you want to know what is really happening in our world and be
given the chance to make up your own mind? Or do you prefer the “new
world order” that populists and patriots have warned us about for a gener-
ation? Now’s the time to choose: Truth or propaganda. It’s your choice.

Subscribe to American Free Press. Call now—1-888-699-NEWS—and
charge to Visa or MasterCard. One year of AFP (52 issues) is just $39. Two
years (104 issues) are just $69. A real bargain for the truth. Make up your
own mind. Start it coming to your doorstep today. 

1 This is how British newspapers would
have described the tar-and-feathering of
the crown’s tax collectors, the Boston
Tea Party and the targeting of British
officers by Revolutionary marksmen in
battle.

2 Abraham Lincoln’s suspension of the
right of habeas corpus during the Civil
war was described as such in a few of
the nation’s newspapers.

3 Had Americans known about FDR’s
machinations to get the United States
into World War II and the outlandish
belief that the attack on Pearl Harbor
was a surprise, citizens would have
objected more strenuously to America’s
intervention in that war.

4 The infamous attack on the USS
Liberty was censored by almost every
news outlet in America for decades

after the event. If Americans had
known the brutal truth about the per-
petrator of this attack on U.S. forces,
they would have demanded an immedi-
ate declaration of war against Israel.

5 A truthful description of ongoing
sanctions and military attacks on Iraq
that have done far more to punish inno-
cent civilians than to oust Saddam. And
again, if Americans knew the truth

about the suffering of the Iraqis, they
might demand an end to the present
policy, which must be called genocide.

6 Truthfully describes the confiscation
of land and property and the brutal
suppression of the Palestinian people by
Israel.

7 Describes the attack upon the World
Trade Center—packed with innocent

civilians from 50 countries—by terror-
ists on Sept. 11, 2001, and viewed by
many hardline extremists as a justifi-
able target and a patriotic act. Why did
they do it? Why would anyone commit
such an unspeakable act of terror
against such a munificent nation?
Without getting the truth about the
motivations of these extremists (which
you won’t in your mainstream news)
you may never know. 

Nothing Is as Important as Real History
. . . Except Real News . . .

A Message from the Staff of American Free Press

American Free Press
—less than a

cup of coffee—just
75¢ per week.

Only $39 per year
for 52 issues.
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T
he 1860 discovery of the Angkor temples—collec-
tively the world’s largest religious monument—
opened up this “lost city” to the world. The legend
became fact, and a stream of explorers, historians
and archeologists came to Angkor to investigate

these vast buildings. Gradually, some of the mysteries were
explained, the Sanskrit inscriptions deciphered and the history of
Angkor slowly pieced together, mainly by French scholars in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries. Now it is known that Angkor
was the great capital city of the Khmer empire from the city’s
founding in about A.D. 880 until about 1225. 

The history of Angkor dates back to the kingdom of Funan.
This kingdom was established by an Indian Brahmin, and in A.D.
200, the country was peacefully settled by Indian traders. Four
hundred years later, the kingdom had become a prosperous trad-
ing region. As the area was located on the pilgrim route between
China and India, Hinduism and Chinese Buddhism were adopted
by the new settlers. 

The Indian and Chinese influence can still be felt in “Roat
Kampuchea” (the communists, who took over in 1976, changed
the country’s name from “Cambodia”), and the temples of Angkor
resemble Hindu and Buddhist temples that can be found in
northern India and in Nepal. Around A.D. 600, the Funan empire
lost much of its power to the kingdom of Chenla. The capital of
this new empire, Sambor, was located about 40 miles to the south-
east of Angkor. 

In A.D. 800, the kingdom of Kambuja was established, and
King Jayavarman I took control over the kingdom. (All Khmer
kings have names with the suffix -varman, meaning “armor” or
“shield.”) Jayavarman built several capitals near Angkor, was
responsible for many social changes and was able to seize land to

Mysteries of Angkor
BY JOHN TIFFANY

For hundreds of years, the beautiful and mysterious lost city of Angkor was
but a legend. Cambodian peasants living on the edge of the thick jungle around
Tonle Sap Lake reported findings that puzzled French colonialists. The peasants
said they had found “temples built by gods or by giants.” Their stories were dis-
missed as folk tales by most Europeans. Yet some did believe that there really
was a lost city of a Cambodian empire, which had once been powerful and weal -
thy, but had crumbled many centuries before. Finally the temples were discov-
ered by French missionaries in 1860. Henri Mahout, a French botanist, started
intensive research and restoration programs. 

King Sisowath ruled Cambodia from 1904 to 1927. By his era, the
Angkor complex had long been nothing more than a legend to
Cambodians. The distinctly Mongoloid characteristics of his phys-
iognomy provide an interesting contrast to the remarkably
Caucasoid features of the ancient creators of the Angkor complex of
sacred buildings. 
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Above, one of the 54 stone towers of the Bayon, each with four faces of Lokesvara, a Boddhisatva (an enlightened helper of mankind, in the
Buddhist religion—one who has attained the level of nirvana but chooses to remain among mortals out of sheer compassion). These faces have
been said to resemble the countenance of Jayavarman VII, the builder of Angkor Thom. The faces are pointed exactly north, south, east and
west. Fifty-four was a sacred number to the adepts of the very ancient civilization that focused on the precession of the equinoxes. This picture
is from Heaven’s Mirror—Quest for the Lost Civilization, by Graham Hancock and Santha Faiia. 

A monk strolls through the grounds of the little-known temple of Bakong at Roluos. Together with the temples of Prah Ko and Prei Monli,
Bakong forms a pattern corresponding to three stars in the Corona Borealis as they appeared at dawn on the spring equinox in 10,500 B.C.
(Interestingly, the Great Sphinx at Giza is said to have been aligned with the constellation Leo about the same time—10,500 B.C.)  Other
Angkor-area temples reflect the stars of Draco and other nearby constellations, demonstrating an advanced knowledge of astronomy by the
builders. Bakong is built on the foundations of a man-made mountain of much older origin than the temple itself. 
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the north and to the east. In A.D. 889, a nephew of Jayavarman
became the new emperor, and he was able to bring peace and
unity to the Khmer kingdom. In A.D. 944, Jayavarman V estab-
lished many Mahayana Buddhist temples near Angkor and
moved the court to Yasodharapura, at Angkor. Culture prospered,
and so did the Khmer empire. 

In A.D. 1000, Suryavarman, a young man who may have
come from the Malayan provinces of the empire, ascended the
throne of Kambuja. He is credited with the planning and foun-
dation of the city of Angkor. In A.D. 1051, Udayadityavarman II
succeeded Suryavarman, and continued to build
the city of Angkor, and restored many of the tem-
ples. Ang kor was now both a sacred temple city
and the center of a vast irrigation system. 

Massive expansion of the city continued
through out the next 200 years, and ambitious
building programs expanded the city. Many tem-
ples were built, spread out over about 40 miles
around the village of Siem Reap. The temples
are famous for their bas-reliefs, many of which
depict some sort of apsaras, a celestial water
nymph or dancer of Indra’s heaven. (Many people,
imagining “apsaras” to be a plural, incorrectly speak of “an apsa -
ra,” by which they mean a female figurine. Even scholars often
make this mistake. Actually the plural of “apsaras” is “apsarases.”
“Apsaras” is Sanskrit for “moving on the waters.”)

Another misconception is embodied in the name of one site,
“the Terrace of the Leper King,” at Angkor Thom. There is a leg-
end that a Khmer king who was a great builder was also a leper.
The 11th-century terrace is supposedly named in honor of this
king, whose statue is said to be found there. However, the statue
is in fact that of Yama, the god and judge of the dead. 

Angkor Wat, perhaps the most famous temple, is dedicated
to the Hindu god Vishnu and was constructed during this period.
Angkor Wat, built under King Suryavarman II in the early 12th
century, is the highest achievement of Khmer temple architec-
ture, and is today the “flagship” of the temples at Angkor. The
temple is a huge pyramid structure. The compound at Angkor Wat
covers an area of 4,920 by 4,265 feet and is surrounded by a vast
moat 590 feet wide. Along the causeway leading to the enormous
entrance gate are balustrades shaped as giant serpents, which
are believed to represent em blems of cosmic fertility. The temple
consists of a towering complex of terraces and small buildings
that are arranged in a series of three diminishing stories and sur-
mounted by five towers. The roofed and unroofed structures are
covered with bands of finely carved stone sculptures. The walls
are covered with reliefs that illustrate Hindu mythology, princi-
pally scenes relating to the god Vishnu. The mass of bas-relief
carving is of the highest quality and the most beautifully execut-
ed in Angkor. All the “temple mountains” of Angkor are filled with

three-dimensional images, and every inch of the walls is covered
by Hindu and Buddhist sculp tures. 

In the late 12th century, King Jayavarman VII is credited
with building Angkor Thom (with the famous Gate of the Dead)
and the Bayon at the center of Angkor Thom, arguably putting

excessive demands on the people’s energies and resources.
Heavy taxation may have contributed to the decline and
fall of the Khmer civilization. 

Much featured at the Bayon are eerie, smiling, six-
foot-high visages of Bodhisattva Lokesvara, the En light -
ened Being of Compassion, the Lord of the World in the
Buddhist religion. These are perhaps the most striking
of all the Angkor sculptures. The colossal faces on each
of the Bayon’s 54 secondary towers gaze impassively
toward the horizon. It has been called “the most amaz-
ing piece of architecture in existence.” 

Beginning about A.D. 1200, Angkor and the
Khmer empire started to decline. When Jayavarman
VII died, the Thai (Siamese) empire in the west
emerged as a major power in the region. The Thai
cap ital was moved to Ayudhya, near Angkor, and
obviously threatened the Cambodian kingdom. In

A.D. 1389 the Thais attacked Angkor, and the city fell for a time
into their hands. The 15th-century invasion of the Khmer king-
dom by the Thais resulted in the final abandonment of Angkor
(1431). The city was de serted, and the capital was moved east-
ward, to the region of the present capital, Phnom Penh. 

Today, archeologists from all over the world are actively
involved in the restoration process of the temples, but much of the
history of the “lost city” of Angkor is still a mystery. 

Miraculously, little damage has been done to the Angkor re -
gion as a result of the bloody civil war that recently terrorized the
Cam  bodians. The Khmer Rouge, a typical communist organiza-
tion that murdered 2 million Cambodians in a little-remembered
holocaust, organized guerrilla activities against Prince Sihan -
ouk’s government. In 1975, many Buddhist monks who lived in
the Angkor temples were massacred, along with the majority of
the Buddhist population. By definition, this is genocide; but pro -
tests by the liberal establishment have been muted. �

Above center, according to local Cambodian legend, this statue depicts
a “leper king” who constructed the city of Angkor. However, not only is
it considered doubtful by modern scholars that there was a Cam -
bodian king with leprosy (legends have it that there were two such
kings), but this statue is now believed to depict Yama, god of the dead.

Bearing a resemblance to a Mayan stepped pyramid is the Phimea -
nakas, or “Palace of Heaven,” within Angkor Thom. Angkor Thom is
a great, sacred compound enclosing many structures, of which the
Phimeanakas is one of the three paramount ones, along with the
Baphuon and the famous Bayon. 
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THE TBR History Quiz
ANSWERS:

1. (c) About 115 years—116 to be more precise. During this
1337-1453 war between France and England, bands of mercenary
soldiers robbed and burned their way across the fertile fields of
France. It was not, however, a period of continuous warfare, as was
the 30 Years War. 

2. (a) The English longbow amazed continentals with its ability
to penetrate all but the heaviest armor and the fact that a skilled
bowman could get off three arrows in the time it took a French
crossbowman to reload. (b) The French deployment of a new secret
weapon—the cannon—made castles obsolete. 

3.(a) The king of England owned several duchies in France,
resulting in a conflict of interest—as a French duke, he was sup-
posed to be loyal to the French king, but since he was a king in his
own right, he overlooked these responsibilities. (b) Due in part to
the new weapons deployed on the battlefield, the system of feudal-
ism became obsolete, and the nation-state as we know it arose, with
strong central governments in France and England. (c) France is
generally considered the winner, although it was a Pyrrhic victory. 

4.The period 1689-1815 was termed the Second Hundred Years
War by Arthur Buffington, in his 1929 book of that title. This sec-
ond time of conflict between France and England included, among
its various aspects, the American War for Inde pen dence. 

5.Since its discovery, the Wyoming geyser has shot a column of
water about 150 feet high into the air roughly every 75 minutes.
The temperature of the water is just below the boiling point, and
the display lasts for around four minutes each time. 

6.At Crater of Diamonds State Park near Murfreesboro, Arkan -
sas. Visitors are allowed to search the open fields for diamonds and
may keep any they find, provided the diamond weighs no more
than five carats. Diamonds were first found there in 1906, includ-
ing the 40.23-carat “Uncle Sam” diamond. Over 70,000 diamonds
have been found there. 

7.Mount St. Helens, in the Cascade Range. A tremendous ex -
plosion took place at 8:32 a.m. on May 18, 1980, and over 1,300 feet
of the mountain top was blown off, reducing Mount St. Helens from
9,600 feet to 8,300 feet.

8.The matter is uncertain, but the prevalent view is that it is a
corruption of a Dutch name, Jan Kees. This was the Dutch equiva-
lent of our “John Doe,” a moniker used on a legal paper when a per-
son’s real name is unknown. 

9.Vermont, between 1777 and 1791, was an independent repub-
lic. It coined its own money and was the first American government
to ban slavery, on July 2, 1777. Vermont became a state of the union
on March 4, 1791, as the 14th state. 

10.In Delaware, the Blue Hen State, by the Swedish settlers
(including ethnic Finns) who arrived in 1638 at the site of present-
day Wilmington. They named it Fort Christina, in honor of Swe -
den’s 12-year-old queen. It was the first permanent settlement in
the Delaware Valley. Sweden lost sovereignty over its American
colony in 1655, when it was conquered by the Dutch under Gov.
Peter Stuyvesant. The early houses, made of split logs, were pat-
terned after those built in the Swedish homeland, which was, and
is, still quite heavily forested. 

1How long did the Hundred Years
War last? (a) About 95 years. (b)

About 100 years. (c) About 115 years.
(d) About 125 years. 

2(a) What weapon proved decisive in
the early battles of the Hundred

Years War? (b) What weapon proved
decisive in the late battles of the war? 

3(a) What was the cause of the
Hundred Years War?  (b) How did

the war affect the course of history? 
(c) Who won it?

4What era has been called the
Second Hundred Years War? And

why is it of particular interest to
Americans?

5How did Old Faithful, the geyser
discovered in 1870, get its name? 

6Where would you find the only dia-
mond mine in North America?

7Which of “the Evergreen State’s”
volcanic peaks erupted in 1980,

sending smoke and ash 12 miles into
the air? 

8Where does the term “Yankee” come
from?

9What state, which for a short time
called itself New Connecticut, was

an independent republic before it joined
the union?

10Where in America were the first
log cabins built?

The Battle of Sluys, fought during  the Hundred Years War
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D
uring the years leading up to World War II, Col. Charles
Lindbergh broke a lifetime tradition and began keeping
de tailed diaries of his day-to-day activities, chronicling
his views toward the public issues and personalities of
the day, addressing in particular those aspects of U.S.

policy relevant to the growing troubles in Europe.
Lindbergh felt so strongly about the necessity of derailing the

drive toward war that he felt that it was his duty to step out of his
own effective, self-imposed exile from public life and put his rep-
utation forward as a voice of reason in opposition to the ever-bur-
geoning push for war. With this in mind, Lindbergh felt it vital to
keep a diary of that stormy period. He realized, soon enough, that
his real views on many issues were being distorted by a hostile,
war-mongering media and while he acknowledged that his diary
could not cover everything, it would “show the falsity of at least
some of the stories told.”

In later years, Lindbergh’s concerns were proven correct.
When, at the urging of publisher William Jovanovich, Lindbergh
read just one of the more than 20 biographies that had been writ-
ten about him, Lindbergh did so, later sending Jovanovich a doc-
ument of 76 typewritten pages listing factual inaccuracies in the
book in question, a volume largely based upon newspaper stories
as the sources. Ironically, according to Jovanovich, this Lindbergh
biography was actually one of the more temperate and even-
handed volumes written, yet it too relied upon the very “falsity”
that rightly concerned Lindbergh.

In 1970 Jovanovich prevailed upon Lindbergh to publish
extensive excerpts from his journals. The final published volume,
covering some 1,000 pages, appeared under the title The Wartime
Journals of Charles Lindbergh, covering the period from March
11, 1938, to June 15, 1945, at the time the war was winding down.

Prior to publishing these diaries, Lindbergh wrote his pub-
lisher a letter reflecting on the period that he spent “re-rereading”

Charles A. Lindbergh
SACRIFICING PRIVACY FOR PRINCIPLE

BY MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER

The private wartime journals of the famed aviator Charles A. Lindbergh pro-
vide remarkable insights into not only the magnificent brain of this selfless,
courageous and unstintingly conscientious American legend but also into the
corrupt and unrelenting power politics of the period that propelled the United
States into the second world war.

Lindbergh had a lonely childhood, with few friends other than his
pets. Here he poses with his dog Dingo in 1913. 
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his journals for the first time after so many years and preparing
them for publication. According to Lindbergh:

You ask what my conclusions are, rereading my jour-
nals and looking back on World War II from the vantage
point of a quarter-century in time. We won the war, in a mil-
itary sense; but, in a broader sense, it seems to me we lost
it, for our Western civilization is less respected and secure
than it was before.

In order to defeat Germany and Japan, we supported
the still greater menaces of Russia and China—which now
confront us in a nuclear-weapon era. Poland was not saved.
The British empire has broken down with great suffering,
bloodshed, and confusion. England is an economy-con-
stricted secondary power. France had to give up her major
colonies and turn to a mild dictatorship herself. Much of
our Western culture was destroyed. We lost the genetic
heredity formed through eons in many million lives.
Meanwhile, the Soviets have dropped their iron curtain to
screen off Eastern Europe, and an antagonistic Chinese
government threatens us in Asia.

More than a generation after the war’s end, our occu-
pying armies still must occupy, and the world has not been
made safe for democracy and freedom. On the contrary, our
own system of democratic government is being challenged
by that greatest of dangers to any government: internal dis-
satisfaction and unrest.

It is alarmingly possible that World War II marks the
beginning of our Western civilization’s breakdown, as it
already marks the breakdown of the greatest empire ever
built by man. Certainly our civilization’s survival depends
on meeting the challenges that tower before us with
unprecedented magnitude in almost every field of modern
life. Most of these challenges were, at least, intensified
through the waging of World War II.

Are we now headed toward a third and still more disas-
trous war between world nations? Or can we improve hu -
man relationships sufficiently to avoid such a holocaust?
Since it is inherent in the way of life that issues will con-
tinue between men, I believe human relationships can best
be improved through clarifying the issues and conditions
surrounding them. 

I hope my journals relating to World War II will help
clarify issues and conditions of the past and thereby con-
tribute to understanding issues and conditions of the pres-
ent and the future.

Although publication of the diaries stirred up new debate
over Lindbergh’s prewar views, the book became a best-seller and
was actually a semifinalist for the National Book Award.

Among many others, Lindbergh received a fan letter from
former first lady Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, whose late hus-
band, President John F. Kennedy, along with his brother, Joseph P.
Kennedy Jr., had been avid supporters of the America First move-
ment, for which Lindbergh was a leading spokesman. In her letter,
Mrs. Onassis referred to the Kennedys, saying, “That family—and
me—admire you more than anyone,” an interesting nug get of his-
tory noted in A. Scott Berg’s 1998 biography, Lindbergh.

Lindbergh’s reflections in the published Wartime Journals
provide a fascinating look at Lindbergh’s wide-ranging private
life and travels throughout the United States and Europe and his
acquaintances and friendships with some of the most prominent
figures of the period. However, like most journals and diaries of
public figures, the Wartime Journals contain a great deal of per-
sonal data and other material that is of interest only to the author
(and his family) and to Lindbergh devotees.

However, Lindbergh’s views on a variety of matters such as

history, culture, religion, law, and, of course, the subject of U.S. in -
volvement abroad were addressed quite thoroughly throughout
the journals and the excerpts that follow are among the most
pointed and representative of Lindbergh’s thinking at the time.
Lindbergh emerges as a thoughtful, introspective philosopher,
guided by a self-assurance and a sense of humor, and a knowledge
that he was veering onto a course that could (and did) impact
upon his place in history and on the future of the world.

Of special interest, in historical retrospect, are Lindbergh’s
comments on the impact of the news and entertainment media of
the time on shaping public opinion, toward both Lindbergh him-
self and the views that he put forth in the public arena. Lindbergh
was very much aware of—and wary of—what might delicately be
termed “news management” and found himself quite occupied
with the problem as he sought to make his views heard.

What follows are relevant excerpts from Lindbergh’s jour-
nals on public affairs and his personal philosophy. The excerpts
are arranged in chronological order, from August 27, 1938, up
through December 8, 1941—the day following the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor—at which time Congress declared war.
The dates of the journal entries appear in parentheses at the end
of the selection. The subtitles above each entry are provided by
THE BARNES REVIEW as a guide to the subject matter therein. 
The Reality of Soviet Russia 

This is a strange country. They preach the doctrine of divid-
ing between people according to their need. There is great pover-
ty and at times actual starvation. Yet I have never seen a greater
waste of food than at some of the lunches and dinners we have
attended. The people who have, in Soviet Russia, do not seem to
be greatly concerned about those who have not. I do not believe
the idea of division, equality and state ownership will last long.
Given a chance, the social classes will develop, much the same as
in the past. The signs are in the parties, the dinners, the women’s
dresses, decorations etc. Of course, there is already a great differ-
ence in the salaries and privileges of different people. (Saturday,
August 27, 1938)
Politicians and Public Affairs 

My primary interest lies in the character of a man, and not
in whether he is a Republican or a Democrat. I would as soon vote
for one as the other. The issues between them are quite superfi-
cial at this time. I think, however, that they will begin to clarify
and become more fundamental from now on. Whether or not
future issues will choose to follow either of these parties remains
to be seen. As far as I am concerned personally, I have but little
fear of being classed as a Republican for long. I have too little
interest in either politics or popularity. 

One of the dearest of rights to me is being able to say what
I think and act as I wish. I intend to do this, and I know it will
cause trouble. As soon as it does, the politicians will disown me
quickly enough—and I will be only too willing. I shall have far
more interest in my own ideas than in their support. At least I
shall hold my self-respect—and possibly that of a number of other
people. I have no intention of bending my ideas or my ideals to
conform to the platform of either party. One must make certain
compromises in life—that is a part of living together with other
men—but compromise is justified only when the goal to be gained
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is of greater importance than what is lost in compromising.
(Saturday, October 7, 1939)
On Running for President 

Among other things, I enjoy too much the ability to do and
say what I wish to ever be a successful candidate for president. I
prefer intellectual and personal freedom to the honors and accom-
plishments of political office—even that of president. (Wednesday,
October 11, 1939)
The Wrong Kind of Pacifism 

I went to see All Quiet on the Western Front—the bloodiest film
I can ever remember seeing. I wanted to find out what type of war
film was being shown these days. It is a terrible play and enough
to turn anyone against war; but I think it is not a very construc-
tive type to place before the people of America today. We do not
want a nation that is afraid of war if it should become necessary
to enter one. And All Quiet on the Western Front will turn people
against war more through fear than through intellect. It will not
add to the courage of our country. (Thursday, October 19, 1939)
Henry Ford—American Genius 

I talked to [Henry] Ford about the war, the industrial situation
in America, about his ideas of decentralization etc. He is a combi-
nation of genius and impracticability, with the genius definitely
on top. Ford is a great man and a constructive influence in this
country. One cannot talk to him without gaining new ideas and
receiving much mental stimulation. His greatness is demonstrat-
ed by his vision and his success industrially and by his interests

and activities in many other fields. (Thursday, December 28, 1939)
Man’s Law vs. Natural Law 

Legal terminology always annoys me, but some of it seems
essential under the conditions lawyers have let themselves get
into. They are so tied by tradition and complication that they have
as unique a language as a baby who is just learning to talk and
can be understood only by mother and nurse. It is a sort of second
childhood for the law, though. Why is it that men with an excel-
lent education—long college training and all that—can’t state
their ideas and agreements in good English?

Sometimes I divide things done by man in my mind into two
groups: those that must conform to natural laws (such as the
design of an airplane); and those that are not bound by any more
discipline than comes from the ideas and arguments of man him-
self. Of course, all action—even law—comes eventually within the
plan of nature. It is only in the thoughts of man that he really
passes beyond nature’s bounds.

How interesting and enlightening it is to compare the stream-
line of an airplane to the awkward, complicated and conflicting
chapters of a law book. The success of one is clearly measured by
nature, while the value of the other is estimated by partisan men.
How beautiful and simple life really is, and how complicated man
tries to make it. He worships God on the one hand; tries to im -
prove upon Him on the other. The fallacy is rarely seen. (Tuesday,
April 30, 1940)

Not all of “Lucky Lindy’s” flights were successful. This crash occurred in November 1926. It was the second time Lindbergh’s plane had gone
down on the St. Louis-Chicago run in his job as an airmail pilot. Always remaining undaunted, he was dreaming of the Orteig Prize of
$25,000 for the first pilot to fly nonstop between New York and Paris. 
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The Folly of War 
To me, the worst part of this war is the hereditary loss to the

countries involved. And the best men are killed first in war. The
effect of this is shown in England today. The leaders she might
have had were killed in the last war. (Sunday, May 12, 1940)
The Problem With the Newsreels 

Everything considered, my personal feeling toward motion-pic-
ture operators is not the best. Still, this present situation concerns
the welfare of the country and should not be decided on personal
feelings. But what advantages and disadvantages are there in
speaking for the sound pictures at this time? The advantage is
that additional millions of people will be reached. The disadvan-
tages include the fact that only a small portion of my speech
would be carried and that I would not be able to control its set-
ting. The news companies could sandwich my picture and talk
between the sack of cities and the mangled bodies of refugees.
Once they have such a film, they can cut it and use it in any way
they like. I decided against speaking for the sound films. (Sunday,
May 19, 1940)
Ignoring Essentials

I become more and more disturbed about the trends and condi-
tions in this country—the superficiality, the cheapness, the lack of
understanding of, or interest in, fundamental problems. Na tion al
debt increases; we involve ourselves unwisely and unnecessarily
in the European situation; and we seem to have no understanding
of our own limitations. (Saturday, August 17, 1940)
Controlling Public Debate

[R. Douglas] Stuart says he is having trouble buying radio
time for the America First Committee. Some of the radio stations
have taken the stand that the committee has to do with a “con-
troversial issue” and therefore comes under the code they have
formed against selling time for controversial issues. It is a fine
state of affairs if the question of war and peace cannot be debat-
ed before the American people because it is a “controversial issue.”
(Tuesday, October 1, 1940)
News Management

The newsreels again requested that I read part of my address
for them after I had broadcast. In the past I have refused their
requests—first, because of the difficulty they have often caused
for me; second, and much more important, because of the Jewish
influence in the newsreels and the antagonism I know exists
toward me. . . . However, this is a critical period, and I think it is
worth the chance. (Monday, October 14, 1940)
Personal Privacy vs. Principle

[My wife’s antiwar] address has been played down in the news-
papers. There is very little notice of it in any of them. . . . It is
strange, our desire in this instance for newspaper attention. For
many years we have tried to avoid the attention of the press. For
years we refused to speak over the radio, to give statements or
interviews, to take part in political meetings. Now, this morning,
we are disappointed because Anne’s address last night is not car-
ried in the papers on our breakfast table. How can we justify this
attitude, this seeming inconsistency? It is not that we enjoy see-
ing our names in the paper or having attention drawn to us any
more than before. That is as unpleasant as ever, and it adds to our
difficulties of life; we cannot go to theaters or restaurants, or walk

together on the streets without being stared at, or run after, or
annoyed in some other way. As I analyze it, I think our apparent
change in attitude is due to the intensity of our feeling about the
causes we support. 

In the past, the publicity and attention was focused on us, like
a brilliant, burning, hardened spotlight. Now, the light is thrown
upon an approaching danger—upon war, famine, disease, and rev-
olution. And our attention is focused upon the problems it illumi-
nates. They are so important that the few diverging rays that still
fall upon us we hardly notice. We are no longer the objects upon
which the light is thrown; we ourselves are behind and beside it,
trying to guide it, that we and others may see the better and act
the more intelligently in this crisis. (Wednesday, Decem ber 25,
1940)
‘Christmas’ vs. Christ vs. Christianity

It seems to me that Christmas has deviated as much from the
birth of Christ as Christianity has from His teachings. The
keynote at the birth of Christ was simplicity. The keynote of
Christmas today is luxury. The birth and life of Christ were sur-
rounded with things mystical. Christmas and Christianity today
are surrounded with things material. Sometime I would like to
have Christmas in our home that conforms to the true spirit and
significance of that day 2,000 years ago—a Christmas unadorned
by tinsel, uncluttered by gewgaws and ribboned boxes, unstuffed
by roast turkey and sweet potatoes; a Christmas pure in its sim-
plicity, akin to the sky and stars, of the mind rather than the body.
It should be almost the reverse of a modern Christmas. One
should eat too little rather than too much, see no one rather than
everyone; spend it in silence rather than in communication.
Christmas should be a day that brings one closer to God and to
the philosophy of Christ. (Wednesday, December 25, 1940)
Hunting for Survival

I do not mind shooting a bird to eat occasionally, especially if I
am on an expedition of some sort, and I thoroughly enjoy target
shooting with rifle or shotgun. But this pleasure in seeing some-
thing happy and beautiful fall maimed and fluttering, I do not
understand. (Thursday, December 26, 1940)
Cultural Differences

I am beginning to feel the world is divided into two groups of
people (how easy it is to divide problems into two for the conven-
ience of your momentary argument): those who are inherently
suspicious of everything and those who are not. In my experience
it seems that Latin blood (and Asiatic) tends to suspicion, while
Nordic blood tends away from it. Personally, I prefer to be with
people who are not suspicious about everything in life. And, as a
matter of fact, I think the “suspicious” people are wrong more of
the time than their opposites. (Tuesday, February 4, 1941)
An Aviator Views the Moon

A huge, blood-red moon rose in the evening. It made me think
of Europe and bombed cities. Whenever I see the moon now, I
think of the bombing that is going on over there. As the moon
rises here, it is high over Europe, and bombs are almost certainly
falling on English and German cities. (Friday, April 11, 1941)
Survival of the West

Sometimes I feel like saying: “Well, let’s get into the war if you
are so anxious to. Then the responsibility will be yours.” In com-
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parison to the work I am now doing, the fighting would be fun.
But my mind tells me that we better face our problems and let
Europe face hers without getting messed up in this war. I have an
interest in Western civilization, and I have an interest in my race,
or culture, or whatever you want to call it, and I have an interest
in the type of world my children are going to live in. That is why
I will probably stay on the stump with the pacifists and why I will
resign my commission if necessary and never regret my action in
doing so. This war is a mistake; we will only bring disaster if we
enter it; we will do no good either to Europe or ourselves, and
therefore I am going to put everything I have behind staying out.

No one, not even Germany, was more responsible for the con-
ditions which caused this war than England and France. They
declared the war without consulting us. If it were possible to help
them win, the result would probably be Versailles all over again.
Europe must straighten out her own family affairs. Our interfer-
ence would simply cause another postponement, as the last war
did. Europe faces adjustments that must be made, and only she
can work out what they are going to be. (Friday, April 25, 1941)
Who Favors War?

The pressure for war is high and mounting. The people are
opposed to it, but the administration seems to have “the bit in its
teeth” and hell-bent on its way to war. Most of the Jewish inter-
ests in this country are behind war, and they control a huge part
of our press and radio and most of our motion pictures. There are
also the “intellectuals,” and the “Anglophiles,” and the British
agents who are allowed free rein, the international financial
interests and many others. (Thursday, May 1, 1941)
A Narrow Escape

We were met at the Minneapolis airport by various members of
the local America First Committee and driven to the La Salle Hotel,
where I was given the “Nordic Suite.” What a press story that could
make. But “Nordic” out here doesn’t mean what it does in the east.
In Minnesota the word “Nordic” has no anti-Semitic taint. And the
situation is probably saved because, as I learned soon after arrival,
[British diplomat] Lord Halifax and his party stayed in this same
suite and left only yesterday. (Saturday, May 10, 1941)
The People vs. the Press

As I go around to these meetings I feel that, without question,
if this country is run by [the] people, we will not enter this war. I
always feel this way after one of our meetings is over; but I know
that tomorrow, or the day after, as I read the misinformation and
propaganda in our newspapers, I will begin to wonder whether
people can withstand such a barrage indefinitely. And even if they
can withstand it, will popular opinion be enough to keep us out of
the war? Which is stronger, the money and power and propagan-
da pushing us into war, or the will of the people to stay out?
(Saturday, May 10, 1941)
On Patronizing Children

. . . There is nothing worse than being confronted with a group
of children if you have made no plans for their entertainment. I
am not one of those politicians who can go out and pat their heads
and talk about what fine-looking boys and girls they are. I remem-
ber how I felt about such things when I was a child, and I have too
much respect for them and for myself to do it. (Monday, June 23,
1941)

A Prejudiced Press
American press accounts of the war are so prejudiced and con-

fused that it is almost impossible to obtain a balanced picture.
Reports from Russia are headlined while those from Germany are
played down, although the latter are certainly the most accurate.
Results of Royal Air Force raids over the [European] continent are
exaggerated, while results of German raids over England are
minimized. The result is that the impression given by our news-
papers is far more favorable to the British cause than is warrant-
ed by the facts. (Saturday, June 28, 1941)
Media Lies and Misinformation

The newspapers continue to misquote my address and to
remove sentences from their context. Sometimes what they carry
between quotation marks is completely made up and does not
even approximate what I have said, or even what I believe.
(Thursday, July 3, 1941)
Frequency vs. Precision

Personally, I prefer to speak less often and with more careful
preparation. Most of my friends want me to speak more often and
with less careful preparation. (Sunday, July 6, 1941)

At the beginning of America’s rocketry program, physicist Robert H.
Goddard stands for a picture, flanked by his two strongest support-
ers. On the left is Harry Guggenheim and on the right stands
Charles Lind bergh, hand in pocket.



On Having his Phone Tapped
Captain Smith (of America First) came at 3:30. He had phoned

to say he had an urgent message that he must deliver personally.
The message is that the FBI began tapping our telephone last
Saturday and has a constant watch on it. The men in the FBI are,
according to Smith, on the whole, friendly; they are simply fol-
lowing out orders. Smith says the America First telephones are
also tapped. I told him to tell everyone in America First that there
was nothing we wished to hide and that if our phones were tapped
we should speak more plainly, rather than less plainly in the
future. I told him to tell his friends on the FBI that if there was
anything they didn’t understand in my own phone conversations,
I would give them additional information. Captain Smith says he
is certain the phones are tapped and that the information came
from friends of his on the FBI, who are also friendly to me.
Personally, I think it is probable that they are tapped, but I still
have some question. It really makes very little difference as far as
I am concerned. My main interest lies in knowing whether or not
these tactics are being used by the administration. (Monday, July
7, 1941)
Three Groups Promoting War

When I mentioned [in a speech in Des Moines] the three major
groups agitating for war—the British, the Jewish and the Roose -
velt administration—the entire audience seemed to stand and
cheer. At that moment whatever opposition existed was complete -
ly drowned out by our support. (Thursday, September 11, 1941)
The Unmentionable Subject

My Des Moines address has caused so much controversy that
Gen. [Robert] Wood has decided to hold a meeting of the America
First National Committee in Chicago. I must, of course, attend. I
felt I had worded my Des Moines address carefully and moder-
ately. It seems that almost anything can be discussed today in
America except the Jewish problem. The very mention of the word
“Jew” is a cause for a storm. Personally, I feel that the only hope
for a moderate solution lies in an open and frank discussion.
(Monday, September 15, 1941)
Private Candor vs. Public Reticence

[America First leader] John Flynn came at 11:00, and we
talked the situation over for an hour. Flynn says he does not ques-
tion the truth of what I said at Des Moines, but feels it was inad-
visable to mention the Jewish problem. It is difficult for me to
understand Flynn’s attitude. He feels as strongly as I do that the
Jews are among the major influences pushing this country toward
war. He has said so frequently, and he says so now. He is perfectly
willing to talk about it among a small group of people in private.
But apparently he would rather see us get into the war than men-
tion in public what the Jews are doing, no matter how tolerantly
and moderately it is done. (Thursday, September 18, 1941)
Truth Not Important to Press

The opposition paper here [Ft. Wayne, Indiana] is carrying a
large advertisement in which statements are attributed to me
which I never made. As far as the “war party” is concerned, what
I actually say seems to be of little importance. They quote me as
saying what they wish or think that I said. They do not bother to
refer to my addresses, which are all available; at best, they refer
to some garbled newspaper account. The result is that I am often

TEA—THE ORIGINS OF A
WORLDWIDE PHENOMENON
Tea was first discovered, legend has it, in 2737 B.C.,

when some tea leaves accidentally blew into a pot of

water boiling for the emperor of China, Shen Nung, who

had issued an edict that, for sanitary reasons, all drinking

water in China was to be boiled first. Besides regular tea,

he also studied the uses of hundreds of other herbs in the

form of tea. Of course, herbal teas were also known in

Europe, going back at least to medieval times. Chinese tea

was introduced into the West either by Dutch or

Portuguese sea captains in the 17th century. England and

Russia developed quite a taste for the beverage. The

Russians brought it into their country by camel caravans,

beginning under Empress Elizabeth in 1735. The tea at

the Boston Tea Party, an event that made coffee America’s

national drink, came in solid, compressed blocks or

tablets, with elaborate three-dimen sional designs. In

places such as Tibet, these were used as a gold-free,

banker-proof form of money. Eighty percent of the tea con-

sumed in the United States is iced. The first record of iced

tea comes from the 1904 World’s Fair in St. Louis. Fair-

goers are said to have poured their hot tea over ice to cool

off from the summer days. In 1908, the tea bag was

invented by Thomas Sullivan of New York. 
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quoted as saying things which I not only never said, but which I
never believed. (Friday, October 3, 1941)
Catholic Leaders Oppose the War

We returned to the hotel after the meeting. People kept coming
up to the room until 12:30. Father [John] O’Brien [of Notre Dame
Univer sity] showed me a telegram he had just received, to the
effect that a poll of the Catholic hierarchy showed that ninety per-
cent were opposed to entering the war. (Friday, October 3, 1941)
Popular Opinion vs. War Propaganda

[The] strength and influence [of the America First movement]
is growing rapidly, but the power of our opposition is great. The
amazing thing is not that we are so close to war but that we have
been able to hold the war forces back as long as we have. Their
ranks include the American government, the British government,
the Jews, and the major portion of the press, radio, and motion-
picture facilities of the country. We have on our side the mass of
the people, but it is a question of how long the people can with-
stand the flood of propaganda with which the country is being
covered. They have no accurate source of information to which to
turn. Also, regardless of the attitude of our people, it is a question
as to whether the president will force us into war by actions and
incidents which will make it unavoidable. He is in a position
where he can force war on us whether we want it or not.

(Saturday, October 4, 1941)
On Speaking the Truth

[Former President Herbert] Hoover told me he felt my Des
Moines address was a mistake (the mention of the Jews in con-
nection with the war-agitating groups). I told him I felt my state-
ments had been both moderate and true. He replied that when
you had been in politics long enough you learned not to say things
just because they are true. (But, after all, I am not a politician—
and that is one of the reasons why I don’t wish to be one. I would
rather say what I believe when I want to say it than to measure
every statement I make by its probable popularity.) (Monday,
October 6, 1941)
Reporting War News

[Paul] Palmer [an editor with Reader’s Digest] says one of the
reasons why the papers give such an erroneous impression about
the war is that the editors have discovered that their newsstand
circulation drops whenever they headline Axis successes. As a
result, they try to find some Allied success to headline, no matter
how insignificant it may be. (Wednesday, October 8, 1941)
Pearl Harbor

The radio is announcing that Japan has attacked the Philip -
pines and the Hawaiian Islands and that Pearl Harbor has been
bombed. An attack in the Philippines was to be expected,

Lindbergh poses with Richard M. Nixon to promote one of Lindy’s favorite causes: conservation.
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although I did not think it would come quite so soon. But Pearl
Harbor! How did the “Japs” get close enough, and where is our
Navy? Or is it just a hit-and-run raid of a few planes, exaggerat-
ed by radio commentators into a major attack? The Japanese can,
of course, raid the Hawaiian Islands, or even the West Coast, with
aircraft carriers. But the cost in carriers and planes lost is going
to be awfully high unless our Navy is asleep—or in the Atlantic.
The question in my mind is, how much of it has been sent to the
Atlantic to aid Britain? (Sunday, December 7, 1941)
The Back Door to War

Phoned Gen. [Robert] Wood in Boston. His first words were,
“Well, he [President Roosevelt] got us in through the back
door.” . . . The president spoke at 12:00. Asked for a declaration of
war. Senate passed a declaration of war unanimously. Only “no” in
the House. What else was there to do? We have been asking for

war for months. If the president had asked for a declaration of
war before, I think Congress would have turned him down with a
big majority. But now we have been attacked, and attacked in
home waters. We have brought it on our own shoulders; but I can
see nothing to do under these circumstances except to fight. If I
had been in Congress, I certainly would have voted for a declara-
tion of war. (Monday, December 8, 1941) �

Michael Collins Piper is the author of Final Judgment: The
Missing Link in the JFK Assassination Conspiracy and Best
Witness, about the Mel Mermelstein case. He is presently a cor-
respondent for the American Free Press newspaper, based in
Washington, D.C. 

Photo taken in March 1932 shows the “abduction ladder” outside the Lindbergh home near Hopewell, New Jersey. Although German-
American Richard Bruno Hauptmann was executed for kidnapping the Lindbergh baby, many responsible investigators now believe that
Hauptmann was actually innocent of the crime and that a German Jew named Isador Fisch was the real culprit.  At least one in-depth inquiry
by an independent investigator concluded that Lindbergh’s child was not the largely decomposed body found and identified as the victim of
the kidnapping and that Lindbergh’s child survived and grew to adulthood. Several persons later claimed to be “the Lindbergh baby,” but
Lindbergh himself refused to acknowledge any of them. The controversy continues to this day. There are those who contend that the Lindbergh
kidnapping affair and the subsequent frame-up of Hauptmann were designed to generate hatred for German-speaking peoples in the
American mindset. In fact, the kidnapping took place at a time when Adolf Hitler was rising in popularity in Germany, and elements in the
United States were fervently determined to thwart Hitler using every means possible. Although as in the Kennedy assassination in 1963, there
have been numerous rational and likely solutions offered, the full truth will probably never be known to the public at large, although (as in
the JFK affair) those who have studied the wide-ranging material available on the Lindbergh kidnapping have reached their own conclu-
sions, major media misinformation notwithstanding. 

THE CONTINUING
CONTROVERSY
SURROUNDING
THE KIDNAPPING
OF LINDBERGH’S SON . . .
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H
itler would be able to build a true “popular army”
only on a very small scale at first, because the
Reichswehr, terribly jealous of its monopoly, would
set up many obstacles to its recruitment until 1941.
In contrast to the recruitment of the throngs of the

SA that Röhm, the adventurous latter-day condottiere, had swept
in after him much too fast and without sufficient control, recruit-
ment to the Waffen SS would be physically, politically and moral-
ly the result of a long and rigid selection process. It would be
formed of the best built, the most convinced and the most disci-
plined young men of the Reich, of those with the strongest char-
acter, who had a crusader’s faith in National Socialism, in Hitler,
their leader, in the mission of Teutonism and, after 1940, of the
Europe of the 20 comrade peoples who would be found in its
ranks.  The schools of the Waffen SS for training and for the form-
ing of their cadres would be of a Spartan severity. Discipline was
the first of its laws. A Trappist monk did not live more soberly. An
officer candidate would sometimes lose a dozen kilograms during
his 10 months of instruction. 

Thus in 10 years a million young volunteers would be
trained in a Spartan manner: volunteers at first from Germany
and then from the whole of Europe, all fanatic believers in a rev-
olutionary faith and all builders, as comrades in arms, of a conti-
nent that was at last to be one politically, socially, economically,
spiritually. Never before had anyone ever seen—nor, beyond
doubt, will anyone ever again see—a European army of a million
young volunteers inspired by such an ideal, or representing such
physical and moral worth. 

But that Waffen SS would be the materialization of long
years of progressive toil, passing from a battalion to a regiment,
then to three divisions not very well armed, then to divisions
quite formidably equipped, then to army corps and to armies.
Time would permit—as under Napoleon—the selection one by
one, for their bravery and for their competence, of thousands of
young officers of the very first order. A good many of them for all
that were ex-servicemen from 1918, become young again among
the young, like the unforgettable Zepp Dietrich, commander-in-
chief of the Sixth SS Armored Army; like Gen. Gilles, commander
of the glorious Viking; like Félix Steiner, commanding general of
the Fourth Armored Corps; or like the grandfather of the Waffen
SS, whom everyone affectionately called Papa Hauser. 

But the majority, who had come up from the Hitlerjugend
(Hitler Youth), or from similar organizations all over Europe, were
magnificent young men, like Kurt Meyer, the legendary
“Panzermeyer,” commander at the age of 34 years of the 18,000
young lads of the Waffen SS Division Hitlerjugend; or like the
dazzling Lohengrin, Joaquin Peiper, commander of a tank regi-
ment in the same division at the age of 29. 

All of them without distinction had to submit preliminarily
to the same iron discipline, and to the same ideological education,
earning each of their promotions by their courage in combat and
by their decisiveness. I myself, commander at the age of 37 of the
Waffen SS division Wallonia, then of the Army Corps Occident,
had been a simple soldier on the Russian front for eight months,
then corporal, then noncommissioned officer, then second lieu-
tenant, and so on, earning each new rank “for an act of valor in

Röhm Continues to Push
BY GEN. LEON DEGRELLE

Unsatisfied with the Junker-dominated Reichswehr (as the German army
was called at the end of World War I), both Adolf Hitler and Ernst Röhm wanted
Germany to have a “popular army,” wherein all the commanders would be hold-
ers of the faith (i.e., National Socialists), and in which every man would be a
warrior for a doctrine. That goal would be realized, after years of caution, in the
Waffen SS. However, this common goal did nothing to prevent the two German
leaders from eventually suffering a fatal collision. Röhm, according to Leon
Degrelle, was really the one who provoked that drastic turn of events.

THE DEGRELLE SERIES



combat.” That was the hard and fast rule in the Waffen SS. 
You went to the Tölz War School only after you had first

given repeated proofs of your gift for command in becoming a non-
com at the front, and had displayed bravery there by earning the
Iron Cross. It was comrades with the souls of leaders and heroes
that were placed at the head of the troops and not just those good
at schoolwork, who were the usual ones at the old military acad-
emies of the past. The soldiers of the Waffen SS also had to be
morally men of a high standard. 402,000 of them died in combat.
They were the first everywhere, always at the hardest positions.
The least fault, in the Waffen SS, was stringently punished.
Stealing a knife would get you five months in prison. A Waffen SS
man had to be clean and healthy. A revealed homosexual was shot
before the entire troop. 

Forming an army like that suddenly was not possible. The
human material available to Röhm was good for street fighting
and for propaganda. But it was worthless for forming a coherent
army rapidly and completely, an army modern and exemplary in
every way and commanded by leaders of irreproachable moral
fiber. 

Röhm himself was a pack leader. Incapable of carrying out
an arduous mission requiring creativity, at the first test on the
border, by some ill-considered and tumultuous action, he would
have turned the old Reichswehr into a chaotic army heading
ineluctably for disaster. Hitler was farseeing, and he would one
day have his “Red Army” thanks to the Waffen SS. But that would
come only after years of cleverly sidestepping a thousand traps
without falling into one. 

Röhm, the mercenary, was too much in a hurry. He was
becoming annoyed at the cleverness of the statesman. In 1933
and 1934 his irritation would become progressively more and
more fraught with menace. Their differences grew still more seri-
ous from the fact that in the socioeconomic sphere, too, Röhm was
totally reckless, a revolutionary with an unstable brain. 

And there, too, Hitler would be a realist. He had understood
perfectly that a synthesis of the economic interests of the Reich
could be accomplished only by respecting all the various compo-
nents of the nation. Capitalism was one of them. Röhm wanted to
crush it. Hitler did not. He intended to base his revolution not on
a vast social uproar by disorderly masses, but on elites: political
elites, social elites, cultural elites, and the elites that constantly
renew the industrial world when it is free. 

A
business leader is the product of a long selection. The
rich man’s son, if he is intellectually limited, will be a
failure in the modern world. Industrialists and econo-
mists who can control the development of markets,

rationalize production, coordinate their management and labor
teams, and open new paths for the production of goods are also
elite human beings, their minds always alert, aware of the risks
they run but possessing the force of character necessary to sur-
mount them. 

Hitler was bent on giving these very different elites a rea-
soned and sincere social spirit and leading them to an effective
conception of society based on a hierarchy of merit. But he had no
foolish wish to set off charges of dynamite under employers of

Hundreds of Germans fought on the so-called Republican

side during the Spanish Civil War, like the soldiers shown

here of the Thaelmann Battalion, flying the communist

hammer-and-sickle flag. Ernst Thaelmann was the leader

of the German Communist Party. He was arrested after the

Reischstag fire and sent to Buchenwald, where he eventu-

ally died. The battalion fought in some of the war’s most

vicious actions, defending Madrid against tanks and

bombers operated by fellow Germans who were of a fascist

bent. Many of these Red soldiers had fled Germany when

Hitler took over in 1933. 

Some Germans
Fought for the
Communists
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labor and creators of wealth who were
as much a part of the working world as
a bricklayer or a welder. Persecuting
the creators of employment, crushing
them under an unjust and irrational
state control, economically torpedoing
their labors—that would weaken the
Reich rather than cure it. 

It would also make it impossible
to eliminate unemployment. It would
end all possibility of strengthening and
restoring the Reichswehr, which was
still, in 1934, the sole bulwark of the
nation. There was no other solution for
the moment but to maintain that bul-
wark, the Reichswehr, however imper-
fect, however full of preconceived no -
tions, however little prepared mentally
to transform itself strategically and
technically, if only so that it might be
joined, after years of difficult prepara-
tion, to an ideological army more
dynamic and more reliable, the Waffen
SS, the true “Grand Army” of Hitler -
ism. 

There would be evolution, not a
blind smashing of everything. Hitler
had hardly become chancellor when he
declared: “I am resolved to suppress se -
verely any endeavor which would tend
to disturb the present order. I shall
oppose a second revolutionary wave
with all my might, because that would
end in veritable chaos. Whosoever shall rise up against the
authority of the state will be arrested without regard to his rank
or his position in the Party.” (Benoist-Méchin, vol. III, 171.) 

Revolution by violence was thus a closed chapter.
“Revolution,” Hitler had said, “is not a permanent state, and it
must not become a permanent state.” “We have the task of attain-
ing one position after another and little by little occupying each
position in an exemplary fashion.” 

And again: “The victorious German revolution has entered
the evolutionary stage, that is to say, the work of normal and legal
reconstruction.” He was fundamentally a pragmatist. 

Others, like Röhm, bent upon reaching for the moon, were
not. Hitler tried once more to warn them: “From now on any
action that is not in harmony with the laws of the State will be
suppressed severely and without mercy, for the National Socialist
state cannot tolerate any private intervention in its sovereign
domain, particularly in its public jurisdiction.” (Brissaud, 159.) 

Röhm had bluntly taken a stand in direct opposition to the
affirmations of his leader: “We are not a bourgeois club but an
association of resolute political combatants. The revolutionary
line will be maintained. I want to lead revolutionaries, not men
who are pleasing to the shopkeepers.” 

Hitler was determined to be very patient in this instance as

well. He had always been patient. Röhm was a comrade of the
early days. His SA men for years had sacrificed themselves in his
behalf. Despite their excesses, he could not deny them his grati-
tude. Röhm’s social threats did not disturb him. There wasn’t
much he [Röhm] could do in that area. 

It was Hitler who was establishing relations with the
industrial leaders. On the military plane, however, it was a differ-
ent story. A conflict between the Reichswehr and the SA could be
catastrophic for Germany. And it was that conflict that Röhm was
seeking with his series of provocations. �

Ernst Röhm (left frame) salutes his storm troopers at a rally at the Berlin Sports Palace while
Hitler (right frame) stands nearby. But by June 1934, Röhm was openly critical of Hitler, refer-
ring to him as “that ridiculous corporal.” Two of Hitler’s closest subordinates, Hermann Göring,
chief of the new Air Ministry, and Heinrich Himmler of the SS, wanted him to move against
Röhm in order to rid the party of a rival faction.

Leon Degrelle was an individual of
exceptional intellect, dedicated to Western
Culture. He fought not only for his country but
for the survival of Christian Europe, prevent-
ing the continent from being inundated by
Stalin’s savage hordes. What Gen. Degrelle
has to say, as an eyewitness to some of the key
events in the history of the 20th century, is
vastly important within the historical and
factual context of his time and has great rele-
vance to the continuing struggle today for the
survival of civilization as we know it. 



T
he native people of Lapland are known as the Sámi. While Sámi reindeer
pastoralism goes back only some 300-400 years, the link between the Sámi
and the reindeer is an ancient one. From the earliest known times, the rein-
deer was an important source of food and clothing for these people. Beyond

that, it also featured in the cosmology of the Sámi. At the time of the earliest records,
about 1,000 years ago, all Sámi groups hunted wild reindeer and probably kept some
tamed deer as decoy and transport animals. 

The Sámi people are one of the aboriginal peoples of the Fennoscandian area
(Scandinavia, Finland, eastern Karelia and the Kola peninsula), and for centuries they
lived more or less disconnected from other European civilizations. They are often
referred to as Lapps, but they prefer to be called Sámi. “Sámi” is the name they use for
themselves and their country. 

The formerly used name “Lapp” is possibly a rough translation of an old Sámi lan-
guage tribal name, “Vuowjos,” which comes from a Sámi word for a wedge-shaped piece,
vuowje, in the clothing (evidently a feature of that tribe’s traditional outfits). This was
first translated as lappalainen in Finnish, which is derived from the corresponding
Finnish word lapp(u) (a piece of cloth), and later drifted to the old Swedish/Norse lan-
guages in the form lapp/lappir. Nowadays the use of “Lapp” is not
recommended because it suggests that the Sámi are wearing
patched-up clothing, hence it is viewed as derogatory. 

Thousands of years ago the ancestral Sámi hunted moose and
game and carved pictures of these animals in the rocks of north-
ern Norway. A century after the birth of Christ, Tacitus described
people called “Fenni” who dressed in animal skins and slept on the
ground. They are also mentioned in texts from the 700s, wherein
it is described how they hunted game over the snow with curved
pieces of wood strapped to their feet, which came to be known as
“skis.” The hunting of wild reindeer declined during the 1500s, and
this hunting people adapted their survival strategy to become
herders of semi-domesticated reindeer. Along the coast, many
Sámi became dedicated fishermen. 

The Sámi languages (there are several of them) are Finno-Ugric tongues and are
the closest relatives to the Baltic-Finnic languages (Finnish, Estonian). It is believed
the Sámi people came to the areas now known as Finland and eastern Karelia during
and after the last ice age, following herds of reindeer. They were living by the Arctic
Sea some 5,000 years ago, as revealed by archeological evidence. Some 1,500 ancient
rock drawings have been found in the areas where they dwelt. According to some lin-
guists, the ancestral tongue of the Lapps and Finns influenced the Germanic lan-
guages of the Indo-European family, just as tongues akin to Basque are believed to
have influenced the Keltic languages. 

Now the aboriginal Sámi people can only be found north of the Arctic Circle. 
Some archeologists have linked the oldest known Scandinavian stone age culture,

the so-called Komsa culture by the Arctic Sea, to the ancestors of the Sámi. The Sámi
simply did not believe in war and so they “disappeared” in times of conflict. �

REINDEER-BASED CULTURE OF THE ARCTIC

At this Sámi campsite at Soadnjajav’ri, Finland, the upturned sleds ingenious-
ly serve as food racks for reindeer products: dried meat, and, for the dogs, blood
in bladder containers. The family tent is known as a goatte.

The Hidden Album of Mankind
CANDID VIEWS OF VANISHING PEOPLES

The tundra is not always frozen. Here, a Sámi family car -
a van traverses some wet Lapland terrain in mid-October.

Progress, Lapland style: Naval landing craft are
used to ferry Sámi reindeer herds out to the farthest
njarga (peninsula) and suolo (island) summer pas-
tures in the spring and back again in the au tumn.
This recent practice began in 1969. 
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T
he Yalta Conference, more properly called the Crimea
Conference, actually represented the culmination of a
series of war and peace conferences conducted by the
victorious Allies to deal with the vanquished Central/
Axis Powers from the Paris Peace Conference of 1919

(treaties of Versailles, Saint-Germain and Trianon) after World
War I, to the Atlantic Charter, as well as the Quebec, Teheran,
Yalta and Potsdam conferences after World War II. 

They effectively destroyed old Europe, helped create and then
extend the reign of communism, indirectly awakened and created
communist China, and led to the political bipolarization of the
world for half a century. Both world wars, and on both sides—the
Central Powers and the Allies, were caused by precisely the kind
of entangling, chain-reaction international treaties that the
American Founding Fathers had wisely warned against. 

The Cold War, the split between the major Allied powers of
World War II, commenced just four years after Yalta, and left
Europe and the world divided and polarized. The division was
exacerbated by raw edges at the interface where communism di -
rect ly confronted the West, namely, between East and West
Germany, North and South Korea, and North and South Viet nam.
The last two eventually resulted in new wars, costing the lives of
100,000 Americans and millions of Koreans and Viet namese.
Another raw “loose end” left over from Stalin’s boun dary settings
in East Europe is as yet unsettled. It is the matter of the
Konigsberg district in Prussia, which today remains a cesspool of
[former] Soviet corruption and misrule in Central Europe. Even
in the Southern Hemisphere, in Africa and South America, com-
munist and capitalist forces competed and warred for control of
Third World peoples and resources. 

On the face of it in 1945, and until the collapse of the Soviet

Union half a century later, the “America Firsters” in prewar
America appeared to have been absolutely correct in predicting
that communism would be the sole beneficiary of war against
Germany. What the American Firsters did not foresee, however,
was that the United States, and with it, the entire English-speak-
ing world also benefit materially from the war, albeit at great cost
to European culture and civilization. 

As is well known, the overwhelming majority of the Ameri -
can people opposed U.S. intervention in the war in Europe. Presi -
dent Roosevelt was of an entirely different mind however. Deli ber -
ately contradicting the will and intent of Congress, the president
used every subterfuge he and his advisors could devise (such as
the “Lend Lease” program) to violate American neutrality and
supply aid and arms to Britain and the Soviet Union. The presi-
dent’s apologists sardonically comment that Mr. Roosevelt was
simply ahead of public opinion. Leading American historians of
the time, such as Harry Elmer Barnes and Charles Callan Tan -
sill, and many more since, have reported on the president’s ac -
tions. Indeed, much evidence now exists that the president, hav-
ing failed to provoke Germany into retaliating, then proceeded to
provoke the Japanese with economic sanctions, knowing that the
Tripartite Pact (Anti-Comintern Pact) between Germany, Italy
and Japan would compel the Axis powers to honor their pledge to
their Asian partner. Dr. Tansill labeled this maneuver “Roose velt’s
back door to war.” Regrettably, the Japanese eventually took the
bait, launching their infamous attack, and the United States
entered the war with broad popular support and enthusiasm. 

It is characteristic of the many conferences held by the
United States and the United Kingdom before, during and after
the two world wars that they proceeded from a righteous procla-
mation of the noblest of sentiments and intentions at the outset
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Unforeseen Consequences of Yalta
BY ROBERT L. LOGAN

Never have so few disparate political creatures so ruthlessly and unjustly
decided the fate of so many millions of people as did Franklin Roosevelt, Winston
Churchill and Josef Stalin at Yalta, Crimea, during their February 4-11, 1945 con-
ference. These three—the genial but uncomprehending American politician, the
pugnacious, but powerless, British imperialist, and the ruthless and determined
Georgian Bolshevik—personified the “Big Three” of the day. None of these indi-
viduals can be said to have had much contact with, or compassion for, the citi-
zens they governed, and certainly not for the peoples they conquered.
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of the war, to a hardening of attitudes and the threat of punish-
ment in mid-conflict, when the tide has changed in favor of the
Allies, and, finally, when the enemy has capitulated, conclude
with the absolutely punitive, unjust, shortsighted provisions of
the peace diktats—Versailles and Yalta. Wilson’s Fourteen Points
were the initial righteous bait in World War I, the Atlantic
Charter in World War II.

R
oosevelt and Churchill proclaimed the noble Atlantic
Charter in August 1941—before America’s formal entry
into the war and long before the outcome of the war was
certain. The other members of the Allied coalition, in -

cluding Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Soviet Union, also subse-
quently agreed to the charter, the most important points of which
were (paraphrasing): 

1. The Anglo-American alliance seeks no aggrandizement,
territorial or other. 

2. The alliance desires to see no territorial changes that do
not accord with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples con-
cerned. 

3. The Anglo-American alliance respects every nation’s
right to self-determination.

4. The alliance will endeavor to further the enjoyment by all
states, great and small, victor and vanquished, of access, on equal
terms, of the trade and the raw materials of the world, which are
needed for their economic prosperity. 

Of course the Allies absolutely abhorred and condemned
racism, or ethnic cleansing, as it is now referred to, as practiced
by National Socialist Germany. The immediate cause of Britain’s
and France’s declaration of war against Germany had also been a
lofty, but an empty, one—to preserve the integrity of Poland (a
goal that was conveniently forgotten when the war ended). 

By 1943, when the eventual Allied victory seemed assured,
unconditional surrender was demanded at Casablanca, and, in
1944-45, when the outcome was certain, the Teheran Conference,
where Stalin and Roosevelt promised and toasted the deaths of
50,000 German officers, to be shot after the war along with other
“war criminals.” All previous altruistic mouthings regarding the
postwar treatment of the vanquished were discarded. 

In September 1944, after the successful D-Day landings,
the Quebec Conference was convened, at which the Morgenthau
Plan was approved by Roosevelt and Churchill. Gen. Eisenhower
was instructed to abolish the German government, the Nazi Party
and the Wehrmacht, to close schools, universities, radio stations
and newspapers, and to prevent his troops even from speaking to
Germans (the “no-fraternization policy”), except to give orders. It
also strove to put Germans on a near-starvation diet and to
reduce Germany to a primitive agricultural state. 

Eleanor Roosevelt used to boast that Secretary of the
Treasury Henry Morgenthau was “Franklin’s conscience.” Harry
Dexter White, who was later exposed as a communist agent
whose real name was Harry Weiss, was in turn Morgenthau’s
close associate and advisor. President Roosevelt systematically
ignored or rejected the good advice of his secretaries of state and
war, Cordell Hull and Henry Stimson, preferring to follow
Morgenthau’s directions. On April 12, 1945, the day before he

died, the president assured his secretary of the treasury: “Henry,
I am with you 100 percent.” 

Among the provisions of the Crimea Conference was one
that stated that the United Kingdom, the United States and the
USSR possessed supreme authority with respect to Germany,
even to its complete dismemberment if deemed desirable. On the
matter of reparations, Germany was to pay in kind for the losses
suffered by the Allied nations during the war. Reparations per-
mitted the removal by the victors of all manner of industrial
plants, transport, machine tools etc for at least two years after
unconditional surrender. Moreover, annual deliveries of goods
from current production were to be made for an indeterminate
period. The third form of “in kind” reparations permitted the use
of German labor. Under this provision the Soviet Union mainly,
but also France, retained German POWs in labor camps for years
after the war ended. The Soviet Union also abducted hundreds of
thousands of German civilians for labor in the USSR.1

Yalta also permitted the Soviet Union to establish all
national borders in East Europe, including shifting the borders of
Poland farther west into former German territory. Stalin
arranged to have contiguous borders with all the countries of
Soviet-occupied East Europe so as to be able to intervene directly
should circumstances demand, as the Soviets later did in Hun -
gary and Czechoslovakia. The Soviets were granted complete
political control over the eastern half of Europe. Churchill, believ-
ing that the Americans were so obsessed with the defeat of
Germany that they really had no other postwar political consid-
erations or proposals in mind, therefore jotted his proposal on a
piece of paper, giving the Soviet Union about 95 percent control
over all of East Europe, with the Western powers getting partial
control over Greece and Yugoslavia. Stalin understood this lan-
guage immediately and seized upon it. Thus, according to
renowned French historian Arthur Conte, Yalta defined “le par -
tage du monde”—the division of the world. The subsequent polar-
ization of the globe, between Moscow and Washington, was initi-
ated there and was not to end for half a century. 

While the expulsion of ethnic Germans from all of East
Europe had been discussed earlier at the Teheran and Yalta con-
ferences, the plan was finalized at the Potsdam Conference six
months after Yalta. Some 15 million Germans were to be “trans-
ferred in an orderly and humane manner” from their ancestral
homes in East Europe to the western rump of Germany, which of
course was itself destitute and desolate. In the process of this
massive ethnic cleansing, which proceeded in a totally disorderly
and inhumane manner, approximately 2 million Germans were
murdered. 

Ironically, before the treaties of Versailles, St. Germain and
Trianon, which put countless millions of ethnic Germans under
Czech, Polish and French control, there had been few racial (eth-
nic minority) problems in Europe. For centuries Germans had
lived as neighbors with the other peoples of East Europe. In fact,
the governments of the various East European states had actual-
ly invited German settlers into their countries. Many people,
including presidents Wilson and Coolidge, had foreseen that the
failure to provide self-determination would provide great difficul-
ties in the future, if not a casus belli. To a great extent, Hitler’s
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aggressive policies were directed at those artificial countries
established after World War I in order to return all Volksdeutsche
(ethnic Germans) to the German state. 

Gratuitously, the Western Allies invited the USSR to join in
the war against Japan several months after the German surren-
der. The southern part of Sakhalin and adjacent islands were
ceded to the USSR. The Chinese communists in their “Long
March” had previously moved to the north to make the commu-
nist Chinese controlled area contiguous with the USSR, thereby
facilitating the defeat of the Chinese nationalists on the main-
land. 

After World War I the main concern of the Allies (France,
the United Kingdom and the United States) was to collect repa-
rations in gold and to ensure that Germany could not become a
dominant power on the European continent. To this end, the
Allies totally abolished the Austro-Hungarian empire and re -
duced the size of Germany proper. In the void created, the Allies
invented several hybrid countries like Czechoslovakia and
Yugoslavia in which peoples who were traditional enemies were
supposed to live together in blissful harmony. 

This unnatural arrangement soon came unraveled. In the
late 1930s, the agrarian Slovaks separated from the urbanized
Czechs and and became firm allies of Germany. Likewise, in
Yugoslavia the Catholic Croats and Slovenes soon parted from the
Orthodox Serbs and supported the German war effort. The victo-
rious Allies of World War II, apparently not learning anything
from experience, reestablished Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia
after World War II under communist rule. At the first opportuni-
ty, in 1989-90, when the Soviet Union collapsed, the Slovaks again
(without German help) took leave of the Czechs, while the Croats
and Slovenes again, of their own volition, fought for their inde-
pendence. 

Strong and convincing arguments can be made to the effect
that the punitive and shortsighted provisions of the Paris Peace
Conference in 1919 set the stage for World War II, just as the Pax
Sovietica arranged at Yalta would result in the Cold War as soon
as the Roosevelt administration departed the scene. Further more,
considering the consequences of the destruction of old Europe in
the 20th century and subsequent events, it may also be argued
that American intervention in those wars in support of Mother
England actually distorted the continent’s natural development.
Pursuant to Britain’s “balance-of-power” policy on the continent,
Germany could not be permitted to become dominant. It must be
recalled that the United Kingdom and France—confident that
their colonies and former colonies would support them—declared
war against Germany in both wars—not the oth er way around. 

The attitudes and comments of the Allied personalities
involved in the horrendous decisions made at Yalta are of great
interest. The American delegation included President Roosevelt
and his closest adviser Harry Hopkins (who actually lived in the
White House with Franklin until Eleanor threw him out), both of
whom were charmed by and trusted in the good faith of Josef
Stalin and, incidentally, both of whom had to be carried into
Livadia Palace because of physical disabilities. The U.S. delega-
tion also included: Alger Hiss, a key aide, later convicted of lying

about his communist affiliation, Averell Harriman, Edward Stet -
tinius, Chip Bohlen, admirals William Leahy and Ernest King,
generals George Marshal and Edwin Watson. Harry Hopkins has
now—through the Venona intercepts—also been identified as a
Stalinist agent. 

The American delegation, and especially Roosevelt, dis-
played a total ignorance of communist designs and intentions.
Early on, Roosevelt had formed a favorable opinion of Stalin. Such
worthies as the Czech leader Eduard Benes had earlier shared his
evaluation of Stalin with the president: “Once Stalin has given
you his word, you can absolutely rely on it.” In 1941 the president
chastised the U.S. ambassador to the Soviet Union, William
Bullitt, for being too critical of Stalin and fearful of Soviet inten-
tions. 

Roosevelt, who thought no one could resist his charm, upon
his return from Teheran is quoted as confiding his opinion of
Stalin to Frances Perkins, his secretary of labor: “I like him, and
I think he likes me.” Shortly after Yalta, Roosevelt told his
Cabinet: “I think that something entered into Stalin’s nature
[during his early education for the priesthood] of the way in which
a Christian gentleman should behave.”2

The tyrant charmed other Americans at Yalta as well.
Harriman once assured Jan Ciechanowski, former Polish ambas-
sador to the United States, that “Stalin is not interested in world
revolution.” Gen. Henry Arnold: “I see no notable difference
between Stalin’s ideology and Roosevelt’s, and I believe that one
makes a big mistake in calling Stalin a communist.” Gen. Mars -
hal’s evaluation was: “Stalin is not a communist; he is a realist.”
Alger Hiss, Harry Hopkins, Henry Morgenthau, the president’s
wife Eleanor and any number of the president’s closest advisers
had even warmer feelings for Stalin. 

P
resident Roosevelt, who was born to a family of privilege
and wealth, tried to ingratiate himself with Stalin by tak-
ing a strong stand against colonialism and imperialism,
including the British variety. At one point, Roosevelt even

told Churchill: “I know you won’t take it ill of me when I say that
I personally get along better with Stalin than I can with your
Foreign Office.” 

Winston Churchill too was—at the time—infatuated with
Stalin. Churchill toasted the tyrant at Yalta: “I walk through this
world with greater courage and hope when I find myself in rela-
tion of friendship and intimacy with this great man, whose fame
has gone out not only over all Russia but the world.”

The object of the American delegation’s trust and affection,
whose true reputation seems to have been known to all except the
Americans, was quite another animal. While Churchill was at
Harrow and Roosevelt was at Groton, learning to be proper gen-
tlemen, Stalin was already the leader of terrorist gangs and a
bank robber. He possessed a cunning more common in the East
than the West. Indeed, in 1941 he told the Japanese Foreign
Minister Matsuoka that: “I, too, am an Asian.” Suspicious of all,
and ruthless in punishing his enemies real, imagined, or deliber-
ately created, Stalin remained always under perfect self-control.
He has been described as “banal and dangerous as a Caucasian
dagger and as cold-blooded as the dagger is cold steel.” Stalin was



also an excellent judge of the weaknesses of others, such as, for
example, Hitler. Of him Stalin said: “Obviously a brilliant man,
but he has one fatal weakness—he doesn’t know when to stop
gambling.”

Besides his military advisors, with Stalin at Yalta were his
political robots Molotov and Gromyko, both of whom effectively
supported the dictator’s dogmatic and single-minded purpose.
Stalin’s idee fixewas the pursuit and advancement of Soviet goals,
namely, expansion to the West with the ultimate aim of commu-
nizing all of Europe. Arthur Conte pungently and accurately de -
scribes the tone and tenor of the meetings of the “Big Three” at
Yalta (Franklin Roosevelt, Winston Churchill and Josef Stalin)
with the phrase: “One could no more imagine Stalin at Yalta with-
out pursuing his single-mindedness of purpose, i.e., his determi-
nation to expand Soviet borders and lay the groundwork for
future European advances, than one could imagine Roosevelt
without his Hopkins or Churchill without his cigar.” Thus, and by
whom, was Pax Sovietica formulated. 

The 21st century opened with an entirely new correlation of
forces—consequences of Yalta and the destruction of Europe.
Whereas at the birth of the 20th century Europe still dominated
the world scene, at mid-century, after two world wars, she lay in
ruins and replaced by the “Big Three,” America an ocean away,
Britain a channel away, and Russia lagging behind. Within five
years after Yalta, Britain, almost destitute and without its
empire, could no longer be considered a world power. There
remained but two great powers during the Cold War bipolarized
period—the world of communism, led by the Soviet Union, and
that of capitalism, led by the United States. When the USSR dis-
solved in 1990, the “Big Three” of the mid-20th century was
reduced to just one world superpower: the United States. �

FOOTNOTES: 
1See John Nugent’s article entitled “The Great Patents Heist,” page 27 of the

March/April issue of TBR, for the stunning facts about the millions of German
patents stolen by the carload by the victorious Allies in 1945. Although this theft is
little referenced, it was worth billions of dollars to the successful, but larcenous,
receivers.

2Joachim Hoffman’s stunning new book, Stalin’s War of Extermination, pres-
ents copious and documented information from declassified Soviet archives regard-
ing the terrorism in the Red Army which Hoffman estimates cost the lives of at
least 500,000 Russians. For more, see the ad on page 39 and the accompanying arti-
cle beginning on page 35 of this issue.
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The Noble Atlantic Charter
The following is the text of the Joint Declar ation
(Atlantic Charter), allegedly signed by Franklin
Roosevelt and Winston Churchill on August 14,
1941, as it appeared in The New York Times,
August 15, 1941:

The President of the United States of America and the Prime
Minister, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty’s Govern ment
in the United Kingdom, being met together, deem it right to
make known certain common principles in the national policies
of their respective countries on which they base their hopes for a
better future for the world.
FIRST, their countries seek no aggrandizement, territorial or
other;
SECOND, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not
accord with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned;
THIRD, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the form of
government under which they will live; and they wish to see sov-
ereign rights and self-government restored to those who have
been forcibly deprived of them;
FOURTH, they will endeavor, with due respect for their existing
obligations, to further the enjoyment by all States, great or
small, victor or vanquished, of access, on equal terms, to the
trade and to the raw materials of the world which are needed for
their economic prosperity;
FIFTH, they desire to bring about the fullest collaboration
between all nations in the economic field with the object of secur-
ing, for all, improved labor standards, economic adjustment and
social security;
SIXTH, after the final destruction of the Nazi tyranny, they hope
to see established a peace which will afford to all nations the
means of dwelling in safety within their own boundaries, and
which will afford assurance that all of the men in all the lands
may live out their lives in freedom from fear and want;
SEVENTH, such a peace should enable all men to traverse the
high seas and oceans without hindrance;
EIGHTH, they believe that all of the nations of the world, for
realistic as well as spiritual reasons, must come to the aban-
donment of the use of force. Since no future peace can be main-
tained if land, sea or air armaments continue to be employed by
nations which threaten, or may threaten, aggression outside of
their frontiers, they believe, pending the establishment of a wider
and permanent system of general security, that the disarma-
ment of such nations is essential. They will likewise aid and
encourage all other practicable measures which will lighten for
peace-loving people the crushing burden of armaments.
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BILDERBERGERS NEED COVERAGE
TBR is an outstanding source of historical infor-

mation. The articles are both revealing and thought
provoking. Therefore I look forward very much to
reading it.  As an idea for the future, I should like
to suggest you devote an issue to the Bilderberg
conference—its history, and its strategy for “one-
world” dominance.

JORGEN RAFFNSØE
HELSINGØR, DENMARK

NOT CONVINCED ABOUT NEW VIEW OF HOLOCAUST
It is an unfortunate fact that Revisionists have

tried to change history. I am a former prisoner of
war in Germany during World War II. I was a pris-
oner for four months, and in that time, I almost
starved to death. In fact I am witness to many pris-
oners’ deaths because of starvation and bitter cold.
The winter of 1944-45 was the coldest winter of
record in Europe. 

I have learnt that the Stalag IVB where I was
held was formerly a Jewish work camp. There is a
cemetery outside the camp where hundreds of Jews
are buried. There was no gas chamber here—they
died of starvation and maltreatment. 

We know from captured photographs that the
gas chambers were not the only means of execution.
There were, near the end of the war, many who
were shot. Bulldozers dug holes, and people were
lined up and machine-gunned and buried in the
holes. This could amount to a whole camp being
done away with. The troops who liberated some of
these camps are witness to the fact that Jews were
slaughtered en masse. Watch the History Channel,
and you will see film footage taken by American
photographers of the remains [Most died of typhus.
—Ed.] that were not buried when they arrived. 

I have personal knowledge of a prison in the
Shermeck Forest in France where political prison-
ers were sent. They were worked in a quarry until
they were useless and then gassed. They were
stripped naked and lined up at the door to the gas
chamber and knocked in the head. They were hung
on S-hooks that were on tracks and pushed into the
chamber. When it was full the door was shut and
the gas turned on. This was an eyewitness account. 

There are many forces at work to change the
facts of history. I do not know why people are so
engrossed in changing facts that have affected the
entire world. To me it is a travesty to deny history.
Incidentally I am not Jewish. However I have
talked to many men who were prisoners of war dur-
ing World War II. They were separated from the
main population and were mistreated. They all
describe a very different experience than others like
myself, even though starvation was rampant among
all of us. Please take this into consideration when
you start to “revise” any more history. 

RAYMOND O. KNISLEY JR.
AMERICAN EX PRISONERS OF WAR

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

You misunderstand the term “Revisionist”
which, admittedly, suggests the concept of
“revising.” In fact, Revisionists are not trying
“to change history.” Instead, they seek to

bring history into accord with the facts. TBR
is certainly not trying to “deny history.” In
fact, we do know why some people—who are
not the Revisionists—are, in your words, “so
engrossed in changing facts of history,” par-
ticularly in regard to “the Holocaust.” The
reason is because, as Jewish-American
Professor Norman Finkelstein declares in his
book, The Holocaust Industry, “the Holocaust”
is now, in his words,” an indispensible ideo-
logical weapon” used by Israel and the Amer -
can Jewish community to advance their polit-
ical interests and to achieve, he says, “immu-
nity from criticism, however justified.” 

You say you have “personal knowledge” of
a French prison where gassings were con-
ducted in a particularly unusual fashion. You
refer to an “eyewitness account,” but it’s not
clear if you were the eyewitness or if you are
repeating another person’s account. Please
provide us more data immediately.

We don’t deny POWs suffered and never
suggested life as a POW was a picnic. How -
ever, your own POW experiences have
absolutely nothing to do with issues such as,
for example, 1) how many Jews actually died
at Auschwitz—some Jewish sources claim 4
million while other Jewish sources claim sev-
eral million less—or 2) whether there is hard
forensic evidence of people being “gassed” at
Auschwitz, for example. For years we were
told of gassings at Dachau. Now even Jewish
scholars say that’s a myth.

And by the way, one of the most respected
Revisionists is a former Allied POW held by
the Nazis, Doug Collins of Canada, who has
been threatened with criminal action because
of his Revisionist views.—Ed.

I DON’T BELIEVE RUSSELL BURROWS
In reference to Russell Burrows’ trap door cave,

when I grew up during the 1920s and 1930s in
southeastern Ohio, the area was known as the
Switzerland of Ohio. The hills were rugged and
steep—very steep indeed—and my brothers and I
wandered far and wide. On my grandfather’s farm,
there was a drift mine in a hollow that entered a
four-foot vein of coal. Farther up the hillside, under
the shadow of a cliff, another portal penetrated a
two-foot vein. There were hundreds of portals in
southeastern Ohio where land owners dug their
own coal. Today, 70 years later, it takes a trained
eye to spot any trace of these mines. The 38th par-
allel tracks through southeastern Ohio and on west
through Illinois. Along this latitude, the average
yearly rainfall is about 40 inches, and the tempera-
ture can reach 100 degrees in the summer and 20
below in the winter. 

If this thawing and freezing by the weather
eliminated all the drift mine portals in Ohio, then
does Mr. Burrows expect me to believe that a rock,
delicately balanced over a cave for centuries in
Illinois, could suddenly flip up and swallow a hiker?
I don’t think so. Perhaps Mr. Burrows knew a jewel-
er who passed down to him his reference books and
tools of the trade. If so, since Mr. Burrows is retired

and has rocking chair money coming in, couldn’t he
hole up in his cellar and crank out antiquities until
the cows come home? 

CLYDE R. KENNEDY
RUSHVILLE, OHIO

NOW THEIR PRO-ANTI-FEDERALISTS
I’ve noticed numerous references and newspa-

per columns on the Anti-Federalists recently. Rarely
have these men been referred to in patriotic litera-
ture in the past, but, presently, Joe Sobran has been
writing of them, and the patriotic news groups are
abuzz about them. It seems no coincidence this
occurs just after the TBR publication of M. Raphael
Johnson’s well-written story on these misunder-
stood patriots. Johnson’s piece has been reprinted
numerous times on the World Wide Web and else-
where. I think Sobran and others should give him—
and TBR—at least a footnote. I think TBR has
started a new (and welcome) trend.

WALTER JEROME
WESTFIELD, NEW JERSEY

ROMANTICIZING ISLAM?
As much as I am an enemy of Zionism, I also

strongly reject any romanticization of Islam. The
Muslim “religion,” in my opinion, is not a religion at
all, but a sacrilized military doctrine, one that was
devised to establish Arab hegemony over lands his-
torically Byzantine and Christian. While not all
Muslims are violent, and certainly very few are ter -
ror ists, it must be said that wherever Muslims have
appeared in any significant numbers, they have
begun organized warfare against their host nation.
Their entire imperialist spread over the Middle
East and north Africa, into Spain and elsewhere,
was based almost entirely on forced conversions
and military conquest. Almost from the moment
of its inception Islam organized itself into military
bands for the sake of jihad. Not only does Islam
permit organized violence, but war is a major part
of its theology. Islam has no more claim to the
Middle East than Zion.

WAYNE L. SANDSTROM
BEATRICE, NEBRASKA

MANIPULATING HISTORY
The state-sponsored schools will never tell you

this, but governments routinely rely on hoaxes to
sell their agendas to an otherwise reluctant public.
The Romans accepted the emperors not because
they wanted to, but because the carefully crafted
illusions of threat appeared to leave no other choice.
The oldest trick in the book is for would-be tyrants
to create the “enemies” they need. 

In 70 B.C., an ambitious plutocratic politician,
Marcus Licinius Crassus, wanted to rule Rome.
The largest single private landholder in Rome,
Crassus used some of his wealth to help back Julius
Caesar against Cicero. At this time, Rome was still
a republic, which placed very strict limits on what
rulers could do. But Crassus had no intentions of
enduring such limits to his personal power. He con-
trived a plan. Crassus seized upon the slave revolt
led by Spartacus in order to strike terror into the
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hearts of Romans. But Spartacus had no intention
of marching on Rome, a move he knew would be
suicidal. Spartacus planned from the start merely
to loot enough money in the Italian countryside to
hire a mercenary fleet in which to sail to freedom. 

Sailing away was the last thing Crassus wanted
Spartacus to do. He needed a convenient enemy
with which to terrorize Rome itself for his personal
political gain. So Crassus bribed the mercenary
fleet to sail without Spartacus, then positioned two
Roman legions in such a way that Spartacus had no
choice but to march on Rome. Terrified of the im -
pending arrival of the army of slaves, Rome de -
clared Crassus praetor. Crassus then crushed
Spartacus’s army, and even though Pompey took
the credit, Crassus was elected consul of Rome the
following year. With this maneuver, the Romans
surrendered their republican form of government.
Soon would follow the first Triumvirate, consisting
of Crassus, Pompey and Julius Caesar, followed by
the reign of the deified emperors of Rome. 

Could this be the real idea behind the horrific
events of September 11, 2001, that have so inex-
orably altered our nation’s psyche?

DAVID BUSHKOVITCH
NEW YORK CITY

HESS & HITLER
I’m writing on two separate, but connected, mat-

ters, i.e., Hess and Hitler. There is little doubt that
Hess flew to Scotland to try to achieve peace
between two brother nations. While we may ques-
tion the actions of some Germans in the way they
carried out their duties in the war (in the same way
we may question the roles of many on the Allied

side), there is little doubt that Hess acted out of
conviction and took a real gamble—for peace. 

TBR readers may be interested to know that a
few years ago the farmer who owns the land gave
permission for a stone monument to be erected on
the spot where Hess landed. The monument paid
homage to Hess and his mission and became known
as the “Peace Stone.” Unfortunately some extrem-
ists took it upon themselves to daub the monument
and cover it with propaganda posters, and then one
Ameer Anwar of the Trotskyite Socialist Workers
Party smashed the stone with a sledgehammer.
This was on November 18, 1993. All was carried
out in front of TV cameras. 

A Scottish newspaper, The Daily Record, car -
ried a picture of the Asian student the very next
day, complete with his sledgehammer. All took place
on private land—and yet Mr. Anwar was never
prosecuted. Anwar is now a trainee solicitor and
has become a hate figure in Scotland as he tries to
stir up any event and make it “racist.” When a mon-
ument to communists who took part in the Spanish
Civil War was damaged by burning tires in the
Welsh capital, Cardiff, a local newspaper, The South
Wales Echo, treated it as a criminal act almost
beyond compare. 

Of course, the communist volunteers went to
join an army which regularly shot, tortured and
mutilated Spanish men, women and children. They
also had a penchant for desecrating churches, dig-
ging up religious corpses and torturing and murder-
ing priests and nuns. Isn’t it amusing how a monu-
ment to a prisoner of peace can be smashed with
the blessings of the media, and yet minor damage
to a monument to Red terror brought forth copious
amounts of tears from the same brand of media.

I hope your features on Hess will make more people
aware of the dangerous mission he undertook and
his reason for doing so—to end a fratricidal war
destroying Europe.

Now to Hess’s boss. I am not a student of Hitler
and would not class myself a fan of him or his re -
gime. However, that doesn’t mean that one should
accept, at face value, some of the nonsense put out
by a propaganda machine that is still rolling on. I
had to raise a smile at the letter which addressed
his supposed “satanism.” There are many quotes
from Hitler, who was born Catholic, which prove
that he had great regard for Christianity. 

Good or bad, Hitler was no satanist. He de -
scribed the Belgian SS Gen. Leon Degrelle, who was
a practicing Catholic before, during and after
WWII, as the ideal choice had he wished for a son.
Do we really think a “satanist” would want a devout
Catholic son who insisted on priests at the front to
look after his men’s spiritual needs? 

J. HUMPHREYS
LONDON
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Cremo, Michael A., and Richard L. Thompson. 1998. Forbidden
Arche ol ogy: The Hidden History of the Human Race. Bhaktivedanta
Institute. 915 pages. ISBN 0 89213 294 9

A massive study of human evolution that fairly represents all sides to
the debate. Probably the most complete study of the subject yet done. It is
written, however, for the layman.

Kirkpatrick, Sidney D. 1992. Lords of Sipan: A True Story of Pre-
Inca Tombs, Archaeology, and Crime. Morrow. 256 pages. ISBN 0 688
10396 0

The archeological finds by Dr. Walter Alva at the necropolis of Sipán in
Peru are some of the largest in the pre-Incan field. They deal with a little-
known people called the Moche. Most of the relics of  Sipán, unfortunate-
ly, have been stolen, although at least three tombs, richer in gold and sil-
ver than any other site excavated in the Amer icas, remained intact. This
work, in part, concerns itself with the question of the “private ownership”
of archeological treasures and the problem of looting of historical sites.

Barra, Allen. 1998. Inventing Wyatt Earp. Carroll and Graf. 426
pages. ISBN 0 7867 0562 0

This is a new revisionist biography of the infamous symbol of the Wild
West of OK Corral and Tombstone fame. Unfortunately, much of what has
been attributed to him in the past is a myth. This book shows why and
how.

Belloc, Hilaire. 1924 (re-released 1999). Economics for Hel en. St.
George Educational Trust. 126 pages. ISBN 0 9525420 2 1

The St. George Educational Trust (Forest House, Liss Forest, Liss,
Hampshire GU33 7DD England) has re-released this classic work on the
modern system of economics by great traditionalist scholar Hilaire Belloc.
This brief work is simply written for the layman, and contains summa-
tions of the basic principles of economic science and an excellent section on
the fraud of usury. This is a must for patriots.

Isby, David, ed. 2000. Fighting the Invasion: The German Army at
D-Day. Greenhill. 256 pages. ISBN 1 85637 427 3

An excellent work, solely from primary sources, of the attitudes, strat-
egy and tactics of the German High Command. Written by the German
general staff members themselves, this book covers D-Day from the
German point of view, and covers German preparations and the invasion
itself.

Cantor, Norman F. (ed.) 1999. The Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages.
Viking. 464 pages. ISBN: 0 965 04867

Interesting and needed approach to that most misunderstood and
unjustly maligned era, the “middle ages.” Unfortunately a bit biased
against Catholicism in certain areas, it remains very useful for the student
of history. Very little of significance is left out of its purview. —MRJ
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SEND US A LETTER OR AN E-MAIL
TBR tries to print letters that represent all sides of the

issues. We may edit for grammar, style and brevity (letters of not
over 300 words are preferred). TBR does not print unsubstantiat-
ed personal attacks, nor do we print letters whose au thor ship we
cannot confirm. We will withhold name and ad dress on request.
We reserve the right to reprint letters. E-mail letters are welcome
at barnesrev@hotmail.com, but please in clude your mailing
address and phone number for verification. 

CORRECTION
On page 65 of the Sept./Oct. TBR, the correct phone number

for Spence Publish ing Co. is 888-773-6782 or 214-939-1700.


